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Résumé: Ce travail se concentre sur la spec-
troscopie optique de deux classes de matériaux
en utilisant la microscopie de fluorescence à
température ambiante.

Tout d’abord, les pérovskites halogénées, une
classe de semi-conducteurs qui ont connu un re-
gain d’intérêt au cours des dix dernières années
en raison de leurs propriétés optoélectroniques
exceptionnelles, ce qui en fait une plate-
forme prometteuse pour les applications photo-
voltäıques, mais aussi pour l’émission de lumière
dans les diodes, les lasers et les dispositifs quan-
tiques. Ces matériaux cristallins sont constitués
d’octaèdres dont les sommets sont partagés. Un
ion métallique est positionné au centre, sou-
vent du plomb, et des ions halogénures aux
sommets : Cl, Br ou I. Un cation complète
la structure. Il est soit organique, par ex-
emple le méthylammonium (MA) ou le for-
mamidinium, soit inorganique, par exemple le
césium. Dans le contexte de l’émission de
lumière, les pérovskites halogénées constituent
un excellent choix pour résoudre le problème du
green gap, c’est-à-dire le manque d’émetteurs ef-
ficaces dans la région verte du spectre optique,
en raison de la possibilité d’ajuster leur bande
interdite grâce à un choix éclairé de l’halogénure
lors de la synthèse. De plus, comme la synthèse
se fait à température ambiante et implique
des étapes de chimie simples, ils sont promet-
teurs pour les applications industrielles. La
synthèse et la caractérisation de nanocristaux
de CsPbBr3 émettant dans la région verte du
spectre optique à l’aide d’une nouvelle méthode
basée sur la précipitation est rapportée. En par-
ticulier, la calibration élevé et la bonne stabilité
des nanocristaux sont mis en évidence.

La deuxième partie de cette étude porte sur
les bôıtes quantiques de graphène. Ces ob-
jets de faible dimension permettent d’ouvrir la
bande interdite du graphène, ce qui les rend
fluorescents. Ces émetteurs sont prometteurs
parce que leur structure atomiquement fine et

leur accordabilité les rendent aptes à réaliser
des nanocapteurs. En s’appuyant sur la rela-
tion structure-propriétés récemment étudiée des
bôıtes quantiques de graphène rectangulaires,
une étude approfondie au niveau de l’objet
unique de ces bôıtes quantiques hautement flu-
orescentes avec 96 atomes de carbone sp2 est
rapportée. L’excellente pureté des échantillons
a été mise en évidence. L’étude de la dy-
namique temporelle de ces émetteurs de pho-
tons uniques dans une matrice de polystyrène a
permis d’estimer les temps caractéristiques de
la dynamique transitoire des bôıtes quantiques.

Enfin, la troisième partie rapporte l’étude
des bôıtes quantiques de graphène sur une
surface de pérovskite. La surface des
pérovskites présente un intérêt particulier pour
la réalisation de dispositifs avec ces semi-
conducteurs, ce qui en fait un terrain de jeu
intéressant pour l’utilisation des bôıtes quan-
tiques de graphène. À cette fin, les bôıtes
quantiques ont été déposés sur la surface de
monocristaux millimétriques de MAPbBr3.

• En tant que films minces déposés sur
la pérovskite, les bôıtes quantiques de
graphène présentent une photophysique
compatible avec la formation d’excimères.

• Lorsque la concentration de bôıtes quan-
tiques sur la surface est réduite, des
taches limitées par la diffraction sont ob-
servées. L’étude de la photoluminescence
dans le domaine temporel révèle des sauts
entre des états discrets du système.

• L’étude dans le domaine des fréquences
de l’intensité de la photoluminescence de
ces émetteurs limités par la diffraction est
dominée par le bruit en 1/f, ce qui con-
traste fortement avec la dynamique sta-
ble, dominée par le bruit de grenaille, des
émetteurs uniques lorsqu’ils sont étudiés
dans une matrice de polystyrène.
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Abstract: This work focuses on the optical
spectroscopy of two classes of materials using
fluorescence microscopy at room temperature.

First, halide perovskites, a class of semicon-
ductors that have known a surge in interest in
the last ten years because of their outstand-
ing optoelectronic properties, making them a
promising platform for photovoltaic applica-
tions, but also light emission in diodes, lasers,
and quantum devices. These crystalline mate-
rials consist of corner-sharing octahedra with a
metallic ion at the center, often lead, and halide
ions at the corners: Cl, Br, or I. A cation com-
pletes the structure. It is either organic, for
example, methylammonium (MA) or formami-
dinium, or inorganic, for example, cesium. In
the context of light emission, halide perovskites
are an excellent choice to address the problem
of the green gap, that is, the lack of efficient
emitters in the green region of the optical spec-
trum, because of the possibility to tune their
band gap thanks to an informed choice of the
halide during the synthesis. Moreover, because
the synthesis is done at room temperature and
involves soft chemistry steps, they are promising
for industrial applications. The synthesis and
characterization of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals emit-
ting in the optical spectrum’s green region using
a new reprecipitation-based method is reported.
In particular, the nanocrystals’ high calibration
and good stability are highlighted.

The second part of this study is about
graphene quantum dots. Those low-dimensional
objects allow the opening of the band gap
of graphene, making them fluorescent. These
emitters are promising because their atomically-
thin structure and tunability make them suit-

able for realizing nano-sensors. Building on the
recently studied structure-properties relation-
ship of rod-shaped graphene quantum dots, a
thorough single-molecule study of highly fluo-
rescent graphene quantum dots with 96 sp2 car-
bon atoms is reported. The excellent purity of
the samples was highlighted. The study of the
time dynamics of those single-photon emitters
in a polystyrene matrix allowed estimating the
characteristic times of the transient dynamic of
the quantum dots.

Finally, the third part reports the study of
the graphene quantum dots on a perovskite sur-
face. The surface of perovskites is of peculiar
interest for the realization of devices with these
semiconductors, making it an interesting play-
ground to use graphene quantum dots. To that
end, the quantum dots were deposited on a mil-
limetric MAPbBr3 single-crystal surface.

• As thin films deposited on the perovskite,
the graphene quantum dots present pho-
tophysics compatible with the formation
of excimers.

• As the concentration of quantum dots on
the surface is lowered, diffraction-limited
spots are observed. The time-domain
study of the photoluminescence reveals
jumps between discrete states of the sys-
tem.

• The frequency-domain investigation of
the intensity of photoluminescence of
these diffraction-limited emitters is domi-
nated by 1/f noise, which highly contrasts
the stable, shot-noise-dominated dynam-
ics of the single emitters when studied in
a polystyrene matrix.
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Preamble

Objects at the scale of the nanometer are of prime interest, both for the study
of the fundamental properties of matter and the possible technological applica-
tions. The high potential of nanotechnologies has been recently highlighted by
the attribution of the Nobel Prize in chemistry to Moungi G. Bawendi, Louis E.
Brus, and Aleksey Yekimov for their work on the synthesis of quantum dots [1].
A remarkable property of nano-objects is that their properties do not depend on
their composition alone but also on their size and shape. This makes their study
a rich field that necessitates the collaboration of chemists and physicists for the
synthesis, experimental study, and theoretical description of the material. My the-
sis is centered around the study of two kinds of materials: halide perovskites and
graphene quantum dots.

Halide perovskites are a class of semiconductors that has seen a spectacular surge
in interest over the last ten years, notably because of the outstanding promises
they hold for solar cell technologies [2, 3]. They are also promising materials for
light-emission applications, with demonstrations of perovskite-based LEDs with an
efficiency of 20 % [4], and lasers [5]. Moreover, these compounds can be chemically
engineered to form 2D structures [6] and quantum dots [7]. Many open questions
remain on these materials, notably because of the delicate interplay of the or-
ganic and inorganic parts. I studied these compounds in the group of Emmanuelle
Deleporte, who has developed earlier expertise in the synthesis and characteriza-
tion of two-dimensional perovskites, as well as their use in the context of strong
light-matter interactions in cavity [8] and for the realization of lasers [9].

Graphene quantum dots bridge two classes of materials. On one hand, graphene
is a famous two-dimensional material, with outstanding conduction properties.
Since its first experimental realization in 2004 [10], graphene has been seen as a
very promising material for applications. However, its lack of bandgap makes it ill-
suited for some optoelectronic applications. One route to open the gap of graphene
is to reduce its dimensionality, making it 1D (nanoribbons or nanotubes) or 0D
(graphene quantum dots). On the other hand, graphene quantum dots can be
seen as members of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, a group of well-known
molecules [11] which present many applications, in particular in the domain of
quantum technologies [12]. Due to the tunability of the material, graphene quan-
tum dots may be well suited for those kinds of applications. I investigated these
objects in collaboration with Jean-Sébastien Lauret, whose group has developed
expertise in the study of carbon nano-objects, in particular at the single-molecule
level [13, 14].
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Preamble

In Chapter 1, I briefly review the key points of solid-state physics used through-
out this thesis. In particular, the mechanisms linked to the emission and absorption
of light in semiconductors and graphene quantum dots. Then, I give an overview
of the context of the study of halide perovskites, particularly the key properties
that make them an interesting research topic. Finally, I will review the important
properties of graphene quantum dots, particularly the relationships between their
geometry and optical properties.

Then, in Chapter 2, I present the experimental methods used to obtain the
results reported in this manuscript. A specific focus is given to the optical spec-
troscopy methods and how they are implemented in the context of microscopic
studies. Additionally, I present some noteworthy data analysis methods.

The results obtained on halide perovskites are presented in Chapter 3. First, I
present my study of quasi-2D perovskites in the context of laser emission. Then, in
the second part, I report on the synthesis and characterization of highly calibrated
and emissive CsPbBr3 nanocrystals in collaboration with Cédric Mayer.

In Chapter 4, I first present the family of rod-shaped graphene quantum dots.
After presenting their properties in solution, I detail the result of our investigations
at the single-molecule level. In particular, the high purity of the samples is assessed
through a statistical study, and the characteristic times of the underlying three-
level system are estimated.
Chapter 5 is a report on the investigation of rod-shaped graphene quantum

dots deposited on a MAPbBr3 perovskite substrate. The quantum dots were first
deposited as films on the substrate, and we then tried to reduce the concentration
towards single-molecule studies.
The final chapter consists of a general conclusion on the work conducted

during my thesis and presents some possible future developments on the object
studied here.
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Introduction 1
Introduction

The work reported in this manuscript mainly focuses on unveiling the properties
of objects belonging to two classes of materials: halide perovskites and graphene
quantum dots. In this introductory chapter, I will first give some general insights
into the properties of solids and their interaction with light. I will then present
halide perovskites and specifically their use in the context of light emission. Finally,
I will present graphene quantum dots and their applications in the context of single
photon emission.

1.1 Investigating properties of matter optically

1.1.1 Electronic structure

Solids, such as metals or semiconductors, can be described through the behavior
of electrons within the medium. In particular, it can be shown that in crystalline
materials, the periodicity of the lattice constraints the energies allowed for an
electron into bands, as shown in Figure 1.1. Bloch’s theorem shows that the
solutions to Schrödinger’s equation for an electron within a band can be written

ψk(r) = uk(r)exp(ik · r) (1.1)

where uk(r) is a function with the periodicity of the lattice [15]. These Bloch
functions depend on the electronic band considered, which justifies the study of
the bands to determine the properties of solids. In particular, depending on the
occupancy of the highest occupied band at T = 0 K, one can distinguish two types
of materials: metals and insulators. The former corresponds to a higher band not
fully occupied by electrons, allowing them to travel within the material with a zero
energy threshold, i.e., conduction. The latter, insulators, corresponds to a situa-
tion where the highest occupied band, called the valence band, is fully occupied
and separated by a bandgap from the lowest unoccupied band, called the conduc-
tion band. This means an electron is not able to travel within the medium. When
the bandgap is small-enough (typically ∼ 1 eV) that the conduction band can
statistically get populated at non-zero temperatures, insulators are called semi-
conductors. The energy threshold required for the material to become conductive
makes them the ideal platform for developing e.g. electronic-based logic gates.

3
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the electron levels in a covalent crystal made
from four-valent atoms. The atoms’ s and p states hybridize to form bonding
and anti-bonding molecular orbitals, which then evolve into the conduction and
valence bands of the semiconductor. Adapted from Ref. [15].

The periodicity of the crystal lattice makes describing the allowed electronic
bands of solid in the wavevector space, also called the reciprocal space, suitable.
The reciprocal lattice is the Fourier transform of the crystal lattice. The dispersion
relations of the bands can be studied within a primitive cell of the reciprocal lattice,
corresponding to all the wavevectors of the reciprocal space closer to the origin
than to any other point of the reciprocal lattice. That reciprocal primitive cell is
called the first Brillouin zone [16]. For example, the zinc-blende structure of GaAs
is shown in Figure 1.2a, and the first Brillouin zone in Figure 1.2b. Because of
the high degree of symmetry of the reciprocal lattice, one can examine the band
structure on lines drawn between points of high symmetry. For GaAs, this yields
Figure 1.2c. In particular, one can see that both the maximum of the valence band
and the minimum of the conduction band are attained for the same wavevector,
here at the Γ point. Such a semiconductor is said to have a direct bandgap and is
of peculiar interest for light-matter interactions.

The shape of the conduction band can directly relate to some properties of the
material. As can be seen in Figure 1.2c for GaAs, the band structure at the edge
of the conduction band can be approximated by a parabola, yielding locally a
dispersion relationship in the form E(k) = E0 + ℏk2

2m∗ , where the effective mass
m∗ has been introduced and is a measure of the curvature of the band near the
gap. By analogy between the latter expression and the free-electron dispersion,
one can see that an electron traveling in the medium in this range of energies
can be approximated as a free electron with and effective mass m∗. In particular,
the Drude model allows writing the mobility µe of electrons as µe = eτ

m∗ , where e
is the elementary charge, τ a relaxation time describing phenomenologically the
interactions of the electrons with phonons or defects. The expression of mobility
shows that the lighter the effective mass, i.e. the more pinched the conduction
band around the bandgap, the higher the material’s conductivity is.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Real space structure of GaAs. (b) Corresponding first Brillouin
zone. Both adapted from Ref. [17]. (c) Dispersion diagram of GaAs calculated
using the pseudopotential method. Adapted from Ref. [18].

So far, I have discussed some properties of solids in a one-electron picture.
However, as an electron gets promoted to the conduction band in a semiconductor,
the valence band is no longer full. This means the remaining electrons in that band
gain some degree of freedom, and a description of the properties of the solid should
include them, making the problem an N-body problem. One of the great successes
of the twentieth century in solid-state physics was the introduction of the notion
of holes. It allows accounting for the dynamics of many electrons in a partially
filled band as the dynamics of one positively charged pseudo-particle, called a
hole. It is possible to introduce an effective mass of the holes from the curvature
of the valence band, and as for the electrons, this effective mass will appear in a
semiclassical model of conduction [16]. Notably, one can see e.g. for GaAs that
the curvature of the top of the valence band is lesser than the curvature of the
bottom of the conduction band. This means the mobility of holes is smaller than
the mobility of electrons.

Many modeling approaches have been developed to describe the electronic prop-
erties of solids. A successful approach is the tight-binding method [16]. This
method consists in using a linear combination of the atomic orbitals (LCAO) of the
atoms present in the unit cell of the direct lattice. Using the Bloch theorem (com-
ing from the symmetry by translation), the solutions of the crystal Schrödinger
equation reads:

ψ(r) =
∑
R

eik·Rϕ(r−R) (1.2)
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Hexagonal lattice of graphene, with the two lattice vectors of the
primitive cell a1 and a2 in green. The primitive cell contains two carbon atoms, in
blue and orange, respectively. (b) Corresponding first Brillouin zone. The vectors
of the reciprocal lattice are denoted b1 and b2. Three high symmetry points, K,
K′, and M are highlighted.

where ϕ(r) are the linear combination of the atomic orbitals of the atoms of the
unit cell and R are vectors of the direct lattice.

This can be put into practice for calculating the band structure of graphene.
This is a two-dimensional material constituted of carbon atoms arranged in a
honeycomb lattice, as shown in Figure 1.3a. The honeycomb lattice is a hexagonal
lattice with two carbon atoms in the primitive cell (Figure 1.3a: A (orange) and
B (blue) type carbons).

Carbon atoms can offer four valence electrons on four orbitals, namely 2s, 2px,
2py, and 2pz. The s-orbitals hybridize with the in-plane p-orbitals to form three σ
bonds spaced by 120◦ [19]. The remaining 2pz orbitals form delocalized π bonds.
Restricting to the nearest neighbors interactions, the dispersion relations of the
π-bands of graphene are:

E(k) = ±t

√
1 + 4 cos

akx
2

cos

√
3aky
2

+ 4 cos2
akx
2

(1.3)

where t is the neighbor exchange energy (about 2.8 eV).
The resulting band structure of graphene is plotted in Figure 1.4a on the next

page, and a band diagram in Figure 1.4b. The band diagram illustrates the pecu-
liarity of the region around the bandgap. First, the bandgap is vanishing around
the K point, which means electrons can be freely promoted to the conduction band.
For this reason, graphene is considered a semimetal. Then, the peculiar conical
shape of the conduction and the valence band is intriguing. Indeed, the parabolic
approximation of the conduction band demonstrated earlier for GaAs cannot work
here. Instead, the dispersion relation around the K point reads:

E(k−K) = ±vFℏ|k−K| (1.4)
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Figure 1.4: (a) Band structure of graphene in the first Brillouin zone, accounting
for π electrons only. (b) Band diagram of graphene along axes of high symmetry
of the structure defined in Figure 1.3b.

with vF the Fermi velocity (∼ 1×106 m/s). This linear dispersion relationship can
be understood as electrons behaving as massless particles, leading to a remarkably
high mobility of charges in that medium. This property can be demonstrated,
for example in suspended graphene sheets at low temperature [20], with a mo-
bility approaching 200 000 cm2/V/s. For comparison, the mobility in gold at low
temperatures is typically ∼ 1500 cm2/V/s [21].

Ever since the first isolation of monolayer graphene sheets by Novoselov et al.
[10], the study of graphene has known a surge in interest. However, the absence
of bandgap in its band structure, as shown in Figure 1.4, makes it unfit for some
logic and optoelectronic applications. Opening the gap of graphene to use its
outstanding properties in those areas has prompted many studies, notably on
smaller dimensional graphene-based compounds.

1.1.2 Excitons

I have discussed earlier a possible refinement to the one-electron model in intro-
ducing the hole as a pseudo-particle and thus treating a specific band in a one-hole
picture. An additional refinement necessary to explain the properties of some ma-
terials studied in this manuscript is the concept of exciton. The excitons arise
from the Coulomb interaction between a positively charged hole and a negatively
charged electron. The electron-hole pair bound by Coulombic attraction can be
treated as a quasi-particle named exciton [16].

In the one-electron picture described earlier, the lowest energy required to excite
an electron is Ec−Ev, with Ec the energy of the minimum of the conduction band
and Ev the energy of the maximum of the valence band. Furthermore, because
Bloch’s theorem states that the wavefunction is periodic, the periodic potential of
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Wannier-Mott exciton, or free exciton, with a radius larger than
the size of the unit cell. (b) Frenkel, or tightly-bound exciton, with a radius smaller
than the size of the unit cell. Reproduced from Ref. [15].

the crystal is left unaltered by this excitation, as the local change in charge density
would be of the order of 1/N the charge of an electron, with N the number of cells
in the lattice. However, if many energy levels are available near the minimum of
the conduction band, the electron can form a wave packet, i.e. be localized. The
energy of the wave packet Ēc would be higher than the minimum of the conduction
band Ec. If, at the same time, there are enough levels near the maximum of the
valence band to form a wavepacket of energy Ēv < Ev, then one can expect that
the energy required to excite an electron would be higher than the band-gap, as
Ēc− Ēv > Ec−Ev. However, the Coulombic interaction between the electron and
the hole has not been taken into account yet.. The potential resulting from that
interaction is negative and can effectively lower the minimum excitation energy
required, allowing the creation of bound electron-hole pairs, i.e. excitons.

In practice, two classes of excitons are distinguished based on two extreme cases
of the localization of the excitons: Wannier excitons and Frenkel excitons, shown
in Figure 1.5. The latter was introduced first by Frenkel in 1931 [22], using a
tight-binding approach. In this, the electron and hole correspond to occupied or
unoccupied orbitals of the same or very close crystal ions. Hence, the Frenkel
exciton corresponds to a situation where the electron and the hole are very close
to one another, as shown in Figure 1.5b. The exciton can still travel by jumping
from cell to cell. The Frenkel exciton is typically found in molecular crystals,
such as anthracene. The second extreme case corresponds to an exciton where the
average distance between the electron and the hole is much bigger than the typical
size of the unit cell, as shown in Figure 1.5a. Wannier showed in 1937 that these
excitons can be treated in a hydrogenöıd model [23]. The mean distance between
the electron and hole is the Bohr radius, aX = m0

µεr
a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius

of hydrogen (0.529 Å), εr is the relative dielectric constant of the medium, m0

is the mass of the electron in vacuum, and µ the reduced effective mass of the
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electron-hole pair. Similar to the hydrogen atom, the excitonic effects induce a
series of discrete possible excitation energies below the bandgap:

Eex(n) = Eg −
RX

n2
(1.5)

Where RX = µ
m0ε2r

RH is the exciton binding energy, with RH the Rydberg con-

stant [15]. These excitons can be found in classical semiconductors such as GaAs
for temperatures low enough for the thermal energy kBT to be lower than the bind-
ing energy. Indeed, once the carriers gain enough energy to attain the conduction
or valence band, the exciton will dissociate, and the carrier will be free to travel
within the medium. This is analogous to the ionization of a hydrogen atom. One
can then understand that the study of exciton dynamics is of primary importance
for applications where the dissociation of the electron-hole pairs is necessary, such
as photovoltaic applications.

I have presented here a simplified theoretical argument for the presence of ex-
citons in semiconductors. However, their presence is best highlighted through the
material’s absorption spectrum.

1.1.3 Probing physical properties: light-matter interactions

Absorption

The first physical process that is of interest to us is absorption. Through the
absorption of a photon, an electron can be promoted to a higher energy level
whose energy differs from the original energy level of the electron by the energy of
the absorbed photon.

Treating the interaction of a monochromatic wave with a two-level system1 in
the framework of the electric-dipole approximation demonstrates that the proba-
bility of exciting the system, i.e. the probability of absorbing a photon, follows a
Lorentzian line shape of the energy of the incoming excitation photons. By com-
parison with a classical elastically-bound electron, one can introduce the oscillator
strength of a transition, which characterizes the strength of the transition [24] and
is written

f =
2mω0

ℏ
| ⟨1|ẑ|2⟩|2 (1.6)

Where ω0 = E2−E1

ℏ is the pulsation corresponding to the energy of the transition,
and ⟨1|ẑ|2⟩ is the matrix element of the position of the electron on the z axis for
this transition2. This quantity could also be linked to the electric dipole moment
instead of the displacement.

1Which is a suitable approximation when exciting e.g. an atom or a molecule close to resonance.
2Assuming the dipole oscillates along the z axis.
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Figure 1.6: (a) Schematic view of the theoretical absorption spectrum of a semi-
conductor with excitonic levels. The absorption without excitonic effects is shown
in dashed lines. Reproduced from Ref. [15]. (b) Absorption spectrum of GaAs as a
function of temperature reported in Ref. [25]. The dashed line shows the expected
absorption from the one-electron band theory. Reproduced from Ref. [15].

When dealing with a quasi-continuum of states, one can show that the transition
rate Wi→f when exciting an electron from an initial state i to a final state f follows
Fermi’s golden rule:

Wi→f =
2π

ℏ
|Mi→f |2g(E) (1.7)

where Mi→f is the matrix element for the considered transition and is proportional
to the electric dipole moment of the transition. g(E) is the joint density of states3.
This expression shows that the absorption of a semiconductor is proportional to the
joint density of states. In the particular case where the band edge is parabolic, the
joint density of states is proportional to the square root of the difference between
the energy of the incoming photon and the energy of the bandgap [15], when that
energy is above the bandgap. In these conditions, the absorption spectrum near
the band edge is written:

A(E) ∝
{

0 E < Eg

(E − Eg)
1/2 E ≥ Eg

(1.8)

If we now also account for the presence of excitons, we expect that discrete atom-
like transitions will be visible below the band edge, as shown in Figure 1.6a. This
schematic also features an enhanced absorption at the band edge due to electron-
hole interaction. This can be accounted for using the more advanced Eliott theory

3Fermi’s golden rule is usually derived in the case of a single discrete state coupled to a contin-
uum and involves the density of states. In the case of a semiconductor, both the initial and
final states lie within a continuum, hence the use of the joint density of states.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: (a) Suspended membrane of graphene. (b) Corresponding transmis-
sion spectrum. The inset shows the evolution of transmission as the number of
graphene layers increases. Reproduced from Ref. [30].

of Wannier excitons [26]:

A(E) ∝ µ2
cv

E

∑
n

4πR
3/2
X

n3
δ

(
E −

[
Eg − RX

n2

])
+

2πR
1/2
X

1− e
−2π

√
RX

E−Eg

u(E − Eg)


(1.9)

Where RX is the exciton binding energy, Eg is the gap energy, µcv is the transition
dipole moment, and u(E) is the Heaviside step function. This model has been
applied to classical semiconductors such as GaAs [25] or GaP [27], but also to
halide perovskites [28, 29] to determine the gap value and exciton binding energy
of those materials. In practice, the visibility of the exciton peak depends on the
temperature, and often only the ground state n = 1 of the exciton is visible. In
particular, the excitonic peak is not visible if the thermal energy kBT is higher than
the exciton binding energy. Figure 1.6b shows the absorption spectra of GaAs as a
function of temperature. In particular, the absorption spectrum of GaAs features
a characteristic excitonic peak at low temperatures that is not visible at room
temperature. Some materials, such as alkali halides, e.g. NaCl, have absorption
spectra that feature an excitonic peak at 300 K. This shows that the exciton
binding energy for these materials is higher than the thermal energy at 300 K.

The absorption spectrum can thus be seen as a fingerprint of the allowed tran-
sitions from the ground state through the absorption of a photon. Because this
measurement can be performed routinely (see Chapter 2), it is a tool of primary
importance for the studies of the properties of solids. The absorption spectrum
can even be used as a reference to determine fundamental constants. For example,
the absorption of a graphene sheet is constant over the visible spectrum, and the
corresponding transmission coefficient is approximately 1−πα ≈ 0.975, with α the
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Figure 1.8: Photoluminescence process. A high-energy photon is absorbed to
promote an electron to the conduction band. The electron relaxes quickly through
vibronic relaxation to the bottom of the conduction band before de-excitation to
the valence band through the emission of a photon of low energy.

fine structure constant [30]4. The transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 1.7b
for a suspended membrane such as the one shown in Figure 1.7a.

Luminescence

The second phenomenon of interest to us is the spontaneous emission of light when
an electron is de-excited to a lower energy level. This is called luminescence.

As for absorption, we can first look at the case of discrete energy levels. It
can be shown [31] that the emission spectrum from an electron’s de-excitation is
expected to be a Lorentzian function. However, in practice, it will be broadened
by thermal effects.

Similarly to the discrete case, a solid can emit light when electrons de-excite from
the band edge of the conduction band to the band edge of the valence band. The
probability of de-excitation depends on the product of the occupancy of the bands5,
the joint density of states, and the matrix element of the transition. The expected
spectrum in the low carrier density regime would thus be a sharply rising function
below the gap energy, which then decays exponentially at higher energies [15]. In
practice, thermal broadening of the line makes it roughly Gaussian.

In the framework of this thesis, we are interested in photoluminescence, i.e. the
phenomenon of luminescence after the system has been excited by an external
photon. The typical scheme of photoluminescence is illustrated in the dispersion
diagram of a typical direct bandgap semiconductor in Figure 1.8. The process
takes place in three steps. First, a photon of high energy, i.e. whose energy is
higher than the bandgap, is absorbed. This results in the promotion of an electron

4The supplementary materials of Ref. [30] include a derivation of the absorption spectrum in
graphene.

5Which can be found through the Fermi-Dirac distribution at thermodynamic equilibrium.
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from the valence band towards the conduction band. In the valence band, this
is equivalent to the creation of a hole. Light carries a momentum much smaller
than the momentum of an electron. Hence, the arrow symbolizing absorption is
drawn vertically, and the promoted electron keeps its original momentum. The
second part of the process is fast intraband relaxation. The electron is allowed
to relax towards the bottom of the conduction band, as long as there are un-
filled levels, through the emission of phonons. Similarly, the hole in the valence
band can relax towards the top of the valence band. The last part of the process
corresponds to the de-excitation of the electron from the conduction band towards
the valence band. This is also called the recombination of an electron and a hole.
Because the emitted light still has a very small momentum, The arrow symbolizing
emission is also vertical. The intraband relaxation is typically much faster than
the fluorescence process, ∼ 100 fs to a few picoseconds, when the fluorescence
process is typically from tens of picoseconds to a few hundreds nanoseconds. This
latter process also competes with non-radiative de-excitation processes. For light-
emission applications, one wants to maximize the efficiency of the fluorescence
process against that of the non-radiative processes.

Because the intraband relaxation processes are very efficient, a bandgap is nec-
essary to produce luminescence. For this reason, graphene does not present any
fluorescence. Thus, for all its interesting transport properties and fundamental
physics applications, the semi-metallic nature of graphene is not well-suited for
logic or fluorescence applications [32]. Several routes to open the gap of graphene
are known, such as bilayer-induced gap opening or through confinement of carriers.
This latter solution will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.

1.2 Halide perovskites, an emerging class of
semiconductors

1.2.1 General context for halide perovskites

Halide perovskites have been studied ever since their first reported synthesis [33] in
the twentieth century [34–36]. They have, however, known a surge in interest in the
2010s, when their potential for solar-cell technologies has been highlighted, first as
sensitizers for TiO2-based solar cells, demonstrating a 3.81 % [2] and then 9 % [3]
power conversion efficiency. Nowadays, solution-processed perovskite-based solar
cells reach 26 % power conversion efficiency [37, 38], making the perovskite based
solar cell technologies competitive with technologies studied since the 1970s as
shown in the NREL report chart in Figure 1.9 on the following page. Moreover, effi-
ciencies as high as 33.9 % are obtained in tandem solar cells perovskite/silicon [39].
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Figure 1.10: (a) Defining octahedral structure of halide perovskites, with metal
at the center, surrounded by six halide anions and eight cations. The common
organic cations are (b) methylammonium and (c) formamidinium. (d) Typical
structure for halide perovskite, e.g. MAPbBr3, with corner-sharing octahedra
forming a cubic structure.

1.2.2 Three dimensional perovskites

Halide perovskite refers to a crystalline structure formed by divalent metallic
cations, often lead (Pb), at the center of octahedra and denoted B. The six cor-
ners of the octahedra are formed by a halide, which can be chlorine (Cl), bromide
(Br), or iodine (I), denoted X. The structure is completed by an organic, generally
methylammonium (CH3NH +

3 , MA), or formamidium (HC(NH2)
+
2 , FA), or inor-

ganic, generally cesium (Cs+), cation denoted A. The overall structure is shown
in Figure 1.10, which shows the defining corner-sharing octahedra of a perovskite
crystal, denoted ABX3. Variations in the composition of the material exist; no-
tably, considerable research efforts are being put towards the replacement of lead
cations by other metals, such as tin (Sn). Mixed-ion perovskites are also widely
studied, with perovskites combining several A cations or several halides. In this
subsection, I will particularly highlight the properties of MAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3,
as they have been at the center of my thesis.

The theoretical determination of the optoelectronic properties of halide per-
ovskites is a challenging task. The structure of perovskites depends on the com-
pounds and the temperature. MAPbBr3 presents a cubic structure at room tem-
perature, but this structure evolves to tetragonal and then orthorhombic as tem-
perature decreases, as shown in Figure 1.11a on the next page. As can be expected
from structural changes, the optical properties are affected by these transitions as
shown in Figure 1.11b, reflecting evolutions of band structure depending on the
crystal structure [40]. MAPbBr3 is usually assigned to a pseudo-cubic structure
at room temperature, with a lattice constant a = b = c ≈ 6.18 Å [44]. Calculation
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.11: (a) Detailed X-Rays diffraction spectra of a MAPbBr3 single crystal
as a function of temperature. Three phase transition points are identified at ∼
230 K, ∼ 160 K, and∼ 150 K, corresponding to transitions from cubic to tetragonal
and finally orthorhombic phases. (b) Temperature-dependent photoluminescence
spectrum of a MAPbBr3 single crystal. Reproduced from Ref. [40]

of the band structure of the material using a pseudo-potential method [41], shown
in Figure 1.12a on the facing page, shows a direct bandgap positioned at the R
point. The band gap decreases when the halide is switched from chloride to bro-
mide and then to iodide. This is due to the valence band maximum being formed
by an anti-bonding Pb s / X p combination while the conduction band minimum
is formed by empty Pb p orbitals [42]. The wavefunctions corresponding to the
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum of MAPbI3 are illustrated
in Figure 1.12b.

The tunability of the gap through halide substitution has been famously illus-
trated by Protesescu et al. [7] in halide perovskite nanocrystals. Figure 1.13 on
page 18 illustrates two ways of tuning the gap of perovskites: controlling the halide
composition and controlling the confinement of the emitters when the size of the
nano-object is inferior to the Bohr radius of the exciton. This latter method will
be discussed in the next subsection. It is also possible to use halide mixes to reach
intermediary values of the bandgap.

The minimum of the conduction band being formed by lead orbital has impor-
tant consequences on the properties of halide perovskites. In particular, these
heavy atoms present large spin-orbit coupling effects. For example, Figure 1.12c
shows the band structure of MAPbBr3 in the orthorhombic phase6 without and
with the spin-orbit coupling [43]. The authors applied the same procedure for
room temperature properties of CsPbX3 and MAPbBr3 to show that the con-
duction band minimum in this family corresponds to 2-fold degenerate spin-orbit
split-off states. The band structure in Figure 1.12c that does not account for spin-
orbit coupling still matches the experimental bandgap of MAPbBr3 very well. The
authors attribute this to error cancellation between the over-estimation brought by
the non-accounting of spin-orbit coupling and the natural under-estimation of the

6In that case, the gap falls at the Γ point.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1.12: (a) Calculated band structures of MAPbCl3, MAPbBr3, and
MAPbI3 in the cubic phase using first-principles pseudopotential total-energy cal-
culations within the local density approximation. Reproduced from Ref. [41].
(b) Isosurface plot of the self-consistent electron density associated with the
PBEsol Kohn-Sham wavefunctions of the upper valence and lower conduction
bands of MAPbI3. Reproduced from Ref. [42]. (c) Density Functional Theory
calculations of the structure of MAPbBr3 in the orthorhombic phase without (left)
and with (right) the spin-orbit coupling interaction. Reproduced from Ref. [43].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.13: (a) Colloidal cesium-based perovskite nanocrystals excited by a UV
lamp (λ = 365 nm). (b) Photoluminescence spectra of the solutions excited at
λ = 400 nm, except CsPbCl3 which was excited at λ = 350 nm. (c) Superimposed
absorption and photoluminescence spectra. Reproduced from Ref.[7].

bandgap by Density Functional Theory (DFT). Halide perovskites are excitonic
materials, and the excitons are particularly sensitive to the band-edge spin-orbit
coupling effects, as can be shown in the low-temperature absorption spectrum of
MAPbBr3 [45] or CsPbX3 perovskites [46].

The last compound of the crystal that hasn’t been discussed so far is the cation
in cubic sites. It has been shown that MA plays a particular role in the band
structure. The electronic levels affected by this compound lie deep within the
conduction and valence bands [47], so it does not participate directly to the op-
toelectronic properties of the perovskite. However, it plays a major role in the
formation of the cubic structure of MAPbBr3, and thus indirectly on the bandgap.

The models used to describe perovskites are mostly based on advanced tech-
niques such as Density Functional Theory. It is however also possible to use semi-
empirical tight-binding models, whose parameters are derived using experimental
and state-of-the-art DFT data [48]. In addition to the lightweight calculations
needed for tight-binding compared to DFT, it also helps strengthen the intuition
on the microscopic phenomena responsible for halide perovskite properties, partic-
ularly the role of p orbitals of lead in the conduction band. This approach, even
though simplified, satisfactorily reproduces many experimental properties of the
peculiar perovskite studied, here MAPbI3, such as the absorption spectrum over
the visible range.

Halide perovskites are known to present Wannier excitons [45]. This is particu-
larly visible in the absorption spectra of the materials, as shown in Figure 1.14 on
the facing page, which shows the absorption spectra of MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 at
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1.2 Halide perovskites, an emerging class of semiconductors

(a) (b)

Figure 1.14: (a) Optical absorption spectrum of MAPbBr3 at 5 K. Reproduced
from Ref. [45]. (b) Absorption spectrum of MAPbI3 using Eliott’s theory with the
excitonic and band-to-band contributions. Reproduced from Ref. [29].

low temperature and features clear excitonic peaks. Although the excitonic peak is
not visible in MAPbI3 at room temperature due to the exciton binding energy be-
ing of the order or smaller than the thermal energy, excitons still play an important
role in that material, as electron-hole correlations induced by Coulomb interaction
are non-negligible and the excitonic states increase the oscillator strength of the
band-to-band transitions [28]. The exact value of the binding energy in perovskites
has been a topic of controversy. For example, for MAPbI3, literature reports range
from 50 meV [45] to 2 meV [49]. Some authors attribute these discrepancies to
often neglected polaron7 effects [50]. Including those yields a binding energy of
the order of 10 to 15 meV in bulk MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 at low temperature [51,
52], which is the consensual value given to the exciton binding energy at low tem-
perature nowadays. However, the temperature dependence of the crystalline phase
of perovskites makes it difficult to extrapolate the exciton binding energy of the
room temperature crystals (cubic phase) from the low-temperature measurements
(orthorhombic phase). For example, it has been shown that the exciton binding
energy in MAPbBr3 thin films present a temperature dependence around the phase
transition at 150 K, switching from ∼ 15 meV to ∼ 36 meV [53, 54], making the
existence of exciton at room temperature plausible.

Halide perovskites present a rich literature on the topic of their synthesis. De-
pending on the application, they can be synthesized in various forms. Single
crystals can be obtained from solution using solution temperature-lowering meth-
ods, inverse temperature crystallization methods, slow evaporation crystallization
methods, or antisolvent vapor-assisted crystallization methods [6]. They can also
be obtained using chemical vapor deposition techniques and from solid phases [55].
Halide perovskites are also frequently synthesized in thin films using spin-coating

7The coupling of electronic and longitudinal optical phonon states through the Coulomb inter-
action between carriers and the ionic lattice.
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techniques in the contexts of photovoltaic applications [56] and laser emission [9]
for example. Finally, as will be discussed in Chapter 3, halide perovskites can
be synthesized as colloidal nanocrystals using e.g. hot injection methods [7] or
reprecipitation methods [57, 58].

Overall, halide perovskites present many properties that make them enticing
for electronics applications, especially photovoltaic and light emission. Notably,
their long carrier diffusion length, about 100 nm in MAPbI3 [59] and 1 µm in
mixed halide MAPbI3–xClx [60], which greatly outlast the typical 10 nm diffusion
length from other types of solution-processed cells. Moreover, their tunability,
low-temperature processing, soft crystal lattices, sharp optical absorption edges at
energies that are relevant for solar cells, and intrinsic doping through defects while
keeping long carrier diffusion lengths, among other interesting properties [61] make
this material a rich research topic. Some practical barriers to the industrial appli-
cation of halide perovskites still need to be lifted, such as addressing the toxicity
of lead-based cells and the stability of the material [62].

1.2.3 Low-dimensional perovskites

One important and intriguing property of halide perovskites is the ability to play
with the dimensionality of the system, opening a new domain of tunability of the
material. For example, it is relatively easy to synthesize quasi-2D layered per-
ovskites using a big organic cation such as phenylethylammonium (C6H5C2H4NH3,
PEA) instead of the A-site cation of the bulk perovskite. In particular, the ex-
citon binding energy is strengthened by the quantum and dielectric confinements
in two-dimensional materials [64]. One of the most famous quasi-2D perovskite is
PEA2MAn–1PbnI3n+1, or PEPI, shown in Figure 1.15a on the next page. The ma-
terial consists of layers of octahedra separated by PEA. The alternate of octahedra
and organic ligand form a multi-quantum-well structure, as shown in Figure 1.15d,
in which the width of the quantum wells, and thus the lowest energy state, is de-
fined by the number of octahedra layers n between each organic layer. The organic
compound plays the role of an insulator, creating quantum and dielectric confine-
ments. These materials can be synthesized at room temperature to form crystalline
thin films of controlled n [65]. In Figure 1.15b, I show crystals of PEPI n = 1 to
3 synthesized by the slow cooling method. The crystals’ apparent colors change
from orange to red and then black, which hints at the change of optical properties
as the number of octahedra in the inorganic layers changes. This is shown more
rigorously in the photoluminescence spectra of PEPI n = 1 to 4 shown in Fig-
ure 1.15c. The maximum of photoluminescence shifts from ∼ 1.89 eV for n = 4
(less confined excitons) to ∼ 2.37 eV for n = 1 (most confined excitons).

The dimensionality of the perovskite can also be diminished further to form
nanowires [66, 67] or, as has been introduced earlier, nanocrystals [7, 57, 58]. The
latter are particularly interesting, as playing with the size of nanocrystals allows
transitioning from bulk-like unconstrained excitons to confined ones. In particular,
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Figure 1.15: (a) Schematic representation of
(C6H5C2H4NH3)2(CH3NH3)n–1PbnI3n+1 quasi-2D perovskite (PEPI) for n = 1
to 3. (b) Photograph of PEPI n = 1 to 3 crystals synthesized by the slow
cooling method. One flake is about 2 mm wide. Courtesy of Gaëlle Allard.
(c) Photoluminescence spectra of PEPI n = 1 to 4. Reproduced from Ref. [63].
(d) Schematic representation of the multi-quantum well structure associated with
PEPI n = 1.
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in the weakly confined regime, cesium-based nanocrystals are an ideal platform to
explore the fundamental properties of the material, such as the role of bright
triplet excitons in the remarkably high emission rate of cesium-based perovskite
nanocrystals [46].

An interesting property of low-dimensional halide perovskites is the increased
role of the organic part of the material. For example, it has been shown in PEPI
that phonon modes of PEA couple to the excitons in inorganic layer and cause
vibronic replica to be visible in the absorption spectrum at low temperature [68].
More flexibility for the chemical engineering of the organic part of 2D perovskites
allows controlling the transfers between the inorganic and the organic parts of the
compound to fine-tune the dynamics of excitons in the inorganic layer [69–71].

1.3 Graphene quantum dots, tailoring single-photon
emission

As shown by a simple tight-binding model in Subsection 1.1.1, the band diagram
of graphene does not exhibit any bandgap. One way of opening the gap around
the K point of the graphene consists in reducing the dimensionality of this 2D
material, towards 1D or 0D systems. We are interested in 0D systems, often called
Graphene Quantum Dots (GQDs). Two main methods for synthesizing GQDs are
the top-down and the bottom-up approaches. The top-down method consists of
cutting down a large graphene sheet into smaller pieces. This can be done using
lithography or solution treatment and usually presents the advantage of a high
production yield but suffers from low control over the final shape and homogeneity
of the GQDs. The second approach, the bottom-up method, relies on organic
chemistry syntheses. Schematically, it consists of assembling smaller compounds
to form the final GQD. Although this approach presents a lower yield than the
previous, it can allow for a very high degree of control over the structure and
homogeneity of the final GQDs. In this work, we studied bottom-up synthesized
GQDs. The synthesis in itself has been developed in the framework of the theses
of Medina lopez [72] and Liu [14].

1.3.1 Basic spectroscopic properties of molecules

A GQD can be seen from the molecular physics point of view as a Polycyclic Aro-
matic Hydrocarbon (PAH). Thus, it is interesting to summarize the basic proper-
ties of absorption and emission of molecules.

Molecules are usually studied under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
which states that the electronic and nuclear motions are independent. This al-
lows drawing the electronic levels as a function of the molecule’s configuration,
denoted Q. In the case of a diatomic molecule, Q corresponds to the interatomic
distance. An example of diagram is shown in Figure 1.16a on the facing page.
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Figure 1.16: (a) Schematic configuration diagram for two electronic states in a
molecule. Optical transitions are indicated by vertical arrows, and the correspond-
ing schematic absorption and emission spectra are shown on the right-hand side.
Adapted from Ref. [15]. (b) Jablonski diagram for a typical PAH. Pure electronic
states are bold lines, additional vibronic states are lighter. The vibronic quanta
for singlet states S0 and S1 are denoted n and n′ respectively. ZPL: Zero-Phonon
Line.

Because the electronic states are expected to be bounded, there is a minimum
value of the energy for each electronic state. Moreover, in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, the vibronic states can be decoupled from the electronic states.
Formally, this corresponds to writing the wavefunctions as a product of the elec-
tronic and vibronic wavefunctions: |Si, n⟩ ≈ |Si⟩ |n⟩, where Si labels the electronic
states and n the vibronic states [73].

The process of photoluminescence described in Figure 1.16a can be explained
through the Franck-Condon principle [15]. This states that an electronic transition
happens within a stationary nuclear framework [73]. This is why the absorption
and emission of light in Figure 1.16a are vertical. Qualitatively, a fluorescence
cycle thus consists of the absorption of a photon, which excites the system from
the minimum of the lowest electronic state, i.e. the ground state, to an excited
electronic state with the same configuration. Then, the system relaxes towards
the minimum of the excited state quickly and will eventually de-excite towards
the lowest electronic state, emitting a photon. The emission is done while keeping
the configuration constant, which means the system will finish the cycle relaxing
towards the minimum of the lowest state.

To describe more formally the Franck-Condon principle, we first introduce the
typical Jablonski diagram for a molecule, as shown in Figure 1.16b, where the
pure electronic states are demarked from the additional vibronic levels. We are
interested in the transition rate between a ground state ⟨S0, n| and an excited state
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Figure 1.17: Bulk emission and excitation spectra of dibenzoterrylene (DBT)
molecules embedded in 1,4-dichlorobenzene at 1.2 K. The emission spectrum
features some broad background from the quartz substrate. Reproduced from
Ref. [74].
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⟨S1, n
′|. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, one can show [73] that the

dipole transition moment is:

⟨S1, n
′|µ|S0, n⟩ ≈ µS1,S0

⟨n′|n⟩ (1.10)

This allows the introduction of the Franck-Condon factor, F = |⟨n′|n⟩|2, which
is proportional to the overlap between the vibronic wave functions. The overlap
decreases quickly as n and n′ increase, which explains why the transitions occur
mainly close to the pure electronic state. Moreover, the Franck-Condon factor is
usually non-zero for neighboring vibronic states, which explains why many molec-
ular absorption spectra feature vibronic replicas of the main absorption peaks.
Finally, the argument made here for absorption is also valid for the emission of
a photon. The first consequence of this is that the emission spectrum can some-
times feature vibronic replicas, corresponding to the transition denoted 0 − 1 in
Figure 1.16b. These are more visible on the experimental emission spectra of very
rigid PAHs and GQDs, such as shown in Figure 1.17. Second, the emission and
absorption spectra at low energy often share a mirror symmetry, as schematized
in Figure 1.16a. The fact that only the low energy part of the absorption spec-
trum gets mirrored is a consequence of the Franck-Condon principle and is named
Kasha’s rule [75]. Indeed, the Franck-Condon factor is usually more appreciable
when the difference in energy is negligible. This allows internal conversion and
vibronic relaxation to de-excite the system to the lowest excited state, as shown
in Figure 1.16b. When energy losses occur in the system, the zero-phonon line of
the emission spectrum may be shifted from its absorption counterpart. This is the
Stokes shift.

The last part of Figure 1.16b that remains uncommented is the long-lived T1
triplet state lying between the ground state and the first excited state. These
states are often present in PAHs and are responsible for the phosphorescence of
the system. They arise from the flipping of the spin of an electron in the first
excited singlet, resulting in the triplet state. This process is called inter-system
crossing and is often unlikely, making the conversion towards the triplet state slow.
The triplet is expected to have a lower energy than the excited singlet because of
Hund’s rule [73]. Briefly, this states that for a given orbital configuration, the term
with the maximum spin multiplicity lies at the lowest energy.

1.3.2 Structure-properties relationships in Graphene Quantum
Dots

A possible approach to determine the properties of GQDs consists of treating
the confinement as a boundary condition applied to the graphene wave functions.
Thus, taking the band diagram in Figure 1.4 on page 7, this is equivalent to
restricting the allowed values of k to a discrete set of values determined by the
characteristic size of the system, krestr. In the region near the K point, an optical
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.18: (a) Clar’s representation of the acene series. The migrating π-
sextet is represented by a circle and an arrow and is shared over the whole chain.
(b) Absorption spectra of the acene series. The bands are labelled α, β and p
(para). The p-bands correspond to the absorption of light polarized in the direction
perpendicular to the molecule’s long axis. Reproduced from Ref. [11]. (c) Clar’s
representation of fully-benzenoid polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Reproduced
from Ref. [76].

transition would correspond to a gap energy of Eg = 2vFℏkrestr. The corresponding
characteristic length associated is then L ≈ 2π/krestr which, for an energy gap of
1 eV corresponds to L ≈ 4.1 nm. For higher energies, the linear approximation
of the dispersion diagram does not hold anymore8, and this simple approximation
breaks down.

Before further discussing graphene quantum dots’ properties, it is worth dis-
cussing some terminology. From a more chemical point of view, as introduced
previously, the graphene quantum dots can be seen as members of the family of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), i.e. molecules composed of multiple
aromatic rings [11], such as naphthalene or anthracene. The absorption spectra
for the acene series are shown in Figure 1.18b. These reproduce well the intu-

8Due in part to the structure at the M point, but also to other structures coming from next-
nearest neighbor jumps that have not been considered in our simplistic treatment of graphene.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.19: Hexabenzocoronene model (a) and constant-height AFM measure-
ment on Cu(111) at z=3.7 Å (b) and 3.5 Å (c) with the local maxima highlighted.
(d) Calculated electron density at a distance of 2.5 Å above the molecular plane.
The bond i is shorter (c) and brighter (b) than the bond j. Reproduced from
Ref. [77].

ition built previously that longer molecules present lower gap energy. The peaks
are labeled using Clar’s notation, where the prominent peak is usually labeled
β, and the lower energy spectra are labeled α and p (para). In the acene series,
the p-bands correspond to the absorption of light polarized perpendicularly to the
long axis of the molecule. The PAHs family usually refers to molecules typically
smaller than a GQD, with typically ten to twenty aromatic cycles. Thus, graphene
quantum dots are sometimes referred to as large PAHs. Two other denominations
are encountered in the literature. The first one is nanographene, which is a larger
denomination that also includes graphene-based materials up to a few hundreds
of nanometers, such as nanoribbons. The second is carbonaceous dots (or carbon
nanodots and other variations). These are usually quantum dots with structures
not well controlled and consisting of several layers of graphene sheets. Clar is fa-
mously known for his empirical sextet rule [76, 78]. This rule states that the Kekulé
resonance structure with the largest number of disjoint aromatic π-sextets (ben-
zene rings) is the most important in determining the properties of the molecule.
When several structures with the same number of sextets exist, such as in the
acene series in Figure 1.18a, the combination is symbolized by an arrow. In Clar’s
model, compounds with no lone double bonds, such as in Figure 1.18c, are said
to be fully benzenoid. Clar’s rule, albeit empirical, accounts very well for exper-
imental results [78]. For example, Figure 1.19 shows Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) measurements performed on a hexabenzocoronene molecule and illustrates
the position of the benzene rings as expected from the Clar structure.

The shape of the edges heavily influences the properties of graphene quantum
dots. In particular, one distinguishes between ”zig-zag”, such as the acene series
in Figure 1.18a, and ”armchair”, such as the molecules in Figure 1.18c, edges. In
particular, one can convince oneself that a GQD with exclusively armchair edges
will be fully benzenoid, leaving no unpaired electrons [79].
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Figure 1.20: Single-particle states in triangular GQDs with armchair edges. The
considered GQD consists of 168sp2 carbon atoms and is shown on the left. The
corresponding restriction of the graphene band structure is shown on the right.
Reproduced from Ref. [79], who adapted it from Ref. [80].

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1.21: (a) C168 triangular GQD, with symmetry axes in red. From Ref. [81].
(b) Illustration of the position of the spectral ordering of the transitions in the
GQD, calculated using DFT. From Ref. [82]. (c) Ground state of the GQD and
allowed transitions depending on the momentum. From Ref. [81]. (d) Ordering of
transitions using the Hartree-Fock method depending on the various interactions
considered. CI: Configuration Interaction. From Ref. [81]. (e) Experimental
(black) and theoretical (red) absorption spectra of C168 triangular GQD, calculated
using the Hartree-Fock method and arbitrary broadening of the transitions. From
Ref. [81].
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For fully-benzenoid structures, it is possible to calculate the solution for a parti-
cle in a box in the shape of the GQD and plug the allowed values of the wavevector
in the band structure of graphene [80]. Figure 1.20 on the facing page shows the
resulting dispersion diagram for such a procedure on a triangular armchair GQD.
This is, however, a one-electron picture by necessity of the underlying tight-binding
model. More advanced models are required to fully account for the properties of
graphene quantum dots. One approach is to use Time-Dependent Density Func-
tional Theory (TD-DFT) to calculate the energy levels. This has been done by
Schumacher [82] for triangular GQDs with 168 sp2 carbon atoms (shown in Fig-
ure 1.21a), as well as for a hexagonal GQD with 114 sp2 carbon atoms. Figure 1.21b
shows the two molecules as well as the typical energy levels ordering. In particular,
the ground state is a singlet. Moreover, triplet states are expected to lie between
the ground state and the first excited singlet. The problem of the modelization of
GQDs while accounting for the interaction between electrons has also been tackled
using a Hartree-Fock approximation [81, 83]. Both methods highlight the selec-
tion rules in polarization, with dark ∆m = 0 momentum transitions and bright
∆m = ±1 momentum transitions corresponding to the absorption of a circularly
polarized photon, shown in Figure 1.21c. The ordering of the various transitions
yields a dark singlet below the first bright excited singlet, as demonstrated in
Figure 1.21b and Figure 1.21d. In particular, the Hartree-Fock approach yields
a theoretical absorption spectrum compatible with the experimental absorption
spectrum (Figure 1.21e).

The selection rules for allowed transitions depend in part on the geometry of
the quantum dot and, in particular, on the symmetries of the system. Thus, it is
possible to analyze possible transitions allowed by the symmetries of the system
independently of the exact Hamiltonian used to find the eigenstates of that system,
may it arise from simple tight-binding or more advanced approaches, through
group theory. An introduction to group theory and its application to quantum
mechanics, particularly molecules, is given in Ref. [86]. Briefly, if an operator P
corresponding to a symmetry operation, such as a rotation or a reflection, leaves
the Hamiltonian H unchanged, i.e. commutes with the Hamiltonian, then for any
eigenstate |ϕn⟩ of the Hamiltonian, we have:

PH |ϕn⟩ = PEn |ϕn⟩ (1.11)

HP |ϕn⟩ = EnP |ϕn⟩ (1.12)

Which is equivalent to saying that a state P |ϕn⟩ obtained by applying a symme-
try of the Hamiltonian on an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian will generate another,
degenerate, eigenstate of the Hamiltonian9. The symmetry operators that leave a
Hamiltonian H unchanged form subgroups (in the sense of group theory) that can
be classified in irreducible representations10, and each eigenstate of H belong to

9Note that some degenerate state may not be generated by a symmetry operator, and in this
case are named accidental degeneracy. We do not consider these states here.

10Those can be seen here as classes of equivalence for symmetry operations.
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Figure 1.22: Optical selection rules for (a) the smallest possible triangular GQD
with zigzag edges and (b) a rectangular GQD, in linearly polarized light. The
optical conductivity σα(ω) is calculated with a Lorentzian of FWHM 2γ = 0.1t,
with t the exchange energy. The spectrum for each polarization is calculated using
a tight-binding model, and the levels are labeled depending on their irreducible
representation and eigenvalue under mirror-symmetry on the y axis. Adapted from
Ref. [84].
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.23: (a) Isosurfaces of the frontier molecular orbitals of corene and cir-
cumbiphenyl. The degeneracy of HOMO and LUMO of coronene is broken in the
D2h PAHs. (b) Calculated optical absorption spectra of rod-shaped PAHs with
fixed width and variable length. The transitions polarized either in the longitudi-
nal (L) or transverse (T) direction are indicated in the spectrum of circumbiphenyl.
The dashed-dotted arrows indicate the position of the lowest energy weak excita-
tion T1. The spectrum of Corene is also shown on top. An arbitrary Lorentzian
broadening of 110 meV is applied. (c) Transition density isosurfaces of the consid-
ered species. Reproduced from Ref. [85].
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one representation [86]. It can be shown that the matrix elements of an operator H ′

vanish between functions belonging to different irreducible representations. Thus,
if H ′ represents the perturbed Hamiltonian of the system, one can now see that a
transition from state m to n can be allowed only if |ϕm⟩ and H ′ |ϕn⟩ belong to a
same representation, i.e. have the same symmetries. Using this symmetry-based
approach, Pohle et al. [84] were able to investigate the selection rules governing
the optical transitions of triangular- and rectangular-shaped GQDs. The resulting
optical conductivity and eigenstates calculated using a tight-binding model are
shown in Figure 1.22a and Figure 1.22b for triangular and rectangular GQDs, re-
spectively. This illustrates how the rectangular GQD because it possesses a simpler
symmetry than the triangular GQD, presents a more complex optical response. In
particular, the response is polarization-dependent. This has been illustrated by
Cocchi et al. [85] using a Hartree-Fock method on rod-shaped GQDs, as shown in
Figure 1.23 on the previous page. Figure 1.23a and Figure 1.23b show how, start-
ing from the D6h (hexagonal) symmetry of corene, the degeneracy of the lowest
transitions corresponding to linearly polarized light get lifted as the symmetry of
the molecule is broken to D2h (rectangular) symmetry. This process also renders
bright transitions that are forbidden in the hexagonal configuration. The dipole-
like character of the transitions is well illustrated by looking at the transition
density isosurfaces in Figure 1.23c11.

Finally, two additional degrees of freedom are available through the edges of
the GQDs. First, the shape of the edges, zigzag or armchair, has an influence on
the Raman spectrum of the system [88], which means the vibrational picture is
affected by the edges. The optical selection rules are heavily influenced by the
shape of the edges in graphene nanoribbons [89]. For example, this influence can
be retrieved in rectangular GQDs [90]. Moreover, in disordered graphene quantum
dots, robust edge states are expected [91]. Then, the functionalization of the edges
adds another way to tune the properties of GQDs. In particular, edge functional-
ization can lead to deformations of the planar structure of GQDs [92], which can
then break symmetries and allow new transitions. The effect of functionalization
on the transition energy can be experimentally verified, as shown in Figure 1.24a
on the facing page for single triangular C96 GQDs.

Combining shape-, edge-, and functionalization-tuning of GQDs offers the pos-
sibility to choose the optical properties of these objects, as shown in Figure 1.24b
and Figure 1.24c. These two figures show the calculated effect of functionaliza-
tion on the absorption spectra. In particular, it is interesting to see the striking

11The transition density isosurface of transition I is defined as ρI(r) =
∑

α,β c
I
αβϕ

∗
β(r)ϕα(r)

where ϕα (ϕβ) indicates the occupied (unoccupied) molecular orbitals and cIαβ are the con-
figuration interaction coefficients of the transition I. This relates to the transition dipole
moment of transition I as µI

0p = ⟨ϕ0|p̂|ϕp⟩ = −e
∫
d3rr̂ρI(r), with p̂ = −er̂ the momentum

operator, |ϕ0⟩ the ground state Hartree-Fock wave function and |ϕp⟩ the excited configura-
tion [85]. The transition density isosurface thus provides a visualization of the polarization
of the transition.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.24: (a) Emission spectra of GQD with 96 sp2 carbon atoms func-
tionnalized with dodecyl chains or chlorine atoms. Reproduced from Ref. [13].
(b) Schematic of the transition energies of the lowest-energy and bright transi-
tions for the pristine and fully edge-functionalized C96 GQDs with CH3, F, Cl, and
Br for various geometries of GQDs (colors). From Ref. [87]. (c) Corresponding
calculated absorption spectra of the GQDs. The relaxed geometry of the GQD is
shown. From Ref. [87].
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effect of the edge structure on the lowest bright transition and the rather shape-
independent effect of functionalization on the GQD. This also means that it is
critical to develop synthesis methods for GQDs that yield highly pure samples.
Otherwise, an important in-homogeneous broadening of the ensemble properties
is to be expected.

1.3.3 Single-molecule spectroscopy and applications

The field of single-molecule spectroscopy started in the 1990s, with the first opti-
cal detection of a single molecule of pentacene in p-terphenyl through absorption
experiments [93]. The absorption measurement of a single molecule is shown in
Figure 1.25a on the next page. Soon after, it became apparent it was in fact pos-
sible to use the photoluminescence of the molecules of the same system excited in
close resonance [94], as shown in Figure 1.25b, followed by a first measurement of
the second-order correlation function [95], shown in Figure 1.25c. In this system,
the fluorescent molecules are embedded within a crystal as an impurity. A single
molecule is spectrally selected using the inhomogeneous broadening experienced
by the molecule within the host matrix, which is possible at low temperatures.
One first route explored to produce single-photon emission (see Chapter 2) was
the embedding of molecule in a cavity [98]. Another route was the use of near-field
spectroscopy [99]. One of the most successful routes to studying single molecules
has been using confocal microscopy. This technique allowed the first true display
of non-classical light at room temperature from a single emitter [96], as shown in
Figure 1.25d. Modern techniques of single-molecule fluorescence microscopy often
employ this confocal method. The sample is scanned until a diffraction-limited flu-
orescence spot is found. Using a specific illumination scheme, this technique allows
for example the imaging of the dipole fluorescence pattern of single molecules [97].
In the latter reference, the molecule is embedded in a polymer matrix. This method
is often more easily employed for single-molecule fluorescence microscopy, simpli-
fying the sample preparation steps [100].

Single molecules are a platform of choice for nano-sensing applications because
of their extreme sensibility to their environment, for example, in biology [101] or
material science [102]. Single-molecules such as dibenzoterrylene in anthracene
crystals have been proposed as a nanoprobe, e.g. for sensing current in molecular
crystals [103] or serving as a thermometer at low temperature [104]. This molecule,
in particular, is known to be stable at room temperature [105, 106]. Since early in
the study of single molecules in the solid state, it has been known that those could
experience the Stark effect when put in an electric field [107]. The use of Stark
effect can be used nowadays to tune the resonant energy of a single molecule,
for example, embedded between 2D materials [108], in 2,3-dibromonaphthalene
nanocrystals to experience linear Stark shift [109], or in anthracene nanocrys-
tals, where a local Stark shift can be induced using a laser to tune individual
molecules [110]. The fine-tuning of the transitions of a single molecule is an ex-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1.25: (a) Single-molecule spectra recorded using frequency modulation
Stark double modulation (FMS). a: simulated absorption line, b: simulated fre-
quency modulation spectrum, c: simulated FMS spectrum, d:single molecule spec-
tra, averaged, e: averaged traces fitted to the model (smooth curve), f: sig-
nal far off resonance, signal at the O2 line center. From Ref. [93]. (b) Ex-
citation spectra of single molecules from Ref. [94]. (c) Second-order correla-
tion measurement at cryogenic temperature from Ref. [95]. (d) Second-order
correlation measurement at room-temperature on terrylene in p-terphenyl from
Ref. [96]. (e) Confocal single-molecule fluorescence raster scan of 1,1’-dioctadecyl-
3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine embedded in polymethylmethacrylate ma-
trix at room temperature using an annular illumination scheme. From Ref. [97].
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ample of how the high sensitivity of those objects enables quantum technology
application, such as the emission of indistinguishable photons [111]. The overall
impressive achievements of single-molecule studies using PAHs [12] set some goals
to achieve with GQDs. Namely, bright and stable emission is required, as well as
the ability to prepare single-molecule samples. The interaction of GQDs with po-
tential matrices, or active materials, will be of prime importance for most potential
applications of these molecules.
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Conclusion

This introductory chapter gives a broad overview of the fields in which the present
work is set.

Halide perovskites form a new class of semiconductors that hold great promise
due to their outstanding optoelectronic properties, tolerance to defects, and good
transport properties. Their processing through standard chemistry techniques en-
ables a whole range of material tunability, from halide substitution to control over
the dimensionality of the material to confine charge carriers and the interplay of
the organic and inorganic parts of the material. Despite the already competitive
technological prowesses achieved in a controlled environment, many fundamental
properties of these materials still need to be explored and understood. First, the
issue of stability is, of course, of great interest to the industrial field. Then, many
excitonic properties are not yet fully understood, as illustrated by the question
of the exciton binding energy. I want to mention another topic of interest on
perovskites here is the role of interfaces. Those play a significant role in appli-
cations [112] because of their roles in charge transport, carriers recombination,
and band alignment when forming heterostructures. In Chapter 3, I will present
the results of my investigation on the properties of 2D halide perovskites in the
context of the developpment of laser sources in the green region of the optical spec-
trum. Then, I will report on the synthesis and characterization of nanocrystals of
perovskites emitting in the same spectral window.

Graphene is another material that holds great promise for applications.
Graphene quantum dots can be seen as a graphene derivative, as an attempt
to open its gap for optoelectronic applications. Theoretical investigation of these
compounds reveals the many possibilities these quantum dots offer in tailoring
their shape, size, and functionalization. The practical realization of homogeneous
and controlled graphene quantum dots can be achieved through organic chemistry
methods. Their high tunability makes them a desirable platform, e.g. for single-
molecule applications in sensing and quantum technologies. This justifies the need
to investigate their spectroscopic properties at the single-molecule level. A study
of the properties of a specific family of highly emissive rod-shaped graphene quan-
tum dots, with a focus on the properties at the single-object level will be presented
in Chapter 4.

In this context, the high sensitivity of graphene quantum dots to their environ-
ment makes them a good candidate for exploring the properties of the surface of
halide perovskites at the nanoscopic scale. The investigation of graphene quantum
dots on halide perovskite surfaces will be found in Chapter 5.
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Introduction

The primary tools employed for the characterization of samples throughout this
thesis are optical characterization techniques. I classify these techniques into
three categories. Ensemble spectroscopy refers to measurements performed us-
ing loosely focused optics, and samples are typically solutions or films. Micro-
photoluminescence refers to the optical characterization of samples using a micro-
scope objective lens and, as its name suggests, uses the photoluminescence of the
sample. It is typically used to characterize films. Finally, single-molecule spec-
troscopy is very similar to micro-photoluminescence but differs in that a confocal
pinhole is used. Other -non-optical- methods were used to characterize the samples
presented in this thesis, mainly thanks to our collaborations with other research
groups.

In this chapter, I will first present the characterization techniques used to get the
results presented in this thesis. I will then highlight some data analysis methods
that deserve some attention. Finally, I will present the sample preparation tech-
niques I used. Because of the variety of species and deposition conditions used, I
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Figure 2.1: Edimburgh Instruments’ FS5 ensemble spectroscopy setup. The ac-
tual setup is enclosed in a light-tight box. Adapted from Ref. [113].

will only give here a general description of the deposition methods. Furthermore,
the synthesis of the species studied (2D perovskite films, perovskite nanocrystals,
and graphene quantum dots) are reported in their respective dedicated chapter.

2.1 Experimental apparatus and related techniques

2.1.1 Ensemble spectroscopy

The term ensemble spectroscopy refers to the optical characterization of samples,
typically solutions or films, through their properties of absorption and emission us-
ing loosely focused optics. This means the properties of many emitters are being in-
vestigated at once, which makes for easier sample preparation and, usually, higher
signal levels. Various setups and instruments were used to that end in this work,
including homemade setups. Still, I chose to present in Figure 2.1 a schematic
representation of the FS5 spectrofluorometer from Edinburgh Instruments, as it
can perform all the measurements shown in this section. It also produced the large
majority of ensemble characterizations presented in this manuscript.

An ensemble spectroscopy setup, or a spectrofluorometer, typically consists of a
light source, e.g. a xenon lamp or a laser, used to probe a sample. The instrument
can then analyze the light reflected (not presented here), transmitted, or emitted
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Absorption Emission Excitation

Figure 2.2: Absorption, emission and excitation measurement schemes. The
transitions whose intensities are recorded are represented by solid arrows. Dashed
vertical arrows symbolize other transitions that are not being recorded, typically
the transitions that are used to excite the sample. Wiggly orange arrows corre-
spond to internal conversion and/or vibronic transitions. The transitions that are
scanned throughout the measurement are drawn in blue, while those that are fixed
are in yellow.

by the sample. When using a xenon lamp, the energy and bandwidth of the
excitation can typically be chosen using a first monochromator. Similarly, when
performing e.g. emission measurements, the energy of the analyzed light can be
selected using a second monochromator.

Absorption

As described in the Introduction chapter, the absorption spectrum of a sample
gives direct access to its electronic configuration, as only photons whose energy
matches an allowed electronic transition will be absorbed.

The absorption spectrum is calculated from the measurement of the transmission
of the sample. A typical absorption measurement thus requires two measurements.
First, a reference transmission spectrum is recorded, where the sample is replaced
by a cuvette filled with solvent or an empty substrate for film samples. The
excitation energies are scanned by actioning the excitation monochromator shown
in Figure 2.1. The transmission spectrum is calculated by the instrument using
the ratio of transmitted power over the power sent to the sample. The latter is
measured using the reference detector shown in Figure 2.1. Then, the transmission
of the actual sample is recorded using the same procedure. The transitions scanned
are schematized in Figure 2.2.

Denoting Tref(E) and Tsample(E) the transmission spectra of the reference and
of the sample respectively, the absorbance can be defined as:

A(E) = − log10

(
Tsample(E)

Tref(E)

)
= − log10

(
I(E)

I0(E)

)
(2.1)
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Where I0(E) and I(E) are the intensity of the light at a given energy that would be
sent on and retrieved after the sample respectively if a beam was sent on the sam-
ple. Our spectrometer uses the ratio of the transmission spectra instead, which is
formally equivalent. Since the amount of transmitted light is expected to be lower
than that transmitted by the reference, it is easy to see that Equation 2.1 defines
a quantity that spans from 0 (no light absorbed) to arbitrarily high values. How-
ever, given the logarithmically scaled definition of absorbance, and because of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the detectors, it is unrealistic to expect to be able to inter-
pret spectra with absorbance greater than ∼ 3. Some instruments allow recording
both the reference and sample transmission measurements simultaneously, using a
double light path. Such an instrument (PerkinElmer Lambda 950) has been used
early in my thesis and provided some of the measurements reported in Chapter 3.

In addition to showing the allowed electronic transitions for a given sample,
the absorption spectrum can be used to measure the concentration of the solution
through the Beer-Lambert law [114]. We typically evaluate the concentration of
graphene quantum dots solutions using this technique, as the quantities of powder
dispersed in the solvent are usually too low to be weighed on a standard chemistry
balance. The Beer-Lambert law reads:

A(E) = ℓ · ε(E) · c (2.2)

where ℓ is the length of solution traversed by the excitation beam, typically 10 mm,
ε(E) is the molar extinction coefficient at the considered energy, and c is the molar

concentration. ε is linked to the absorption cross section σ through σ = ln(10) 103

NA
ε,

where NA is the Avogadro constant in mol−1, ε is in m−1cm−1 and σ in cm2. The
molar extinction coefficient can also be linked to the oscillator strength of a given
transition [115].

Emission

When an emitter switches from an electronic excited state to an electronic state
of lower energy, we can sometimes observe the emission of a photon whose energy
corresponds to the energy difference between those two states. Measuring the en-
ergy distribution of those photons is the goal of emission measurement, sometimes
also called fluorescence or photoluminescence (PL) measurements.

The principle here is to use a fixed excitation energy and scan a range of posi-
tions of the grating within the emission monochromator in Figure 2.1, effectively
resulting in scanning the corresponding energy range, as shown in Figure 2.2. An
alternative method is to use a CCD array instead of a photomultiplier tube. In
that case, the monochromator is fixed during the measurement, which allows for a
higher data acquisition rate. Our homemade micro-photoluminescence / confocal
fluorescence setups use that kind of detector.

As explained in the first chapter, Kasha’s rule [75] states that emission mainly
occurs from the lowest excited state. For this reason, emission measurements are
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Figure 2.3: Absorption spectrum of a solution of C96C12 triangular GQD and PLE
spectra collected at the wavelengths of photoluminescence peaks. Reproduced from
Ref. [116].

a complement to absorption measurements (see Figure 2.2). The latter tells the
experimentalist about the energy levels that can be accessed from the ground state,
while the former gives the energy levels that are accessible from the lowest excited
state.

Excitation

Another important measurement is the photoluminescence excitation experiment
(PLE). This measurement bridges absorption and emission measurements by show-
ing the amount of light emitted at a given transition energy as a function of the
energy of the excitation photons. Thus, while absorption spectra measure the ex-
istence of allowed optical transitions from the ground state and emission spectra
the presence of allowed de-excitation transitions from the lowest excited state, ex-
citation spectra probe a three-step phenomenon. First, the absorption of a photon
at the considered excitation energy, then the relaxation of the system towards the
lowest excited state, and finally, the de-excitation from the lowest excited state
towards the level with the transition corresponding to the observation emission
energy. Since the first and third steps are already probed by absorption and emis-
sion measurements, excitation measurements provide us with a method to study
the relaxation of the system. For systems where the relaxation towards the low-
est excited state is efficient, the excitation and absorption spectra should thus
superimpose. On the other hand, for example, for systems where the system ab-
sorbing the excitation photons differs from the system emitting photons, the two
spectra will likely differ. For example, the absorption and excitation spectra of
C96 triangular GQDs in solution shown in Figure 2.3, because the GQDs form
aggregates.
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The measurement can be seen as a mirror of the emission measurement. This
time, the emission monochromator in Figure 2.1 is set to a fixed position, corre-
sponding to the transition energy for which the measurement is performed, while
the excitation monochromator scans a range of excitation energies. As for ab-
sorption measurements, the signal measured by the reference detector is used to
correct the measurement for the emission spectrum of the excitation lamp.

In complex samples, the excitation spectrum can depend on the emission transi-
tion energy considered. This can be accounted for by scanning a range of emission
energies for each excitation energy considered, effectively recording an emission
spectrum for each excitation energy. This kind of excitation measurement is rep-
resented as a two-dimensional map.

Time-resolved photoluminescence

In addition to the steady-state photoluminescence properties of an emitter, one can
also measure the transient photoluminescence of a system after a brief excitation,
typically ∼ 50 ps long in our setups. As the emission rate is proportional to the
population of emitters in the excited state, this gives a direct measurement of
the evolution of the population in the lowest excited state. For example, for a
perfect two-level system, the decay will be mono-exponential, and the decay rate
corresponds to the sum of the radiative and non-radiative recombination rates.

Figure 2.4 on the facing page shows a typical time-resolved photoluminescence
(TRPL) setup, also called a time correlation single photon counting (TCSPC) ex-
periment. A pulsed laser, usually a laser diode with a ∼ 50 ps pulse width and
an adjustable repetition rate, excites the sample repetitively. A synchronization
pulse is sent to the computer for each optical pulse. The excitation pulse is typ-
ically much shorter than the fluorescence lifetime. Thus, the system is allowed
to evolve freely after the excitation. After an amount of time determined by the
internal properties of the sample, the system will de-excite through the emission
of a photon, which will be collected by the emission monochromator and sent to
the detector.

The acquisition card can estimate the distribution of delay times dt between the
excitation pulse and the detection of a photon on the photodetector by building
a histogram of the measured delay times between INPUT and their preceding
SYNC events, as shown in Figure 2.5 on page 46. In practice, some experimental
precautions are needed. First, to avoid overloading the acquisition card, it is
recommended to adjust the intensity of the excitation laser so that the input
count rate remains below 5 % of the synchronization count rate [117] to avoid ”pile-
up” effect, that is, the detection of multiple photons during one single excitation
cycle. Then, it is sometimes necessary to account for the instrument response
function (IRF). Figure 2.6 on page 47 shows the instrument response functions
of two setups used to acquire the time-resolved photoluminescence data reported
in this manuscript. These response functions can be measured by using a highly
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Figure 2.4: Typical time-resolved photoluminescence setup with Edinburgh In-
strument’s EL-405 laser. In some setups (see Figure 2.9 for example), an avalanche
photodiode can be used instead of the photomultiplier.

dispersive solution or reflecting the excitation laser on a glass plate, depending on
the nature of the sample being measured. It can be seen that the response function
of photomultiplier tubes have widths that are near a nanosecond. Since this is
comparable to the photoluminescence lifetime of a molecule, it is necessary to de-
convolve the instrument response function from the measurement. This is usually
done during data analysis while fitting a model for the population decay. See
Subsection 2.2.2 for more detail on the data analysis procedure for time-resolved
photoluminescence measurements.

Photoluminescence Quantum Yield

A last ensemble optical characterization technique used in this manuscript is the
measurement of photoluminescence quantum yield. This measures the efficiency
with which a system emits an absorbed photon and is defined as:

ϕ =
Number of photons emitted

Number of photon absorbed
(2.3)

Two quantities thus need to be measured: the number of absorbed photons and
the number of emitted photons. This is measured using an integrating sphere. In
our case, this consists of a module (SC-30, Edinburgh Instruments) that replaces
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Figure 2.5: Principle of time-correlation single photon counting. The blue optical
signal is the intensity of light outputted by the excitation laser. The orange dots
correspond to photon counting events on the photomultiplier tube in Figure 2.1.
The SYNC and INPUT signals are the signals of the corresponding inputs in Fig-
ure 2.4. The successive histograms are calculated from the distribution of delay
times dt between each INPUT and preceding SYNC events. Adapted from Ref. [14].
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Figure 2.6: IRF of two detectors used to report ensemble time-resolved photo-
luminescence traces. In gray from a Fluoromax+ (Horiba) spectrometer with a
NanoLED solid-state pulsed laser diode (483 nm) and black from the FS5 setup.
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Figure 2.7: Photoluminescence quantum yield measurement setup.
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Figure 2.8: Example (simulated) Measurement of photoluminescence quantum
yield. The reference spectrum is in gray, while the sample spectrum is in blue.
The number of photons absorbed is estimated by the area of the yellow region,
while the area of the green region estimates the number of photons emitted. The
diffusion is estimated thanks to the background levels.

the standard sample holder of the spectrofluorometer, shown in Figure 2.7. It con-
sists of a spherical hollow box with small apertures for the excitation and emission
beams. The sphere’s interior is coated with a white diffusive and highly reflec-
tive medium, which allows collecting most of the photons emitted by the sample,
regardless of the direction of emission. The measurement of photoluminescence
quantum yield typically requires two acquisitions: one of a reference (typically a
cuvette filled with solvent only) and one of the species of interest. An acquisition
on this setup is similar to the acquisition of a photoluminescence spectrum: the
excitation monochromator is set to a fixed excitation energy, while the emission
monochromator scans a region of interest. We usually excite close to the max-
imum of absorption to get as much signal as possible. A significant difference
between the measurement of a photoluminescence spectrum and an acquisition of
photoluminescence quantum yield is that the excitation energy is included in the
region scanned by the emission monochromator. This would usually be avoided to
prevent damaging the detector but is allowed when using an integrating sphere. In
addition, the bandwidth of the excitation monochromator is typically three to ten
times smaller than the bandwidth of the emission monochromator. A simulated
measurement is shown in Figure 2.8. The number of photons absorbed can be es-
timated using the area between the reference spectrum and the sample spectrum
around the excitation region. The number of photons emitted can be estimated
using the area between the curves in the emission region. The photoluminescence
quantum yield is then calculated using Equation 2.3.

The technique presented here is named absolute quantum yield measurement and
is suitable for highly emissive samples such as the ones reported in this manuscript.
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Figure 2.9: Simplified scheme of the micro-photoluminescence setup.

A variant of absolute quantum yield measurement consists of measuring the ab-
sorption and emission regions using different bandwidths, typically with a much
larger one in the emission region, allowing to measure lowly emissive samples. It
is also possible to perform relative quantum yield measurement. These do not
require an integrating sphere and instead consist of comparing the intensity of
the photoluminescence of the sample against that of a reference sample of known
quantum yield. This, however, requires careful calibration steps for all emission
energies considered.

2.1.2 Micro-photoluminescence and confocal fluorescence
microscopy

The micro-photoluminescence (micro-PL) setup used to perform measurements on
the films presented in Chapter 3 is shown in Figure 2.9. This can be seen as
an intermediary setup between the commercial ensemble characterization setup
presented earlier and the confocal fluorescence microscope. The sample is excited
by a laser beam focused using a microscope objective lens, and the fluorescence
is collected through the same lens. The residual of the laser excitation is filtered
out using a long-pass filter. The setup can measure emission spectra as well as
time-resolved photoluminescence decay measurements.

Two confocal fluorescence microscopes have been used, shown in Figure 2.10 on
the next page. Both are very similar and can often be used interchangeably. The
main differences reside in the laser sources available, the single photon detection,
and the scanning methods. The first setup uses three piezo axes from Piezosystem.
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Figure 2.10: The two confocal fluorescence microscopes used to produce the data
presented in this manuscript. For simple scans, they can be used interchangeably.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of changing the angle of the beam at the back aperture of the
objective.

The second one uses a piezo from Piezosystem Jena for the z-axis, and a fast
steering mirror optically conjugated to the back aperture plane of the microscope
objective through a 4-f system. This is equivalent to controlling the input angle
of the collimated laser beam at the back aperture plane while keeping a constant
position and thus preventing the beam from missing the back aperture of the
microscope objective. The microscope objective effectively can be modeled as a
thin lens here, with the back aperture plane and sample planes being respectively
at one focal length before and after the lens. This system can be modeled using
ray optics in the ABCD matrices formalism:[

yout
θout

]
=

[
1 f
0 1

]
·
[

1 0
−1/f 1

]
·
[
1 f
0 1

]
·
[
yin
θin

]
(2.4)

=

[
0 f
−1/f 0

]
·
[
yin
θin

]
(2.5)

Where yin,out and θin,out are the height and angle of a given ray at the considered
end of the system. This equation is illustrated in Figure 2.11. Notably, one can
notice that the center ray of the beam always hits the sample plane perpendicu-
larly. Because the light originating from an emitter at the focus of the objective
lens would back-propagate following the same path as the laser beam, the photolu-
minescence beam always presents the same direction of propagation when leaving
the fast steering mirror towards the dichroic mirror and the detection setup. The
two microscopes are thus functionally equivalent.

Emission spectra

The Princeton Instruments spectrometers we use require a more in-depth under-
standing of their inner workings than the commercial instrument used for ensemble
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characterization. These spectrometers are in a Czerny-Turner configuration. The
entrance slit is put on the focal plane of a converging mirror, such that a beam
focalized on the entrance slit is collimated and sent towards a reflective grating
before being focalized again by a second converging mirror onto a CCD camera.

The resolution of the spectrometer can be evaluated from the characteristics
of the optical system. First, considering a monochromatic beam, that we can
approximate as a monochromatic plane wave once collimated by the input mirror,
we can study the effect of the grating in the situation shown in Figure 2.12a on
the next page. The beam reflected by the grating is the result of the interference
of N beams, whose intensity can be written:

I(θo) ∝
sin2 N

2
ϕ(θo)

sin2 ϕ(θo)/2
(2.6)

Where N is the number of grooves illuminated by the collimated beam. The phase
ϕ(θo) comes from the dephasing between two successive groves and reads:

ϕ(θo) =
2πd

λ
(sin θi + sin θo) (2.7)

Where λ is the wavelength of the light, d is the grating’s period, and θi and θo are
the input and output angles of the grating. I(θo) is plotted in Figure 2.12b on the
facing page. Since the second converging mirror focalizes the reflected beam on the
detector, there is a direct, linear correspondence between θo and the position on
the detector. This justifies the study of the output intensity of the grating directly
as a function of the output angle θo. In particular, we can see that the maximum
of the reflected intensity is obtained for ϕ = 0, which corresponds to θi = θo,
and does not depend on the wavelength. The other successive local maxima are
numbered k, and correspond to ϕ = 2kπ, or:

sin(θo) = k
λ

d
− sin(θi) (2.8)

Equation 2.8 shows how we can directly map an output angle to a wavelength
since the input angle can directly be controlled through the rotation of the grating
with respect to the beam collimated by the first converging mirror. And since the
output angle is directly mapped to a position in the detector plane, θi effectively
sets which wavelength gets mapped to the center of the detector. We call that
wavelength the central wavelength. A second important factor is the diffraction
order k. Spectrometers usually use k = 1. However, it is possible to detect
higher diffraction orders accidentally. For example, when exciting a sample with
a 400 nm laser, a spurious peak may be detected at the position corresponding to
λ = 800 nm. This peculiar case is easily dealt with using a long path filter before
the spectrometer.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Study of a blazed grating, and definition of the angles used in
this section. (b) Intensity diffracted for two wavelengths, verifying the Rayleigh
criterion for the first diffraction order.
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An intrinsic limit to the ability of a grating to distinguish between two wave-
lengths can be derived from Rayleigh’s criterion. Given a specific wavelength λ,
the next resolvable wavelength λ + dλ must have its diffraction peak falling at
a minimum of the intensity radiated for λ, as shown by the yellow curve in Fig-
ure 2.12b. For small steps dλ, one can differentiate Equation 2.8 to get the relation
of dispersion:

dλ =
d

k
cos θodθo (2.9)

From the definition of I(θo), one can see that the angle separating a local maximum
to the next local minimum is dϕ = 2π/N . And from the definition of ϕ(θo) we get
(for small dϕ):

dϕ =
2πd

λ
cos θodθo (2.10)

It follows that dλ = λ/kN . This expression emphasizes the importance of the
number of grooves in the grating that get hit by the collimated beam. For the
spectrometer to work at optimal operating conditions, the grating must be used
entirely. Since the input slit is at the focal plane of the first converging mirror, the
inclusion angle determines the size of the collimated beam. The optimal aperture
ratio (sometimes called the f-number) is given by the manufacturer. It corresponds
to the ratio between the focal length of the lens focusing the beam on the slits (fspec
in Figure 2.9) and the diameter of the collimated beam before the lens. For the
ActonSP 2500i, the f-number is f/6.8. The resolution power of the spectrometer
depends on the wavelength considered. Our spectrometer is equipped with gratings
with 150, 1200, and 2400 grooves per millimeter, which, supposing we work at the
optimal aperture ratio and on the first diffraction order, yields a resolution power
at 520 nm of ∼ 0.0510 nm, ∼ 0.006 nm, and ∼ 0.003 nm respectively.

The exact mapping of λ to a given column of pixels on the detector using
Equation 2.8 depends on the alignment of the spectrometer. To get as accurate
measurements as possible, the software of the instruments corrects the wavelength
using a polynomial. The coefficients of the polynomial need to be fitted during a
calibration procedure that involves the measurement of a known spectrum, usually
a gas lamp. We used the IntelliCal Hg and Ne/Ar dual switchable USB light source
from Teledyne Princeton Instruments.

The second parameter that limits the resolution of the spectrometer comes from
the finite size of the entrance slit and camera pixels. The relation of dispersion that
links the position on the CCD to the wavelength can be found from the angular
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Figure 2.13: (a) Theoretical full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the response
function of the spectrometer for three gratings, 150 g/mm (blue), 1200 g/mm (yel-
low), and 2400 g/mm (green), as a function of the entrance slit width. The detec-
tion is taken for one and two-pixel widths. (b) Emission spectrum of a nanometric
ruby pressed between diamond anvils for various slit widths. The green spectrum
has been taken with the object slightly de-focused to fill the whole entrance slit.

dispersion of the grating [118]:

D =
dx

dλ
= f

dθo
dλ

(2.11)

= f
k

d

1√
1− (kλ

d
− sin θi)2

(2.12)

≈ f
k

d

1√
1−

(
kλ
2d

)2 (2.13)

Where f is the focal length of the two converging mirrors, 500 mm in the case of the
SP-2500i, and 300 mm for the HRS-300-MS spectrometer. The approximation in
Equation 2.13 is justified because the grating is usually used with θi ≈ θo. Consid-
ering a rectangular input slit, and rectangular pixels on the CCD, the broadening
from these two apertures would be the width of the convolution of two rectan-
gles whose widths depend on the angular dispersion of the grating, Wslit/D and
Wpixel/D.

The CCD detector on the SP-2500i is a 1340 × 400 array of 20 µm × 20 µm
pixels. The detector of the HRS-300-MS is similar, but with only 100 pixels on
the vertical axis. The dispersion can be calculated directly from Equation 2.13,
and is ∼ 75 µm nm−1, ∼ 632 µm nm−1, ∼ 1535 µm nm−1, for the 150, 1200, and
2400 grooves per millimeter grating of the SP-2500i respectively. The two only
parameters available to us to improve the resolution of the spectrometer are the
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SP2500i
Grating @520 nm (2.38 eV) @620 nm (2.00 eV)

150 g/mm 0.41 nm (1.9 meV) 0.36 nm (1.1 meV)
1200 g/mm 0.05 nm (0.2 meV) 0.04 nm (0.1 meV)
2400 g/mm 0.03 nm (0.1 meV) 0.02 nm (0.07 meV)

HRS-300-MS
Grating @520 nm (2.39 eV) @620 nm (2.00 eV)

150 g/mm 0.69 nm (3.2 meV) 0.59 nm (1.9 meV)
300 g/mm 0.35 nm (1.6 meV) 0.30 nm (1.0 meV)
900 g/mm 0.16 nm (0.5 meV) 0.10 nm (0.3 meV)

Table 2.1: Line widths of the spectrometers used on the micro-PL and the confocal
setup.

slit width and the density of the grating used. Borrowing the visualization idea
from Thomas Liu’s thesis [14], I show in Figure 2.13a the full-width half maximum
of the response of the SP-2500i at 520 nm, accounting for both the width of the
slit and of the detection area. For each grating, the top line corresponds to a
detection width of two pixels and the bottom one of one pixel. This accounts
for the two extreme cases where a peak falls exactly at the center of a pixel and
exactly at the junction between two pixels. Notably, two regimes can be observed:
one where the slit image on the detector is bigger than the width of a pixel, for
which the resolution is proportional to the slit width, and a regime where the
slit’s width is smaller than the width of a pixel, for which the size of a pixel
dominates the resolution. With the SP2500i spectrometer, we use a 100 mm input
lens. Assuming a 0.3 cm beam radius before the lens, the spot size in the slit’s
plane would be approximately 21 µm, which, using the plot in Figure 2.13a, means
the response of the instrument is limited by the size of the pixels of the camera.
In the worst case scenario, at 520 nm, the line width is thus about 0.5 nm. The
resolutions of the two spectrometers used on the micro-PL and confocal setups are
reported for the two spectral regions most used in this thesis in Table 2.1 for beam
radii at the output of the microscope lens of 0.3 cm and a focusing lens of 100 mm
and 50 mm focal length for the SP2500i and HRS-300-MS respectively. Using the
diameter of the photoluminescence spot in the slit’s plane as the slit’s width is
reasonable, as opening the slit wider than the spot size in the slit’s plane will not
widen the instrument’s response function1.

1It will, however, allow more stray light to enter the spectrometer and may contribute to
deteriorate the quality of the measurement. The response function of the instrument can
further be widened because of mis-alignments of the optics, poor focusing of the sample, or
even by tilting the camera. Proper alignment procedures are described in the manual of the
spectrometers.
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The effect of the slit’s width can be seen in practice for narrow spectra, such as
the emission from a calibration lamp, or as in Figure 2.13b, the emission from
a nanometric ruby between two diamond anvils. This measurement was per-
formed using a monochromator (Acton SP-150-i) with a 150 mm focal length and
a 600 g/mm grating. The corresponding expected line width is 0.2 nm, which cor-
responds to a response width of ∼ 0.2 nm in the optimal case. The apparent width
of the spectrum increases drastically as the slit is expanded.

Excitation spectra

Using the supercontinuum laser, we can use the micro-PL setup to record photo-
luminescence excitation spectra. In this configuration, we use a piece of glass to
reflect part of the excitation beam toward a power meter and the avalanche photo-
diode to record the number of photons emitted by the sample. By definition, the
excitation spectrum at energy E is the ratio of photons emitted by the sample to
the number of photons it receives. The rate of photons emitted by the laser can
be estimated by the power of the excitation beam through the energy of a photon
as Rph(E) = ηP (E)/E, where η is the product of efficiency of the reflection on the
glass and the detection efficiency, and P (E) is the measured power.

For homogeneous samples, such as films, we can use the ratio of the measured
emission rate by the rate of photons sent by the excitation laser2. For discrete
samples, such as single photon emitters, using the power is not adequate. Indeed,
the transition rate of the emitter depends on the intensity rather than the power.
As the energy of excitation varies, the size of the excitation spot changes, its radius
is proportional to the wavelength, and the power is spread on a larger area. This
causes the local intensity to decrease. For a film, the fact that intensity diminishes
is compensated by the increasing number of emitters being excited. When the
emitter is much smaller than the diffraction-limited spot, this is no longer the case,
and the excitation rate must be corrected to account for the varying excitation spot
area.

Time-Resolved Photoluminescence

The micro-PL setup can perform time-resolved photoluminescence measurements
using the method described in Sub-Subsection 2.1.1. The detector here is an
avalanche photodiode from ID Quantic (ID100). The acquisition and binning are
performed on PicoQuant’s TimeHarp 260 card. The instrument response function
of the whole setup is shown in Figure 2.14. The response’s width is typically
∼ 90 ps, which allows considering the response function is a Dirac function when
running data analyzes for lifetimes of the order of the nanosecond.

2If the transmission of the setup depends on the wavelength, it is also necessary to correct the
excitation and emission rates by the adequate transmission efficiency.
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Figure 2.14: Instrument response function for the transient photoluminescence
measurements on the micro-PL setup.
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Figure 2.15: Simplified ray-tracing picture of the role of a confocal pinhole.

Confocal pinhole selection

The significant difference between the micro-PL setup and a confocal fluorescence
setup is the presence of a pinhole in the detection path, on a plane optically
conjugated with the sample plane, as shown in Figure 2.10. Its role is to spatially
filter the emission from emitters out of the focus plane that may get excited by
the laser beam.

The confocal planes available can be estimated from the numerical aperture and
the magnification of the objective. The situation is schematized in Figure 2.15.
The diameter of the pinhole must let most of the light from an in-focus emitter
pass. The magnification M of an Olympus objective is given for a 180 mm tube
lens and reads M = 180 mm/fobj, where fobj is the effective focal length of the
objective. From there, the size of the image of the emitter in the pinhole plane,
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Figure 2.16: (a) Confocal raster scan of a sample of graphene quantum dots in
a polystyrene matrix. (b) Cut along the x-axis of a zoomed-in scan of the area
circled in white, corresponding to a single photon emitter. The result of a Gaussian
fit is shown in red.

and thus the adequate diameter of the pinhole, is given by dph = fph/fobj × dex,
where fph is the focal length of the lens used to focus on the pinhole plane, and
dex is the size of the excitation spot in the emitter plane.

The radius of the excitation spot can be calculated using the Rayleigh criterion,
which corresponds to the first minimum of an Airy disk.

R = 1.22
λ

2NA
(2.14)

Where λ is the excitation wavelength, 594 nm, and NA is the numerical aperture,
0.95. The resulting excitation diameter is ∼ 763 nm, which corresponds to a spot
size of ∼ 42 µm in the pinhole plane. This makes a 50 µm pinhole suitable.

The depth of focus, i.e. the ability of the microscope to resolve a system near the
focal plane can be assessed using the simplified ray optics scheme in Figure 2.15.
The vermilion rays correspond to an emitter exactly in focus. The two other
sets of rays, blue and green, correspond to two limiting cases where the rays pass
at the edge of the objective pupil and the confocal pinhole. They delimit the
depth of field ∆. The volume probed by the microscope can be approximated to
a cylinder whose diameter is determined by the diameter of the pinhole dph as
dem = fobj/fph × dph, which, given the choice of pinhole matches the diameter of
the excitation spot. The depth of field ∆ is the height of the cylinder and can be
approximated to ∆ = dem/NA, which corresponds to a length of ∼ 850 nm.

Confocal fluorescence raster scans

The confocal fluorescence microscopes are equipped with scanning capabilities. In
associating a level of fluorescence, i.e. an event rate on the avalanche photodiodes,
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to a set of positions, it is possible to create a fluorescence raster scan. For example,
for films of polystyrene embedding graphene quantum dots, this yields photolumi-
nescence maps such as shown in Figure 2.16a on the previous page. Single emitters
are much smaller than the diffraction limit. This means they can be approximated
as a Dirac function. As a result, we observe in the confocal raster scan the point
spread function of the microscope displaced to the position of the emitter. This is
shown in Figure 2.16b, where I plotted a cut along the x-axis of a zoomed-in scan
around a single emitter. Because the excitation laser can be approximated by a
Gaussian beam, the point spread function is well fitted by a Gaussian curve, with
a standard deviation of ∼ 130 nm, corresponding to the diffraction limit. Fitting
the confocal scans with a Gaussian function allows the software controlling the
setup to optimize the position of the microscope objective to get the single emitter
exactly in focus and thus extract as much light as possible.

Second order correlation measurements

The second-order correlation function is classically defined as:

g(2)(τ) =
⟨I(t)I(t+ τ)⟩
⟨I(t)⟩2

(2.15)

where I(t) is the intensity of the light coming to the detector. Second-order correla-
tion measurements are performed using two avalanche photodiodes (PerkinElmer
SPCM-AQRH13) in a Hanbury Brown - Twiss configuration, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.10. An extensive theoretical study of g(2)(τ) for the graphene quantum dots
reported in this thesis is reported in Chapter 4. For now, it suffices to consider
g(2)(τ) as a coincidence function between the two detectors. Because of the dis-
crete nature of the photon counting techniques employed here, the result is often
presented as a histogram, un-normalized. To recover g(2)(τ) from the histogram,
one can use the expected value of the histogram if the source under scrutiny was
a perfect Poissonian source [119]:

g(2)(τ) =
K(τ)

NwR2

=
K(τ)

wR1R2T
(2.16)

where K(τ) is the value of the histogram for time τ , N is the total number of
points in the histogram, w is the bin width of the histogram, T the duration of
the measurement, and Ri the detection rate on detector i.

A typical histogram is shown in Figure 2.17. The dip at 0 delay time is typical
for single photon emitters. It is relatively easy to build an intuition on the value
of g(2)(τ = 0) as a function of the number of emitters. Suppose the signal entering
the interferometer originates from N sources, with an emission rate Γ. Let T be
the duration of the measurement. At infinite delay time, the signal from each
emitter is Poissonian, and the value of the histogram corresponds to the sum of
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Figure 2.17: Typical normalized second-order correlation histogram obtained for
a single photon emitter, here a single C96tBu8 GQD. The horizontal red line shows
the expected value of the histogram for a Poissonian source.

these Poissonian sources. This means the value of a bin at infinity is N × Γ2wT ,
with w the bin size. For a 0 delay time, assuming the sources are uncorrelated,
there is always one source that is not emitting3. This means the histogram bin
for 0 delay time should have the value (N − 1) × Γ2wT . We can now normalize
the histogram by its value at infinite delay time, and we immediately see that its
value in zero is directly linked to the number of emitters:

g(2)(τ = 0) = 1− 1

N
(2.17)

In particular, this makes it easy to identify a single photon emitter using the
second-order correlation function: its value at zero delay time must be below 0.5.
In presence of a Poisson noise (e.g. stray laser light scattered by an optics of the
setup), a constant bias can be present in the histogram.

Two acquisition modes can be used to measure second-order correlation func-
tions. The first one is a start-stop method. This works exactly as time-resolved
measurements presented in Sub-Subsection 2.1.1, except that instead of having
the synchronization input coming from the excitation laser, it now comes from
one of the avalanche photodiodes. The other input signal comes from the second
detector. To detect events at negative delay times, some hardware requires a delay
line to be added between the second input and the acquisition card. As detailed
in Chapter 4, this start-stop method is only suitable for measurements at short
delay times. For measurements of g(2)(τ) at long time scales, one needs to resort
to time-tagged time-resolved (TTTR) methods. In this configuration, the arrival
times of photons on both detectors are recorded independently. The instrument
thus provides the experimenter with a list of arrival times for each channel. A

3By definition of a single photon source, it only emits one photon at a time.
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procedure to obtain the correlation histogram is detailed in Subsection 2.2.3. In
addition to calculating the correlation histogram, the TTTR mode enables other
analyses, such as creating intensity time traces with arbitrarily thin binning time
or calculating the inter-photon waiting time distribution.

During this thesis, three acquisition systems have been used to record correlation
histograms. For g(2)(τ) at short time scales, with the start-stop method, we used a
PicoHarp 300 from PicoQuant, a P7887 from FastComtec, and a Time Tagger 20
from Swabian Instruments. The Swabian Instruments card is of peculiar interest
here, as it can measure the correlation at negative delay times without the need
for a delay line and provide many additional functionalities, such as a built-in
normalization of g(2) measurements. The TTTR acquisitions were performed using
the PicoQuant card.

The avalanche photodiodes used in the interferometer can sometimes emit a
photon after the detection [120], which can then be detected by the second pho-
todetector, a phenomenon called crosstalk and leading to artifacts in the second
order correlation histograms. A short-pass filter cutting the infrared radiations
above 800 nm inserted in front of one of the photodiodes is enough to remove this
artifact.

2.1.3 Other characterization techniques

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a method in which a beam of X-rays is diffracted by
the sample being analyzed. This technique is particularly suited for the analysis of
crystalline samples. The resulting diffractogram maps the angle of the diffracted
rays to their intensity and typically consists of a series of sharp peaks. The po-
sitions of the peaks are given by Bragg’s law and inform the experimenter of the
material’s structure.

The thin films of perovskite nanocrystals presented in Chapter 3 were charac-
terized by Nicolas Guiblin (Laboratoire Structures, Propriétés et Modélisation des
Solides, CentraleSupélec) using a D8 ADVANCE (Bruker, Germany) with a Cu
Kα radiation source (λ = 0.154 18 nm) at a rate of 2 °/min in the scanning angle
(2θ) range from 3◦ to 60◦.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a technique in which a beam of elec-
trons is transmitted through a sample and then analyzed to form an image of that
sample.

The transmission electron microscopy images presented in Chapter 3 were taken
on a JEM 2100 Plus (JEOL) and an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The high-angle
annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) [121] images were taken with
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Figure 2.18: Principle of MALDI-TOF. The species to be analyzed are embedded
in a matrix that is ablated by a pulsed UV laser, then ionized and accelerated by
an electric field. The ions then experience a free flight in a vacuum chamber before
detection. Adapted from pedagogie.ac-montpellier.fr

a Titan3 G2 80-300 (FEI ThermoFisher) operating at 200 kV by our collaborators
Frédéric Fossard (Laboratoire d’étude des microstructures) and Maxime Vallet
(Laboratoire SPMS, Laboratoire de Mécanique Paris-Saclay).

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, Time of flight (MALDI-TOF)

We assessed the structure and purity of the samples of GQDs studied in Chapter
4 and Chapter 5 using Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, Time of Flight
(MALDI-TOF). This is a mass spectrometry technique in which the species to be
analyzed is put in a suitable matrix that is ablated by a pulsed UV laser. The
species released in the atmosphere are then ionized and accelerated by an electric
field. The heaviest species will accelerate to a lesser velocity than their lighter
counterparts, which allows the segregation in time of the compounds after a free
flight in a vacuum tube. Thanks to the pulsed nature of the ablation laser, it
is possible to measure the time of flight and convert a time of flight to a mass,
as shown in the schematic. This is a simplified picture since, in practice, various
isotopes of the same compound are present in the sample. The abundance of
each isotope is known, as well as the efficiency of the ionization process of each
compound, which allows the identification of molecules thanks to their specific
mass spectrum.

In the context of this study, the spectra were recorded on a Bruker Autoflex
speed or a Bruker UltrafleXtreme, and the samples were analyzed in DCTB (trans-
2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile) matrix.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy is a technique that allows measuring the topology of a
surface using the changes induced to the mechanical properties of a cantilever pro-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.19: (a) Mounting of the glass coverslips, once separated, on the XPS
spectrometer sample holder. (b) Camera visual of the positioning of the analysis
spot on the perovskite crystal

longed by a tip when that tip is in close proximity to the atoms of the surface. The
cantilever is typically set to oscillate at a few hundreds of kilo-Hertz. The actual
oscillation frequency is measured using a laser focused on the cantilever, which
allows the detection of changes in the mechanical properties of the system and
effectively measures the distance between the cantilever and the surface. Various
acquisition modes exist for atomic force microscopes, such as tapping, where the
cantilever oscillates far from the surface and only comes in contact with it at the
extremity of its course, and contact, where the cantilever is kept in contact with
the surface. We typically use the contact mode. By scanning the area of interest,
it is then possible to record a height map of that area.

The surfaces of the perovskite crystals used in Chapter 5 have been characterized
using an atomic force microscope (MFP3D standalone, Asylum Research) with
silicon tips (AC160TS, Olympus).

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to characterize the surface chem-
istry of the perovskite substrates presented in Chapter 5. This technique allows
probing around 10 nm depth from the surface of materials and informs about the
chemical composition as well as the chemical environment of the species.

The process consists of irradiating a sample with an X-ray source causing the
emission of photoelectrons, whose energy is measured by the device (under ultra-
high vacuum), effectively producing a spectrum. The energy of these photoelec-
trons is representative of the various electronic orbitals of atomic species excited
and their modification by their environment. Wide scans browsing the whole en-
ergy range (also called survey spectrum) are measured and can be completed to
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get a further insight on the atomic bindings by high energy resolution spectra ac-
quisition by focusing on the spectral region of the main elements of interest. After
careful calibration of the spectrometer, the area under the peaks is measured, and
corrective factors sensitivity factors are applied (sensitivity factors, transmission
function, inelastic mean free path...) to obtain atomic percentages. Additionally,
fitting the high energy resolution spectra can be done to precisely determine the
species nature, based on the chemical shifts, and determine their proportion.

In the case of perovskites, specific care has to be taken to ensure the reliability
of measurements in UHV and under X-rays irradiation. Even if we expect that the
bromine-based perovskite substrates developed are more stable than iodine-based
perovskites, a similar analytical methodology, thoroughly described in Ref. [122]
has been employed.

The measurements were performed by Muriel Bouttemy at the CEFS2 (Centre
d’Etude et de Formation en Spectroscopies électroniques de Surface) in ”Institut
Lavoisier de Versailles” (ILV). The samples, consisting in millimeter-sized crystals
are enclosed between glass coverslips, were transferred to ILV. After separating
the glass coverslips, one of them was mounted on the sample holder, as shown in
Figure 2.19a, leading to a brief exposure to ambient air before the introduction
inside the spectrometer, NEXSA XPS system from Thermo Fischer Scientific,
using an Al kα source (1486.6 eV). The source power selected for the measurements
was 72 W (12 kV, 60 mA). Charge compensation was necessary. The chamber
pressure was approximately 3×10−7 mbar. The beam size was set at 300×600 µm
to best match the size of the crystals, and positioning was realized thanks to an
infra-red camera, as shown in Figure 2.19b.

2.2 Data analysis methods

2.2.1 Data coordinate changes

As explained previously, the instruments usually report spectra as a function of
wavelengths. However, it is generally easier to interpret absorption, emission, and
excitation spectra as a function of the corresponding energy. The wavelength λ can
be translated to its corresponding energy using E = hc

λ
. For an emission spectrum,

this is, however, not sufficient. Indeed, in that case, the actual unit of the spectrum
is in signal (number of counts) per unit wavelength. When translating it to energy
representation, it is also necessary to translate the spectrum to signal per unit
energy [123]. If the spectrum is denoted f , we have by conservation of energy
f(E)dE = f(λ)dλ. Combining both equations yields:

f(E) = f(λ)
dλ

dE
= −f(λ)

hc

E2
= −f(λ)

λ2

hc
(2.18)

This correction is minimal for sharp photoluminescence peaks. For example, for
a peak centered at 510 nm, which extends 10 nm on each side, there is a 10 %
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variation of the correction coefficient on the whole peak. The correction becomes
more relevant for broader spectra.

It is also important to note that this correction factor is only relevant for emission
spectra, as absorption and excitation spectra are each the result of the ratio of two
other measurements, whose correction factors cancel-out [124].

2.2.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence models

As explained in Sub-Subsection 2.1.1, time-resolved photoluminescence experi-
ments allow the measurement of excited population decay within the sample. In
the general case of a linear regime, the system is described by an n levels system,
which means the evolution of the system is governed by Equation 2.19.

d

dt

p1(t)...
pn(t)

 = A

p1(t)...
pn(t)

 (2.19)

Where pi(t) is the population of state i and A is a matrix of transition rates. This
kind of modelization is, for example, adequate for systems where the emitters can
be temporarily trapped in a dark state before being released back to the emissive
state. The general solution of this system reads:p1(t)...

pn(t)

 = exp(A)

p1(0)
...

pn(0)

 (2.20)

Without loss of generality, one can assume that photoluminescence occurs from
state 1. Since absorption happens quickly because of the intense and short laser
excitation, we further assume that the system starts in this excited state, i.e.
pi(0) = δ1,i. It results that the excited population is described by equation Equa-
tion 2.21.

p1(t) = c1e
λ1t + · · ·+ cke

λkt (2.21)

Where the λi are the eigenvalues of A and the ci are coefficients to be determined.
When performing ensemble measurements, we can also observe multi-exponential
decay when several species emit within the sample.

Thus, the general procedure for fitting a time-resolved photoluminescence
dataset consists in choosing a suitable dimension of A, that is, choosing a num-
ber of exponential terms k, and fitting the convolution of the instrument response
function and Equation 2.21 to the histogram. Several methods are suitable for fit-
ting exponential decays [125, 126]. Throughout my PhD, I mainly used non-linear
least-squares and Bayesian methods [127] for fitting decays. While Bayesian meth-
ods are very intuitive, they do not significantly improve the fitting procedure for
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Figure 2.20: Simulation of two intensity decay curves with the expected variance
from shot noise in the detector. Adapted from Ref. [128].

the kind of low-dimensional and relatively small datasets that concern us. Thus,
the population decays presented in this manuscript have all been fitted using the
least-square method, minimizing Pearson’s χ2 deviation between the model and
data.

Fitting population decay histograms is necessary to extract characteristic decay
times. However, the procedure can be complicated when the decay is not strictly
mono-exponential, and it is tempting to keep adding exponential terms to the
model until it fits the data. Caution must be advised, as multi-exponential models
are notoriously difficult to fit correctly [128]. For example, Figure 2.20 shows
the expected fluorescence decay from two different systems that are nonetheless
close to indiscernible. There are methods to discriminate between models. For
example, looking at the residual of the fitting procedure, that should be white
noise. Grinvald and Izchak, Steinberg [129] propose to use the autocorrelation
of the residual. Discussing in greater detail optimal fitting procedures for multi-
exponential decays is beyond the scope of this chapter. For our purposes, it is
sufficient to keep a conservative approach, keeping the number of exponential
terms in models as low as possible, justifying the addition of new exponential
terms by a physical model, and having a critical approach to a dataset fitted with
multi-exponential decays with several decay rates close to one another.

2.2.3 Efficient algorithm for the calculation of g(2)(τ) from
TTTR data

A naive implementation for the computation of g(2)(τ) from a series of photon
arrival times, for example, as measured from a TTTR data acquisition, can be
achieved directly using Equation 2.15. Given a list of photon arrival times, one
can build a histogram corresponding to the intensity over time, It, denoted using
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discrete time index t. One can then calculate the photon-correlation histogram
using:

J(τ) =
∑
t

ItIt−τ (2.22)

where τ is discretized for simplicity of notations. For a histogram step time of
100 ns, and a measurement time of 120 s, It would contain 1.2 × 109 elements.
Even if all of them were not stored at once in memory, using Equation 2.22 would
quickly become intractable and require long treatment times.

A more efficient algorithm has been proposed by Wahl et al. [130]. It can be fur-
ther accelerated using memoization techniques. For g(2)(τ) histograms calculated
from TTTR measurements used in Sub-Subsection 4.2.4, I use a slightly modified
version of their algorithm that allows using arbitrary lag times. The algorithm
is fully reported in Algorithm 2. The inner-most for loop can be trivially paral-
lelized, further accelerating the calculation. Briefly, the algorithm works directly
on the arrival times rather than generating a time-binned histogram. For each
lag time τ , it iterates on the two vectors being correlated, f and g, one of which
is ”lagged” by τ . It increments the histogram bin corresponding to τ each time
two arrival times are separated by τ . To avoid missing strong correlations whose
corresponding lag time is not comprised in the vector of lag times, the algorithm
is complemented by a time coarsening step, reported in 1. This effectively acts as
a triangular averaging window.

A complete comparison of the complexity of both algorithms is reported by Wahl
et al. [130], which does not account for the parallelization of the inner-most for
loop we use. Briefly, for the range of photon count rates we use, the optimized
algorithm is expected to be at least one order of magnitude quicker than the naive
implementation. As an example for a typical trace, with 238 logarithmically-spaced
lags ranging from 500 ns to 106 s, our Julia implementation runs in ∼ 2.5 s. At the
same time, the standard Julia implementation4 needs ∼ 15 s5. Furthermore, for
actual computations, we would like to calculate correlations with lower correlation
times, which we could not perform using the naive binning method as the operating
system will kill the computing process before the binned vector can be computed
completely. This further highlights the relevance of the efficient algorithm, as it
does not suffer this limitation.

2.2.4 Software packages and libraries

The work presented in this manuscript has been largely facilitated by the use of
many free software programs. I list here the most instrumental ones.

4autocorr from StatsBase.jl (https://juliastats.org/StatsBase.jl/stable/).
5The comparison was run using Julia v1.9.3 on a laptop with a 12th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-1265U CPU, with 16GB RAM.
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Data: ti, a vector of T arrival times, and τ , a lag time.
Result: coarsed and weights two vectors of coarsed times and weights.
Initialize each t div τi to ti ÷ τ ;
coarsed← empty list;
weights← empty list;
for i = 1 to T do

if coarsed is not empty and last(coarsed) = t div τi then
last(weights)← last(weights + 1);

else
Append 1 to weights;
Append t div τi to weights;

end
end
weights← weights× τ

Algorithm 1: Time coarsening routine. ÷ denotes the Euclidean division.

First, our experiments are controlled and automated using the Qudi frame-
work [131], which provides an easy and versatile platform for connecting Python
with many instruments used in confocal microscopy experiments.

Then, the data analysis presented here has been mostly treated using the Julia
programming language [132]. It combines a high-level syntax with performances
comparable to those expected from low-level languages such as C or C++. Albeit
relatively new, the Julia ecosystem provides many tools that have proven useful,
such as DrWatson.jl [133], a library enabling a systematic data analysis environ-
ment, or DataFrames.jl [134], a package that facilitates handling tabular data. The
most instrumental of the Julia packages used here is perhaps Makie.jl [135], which
was used to generate most of the figures of this manuscript.

All other original illustrations in this manuscript have been generated with
Inkscape [136], sometimes using Alvise Vianello’s optical components library [137].

Although the software used to drive our instrument has, most of the time, closed
sources, some manufacturers release publicly the specifications of the file formats
they use, allowing more in-depth analysis of the measurements than what a simple
text file would or even enable analyzes that would otherwise have been impossible.
This is the case of Princeton Instruments with their spectroscopy file format and
PicoQuant with their time-tagged file format. This allowed me to write simple
libraries in Julia to handle the corresponding spectroscopy6 and time-tagged7 files.

6https://github.com/klafyvel/SPEFiles.jl
7https://github.com/Klafyvel/PicoQuantTTTR.jl
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Data: fi, and gi two ordered vectors of respectively F and G arrival
times, τk, a vector of K lag times, and δt, the time resolution of
the detector.

Result: Jk = g(2)(τk)× ⟨I(t)⟩2
for k = 1 to K do

(coarsed f,weight f)← coarsetime(f, τk);
(coarsed g,weight g)← coarsetime(g, τk);
if i = 1 then

scaler← τk/δt;
else

scaler← (τk − τk−1)/δt;
end
Jk ← 0;
i← 1;
j ← 1;
start from lagged← False;
while i ≤ F and j ≤ G do

if start from lagged then
if coarsed gj + τk ≥ coarsed fi then

if coarsed gj = coarsed fi then
Jk ← Jk + weight fi × weight gj;

j ← j + 1;
end
start from lagged← False

else
j ← j + 1;

end
else

if coarsed fi ≥ coarsed gj + τk then
if coarsed gj = coarsed fi then

Jk ← Jk + weight fi × weight gj;

i← i+ 1;
end
start from lagged← True

else
i← i+ 1;

end
end

end
Jk ← Jk/scaler

end

Algorithm 2: Efficient algorithm for calculation of g(2)(τ).
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Deposition Spinning Annealing

Figure 2.21: Three steps of the spin-coating process. The solution is first de-
posited on the substrate, which is then set to spin. The solution forms a film
because of the rotation, which then dries to form the final film. The third optional
step is annealing to evaporate the solvent remaining in the film.

2.3 Samples preparation

Because of the variety of samples reported in this manuscript, I chose to present
here mainly the principle of the methods rather than the precise numerical details.

2.3.1 Drop-casting

Drop-casting is, perhaps, the simplest way one can think of to form a film. It con-
sists of letting a drop of solution dry on a substrate. This process can be improved
using an oven. The low pressure and increased temperature help evaporate the
solvent. This was particularly useful to produce films of perovskite nanocrystals
in Chapter 3 and of graphene quantum dots in Chapter 4.

2.3.2 Spin-coating

Spin-coating is a well-known technique for the deposition of homogeneously-thick
thin films [138]. It consists of depositing a drop of solution on the substrate before
making it spin at a controlled rate. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.21.
Briefly, the solution will then follow two different regimes. First, part of the fluid is
spun off the substrate. Then, as the film is sufficiently thin, thinning is dominated
by the evaporation of the solvent. The process has been extensively studied [139,
140], and various model exists to describe it accurately. A simple model can be used
to determine the thickness h of a polymer film from the deposition conditions [141]:

h ∝ cα√
ω

(2.23)
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Where c is the concentration in the polymer of the solution, α depends on the
solvent, polymer, and substrate, and ω is the rotation speed.

Spin-coating can sometimes be followed by an annealing step to fully evaporate
the remaining solvent. In particular, we found that it is a necessary step to obtain
clear polystyrene films for embedding graphene quantum dots.

2.3.3 Synthesis of MAPbBr3 single crystals

The last chapter of this manuscript reports results about graphene quantum dots
deposited on CH3NH3PbBr3 (MAPbBr3) substrates. Here, I described their syn-
thesis and method of crystallization.

The first step of the synthesis consists of dissolving the constituents of the
crystals in a solution of N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF). We prepare a solution
at 0.9m of MAPbBr3 with 1.1 excess of MABr by dissolving 111 mg of MABr and
331 mg of PbBr2 in 1 mL of DMF. The solution is agitated in an ultrasound bath
at 50 ◦C until it is clear and transparent.

The first trials we ran used bulky crystals. These crystals are easily obtained
by letting the MAPbBr3 solution crystallize while maintaining a temperature of
50 ◦C. However, these proved unpractical to work with as they are complicated
to use on the confocal microscope, their surface is not very smooth, and cleaving
them is messy and unpredictable.

Drawing inspiration from methods previously developed in our group for the syn-
thesis of two-dimensional perovskites [65], we then developed a method to grow the
crystals under constraints. For this, we start by cleaning two thin glass substrates
(Schott Nexterion Coverslip, 0.170± 0.005 mm thick) using a plasma cleaner. We
then deposit a drop of solution between the two coverslips (typically 7 µL). In
the early stages of developing the method, we used to keep the sample at 50 ◦C
during the crystallization process. We have since then moved to room tempera-
ture as it produces wider crystals, although it takes longer (typically 2 to 3 days).
XPS studies reported in Chapter 5 have also shown that it is best to keep the
sample in the dark. Hence, we keep the samples covered by an aluminum sheet
during the crystallization process and for storage. Before using the substrate, the
top coverslip can easily be peeled off (the glass coverslips are thin enough to bend
slightly without breaking) to expose the perovskite crystals. The resulting crystals
are millimeter-sized, with a thickness of a few tens of micrometers. An in-depth
characterization is available in Subsection 5.1.1.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

The experimental methods used throughout my thesis have been reviewed. A large
panel of methods, from ensemble characterization to in-depth single-object mea-
surements were presented. This chapter is necessarily limited. For readers wishing
to deepen their understanding of the methods provided here, Lakowicz [142] is
a good starting point. For new PhD students starting in the group, the theses
of Thomas Liu [14], Shen Zhao [13] present in depth the spectroscopy methods
used for single-molecule experiments, and the thesis of Thomas Campos [56] has
a more extended presentation of the non-optical characterization techniques used
for perovskites.
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Introduction

Solid-state-based sources are key to the efficient production of light, not only for
conventional lighting, but also for telecommunication and sensing applications.
In this context the availability of materials with an emission in desired regions
of the visible, near-infrared and near-UV spectrum is a first requirement. For
example, the development of the first blue-emitting LEDs in the early 1990s [143]
led to a breakthrough that impacted the world well beyond the field of solid-state
physics. Interestingly, the development of efficient LEDs with emission in the
green region has stalled behind that of blue LEDs. The unavailability of efficient
green-emitting LEDs is referred to as the green gap and present major difficulties,
which are not yet fully explained, nor overcome [144–148]. Development of white-
emitting LEDs would also benefit from the availability of efficient green-emitting
LEDs. Indeed, a common strategy to produce white light involves using green,
yellow, and red phosphors to convert blue light emitted by an LED into white
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light, which limits the overall efficiency of the device [149]. Availability of efficient
green emitters would allow replacing this down-conversion by direct color mixing.
Similarly to LEDs, the unavailability of efficient green-emitting semiconductors
fuels the research on materials and laser architectures that could bridge the green
gap [150]. Such sources are desirable, for example for visible light communication,
sensing through fiber-coupled microlasers, or microlaser arrays.

In this context, halide perovskites have emerged over last ten years as a promis-
ing family of semiconductor materials. They consist in corner-sharing octahedra
with a metallic ion at the center, often lead, halide cations -Cl, Br, or I- forming
the corners, as shown in Figure 1.10 on page 15. The structure is complemented by
organic, usually methylammonium or formamidium, or inorganic, usually cesium,
cations in the space between the octahedra. They have seen a surge in interest,
in particular thanks to their remarkable performances in photovoltaic applica-
tions [39]. Halide perovskites are particularly relevant for light-emitting devices.
Their synthesis through soft chemistry techniques allows tuning their band gap
easily over the whole visible spectrum, just by changing the halogen part. Br-
based perovskites are particularly relevant in the context of the green gap, because
they exhibit emission in that region of the electromagnetic spectrum. MAPbBr3
is perhaps the best known Br-based perovskites. However, it has proven to be
difficult to work with in devices, notably because of the presence of pinholes in
the perovskite layer [151] and the influence of grain size in thin films [152]. In
that context, fully-inorganic perovskites, such as CsPbBr3, are promising. Firstly,
they offer greater stability than the hybrid MAPbBr3 containing the volatile MA
organic part. Secondly, they can easily be used as nano-crystals with an excel-
lent photoluminescence quantum yield, and they also appear to be well-suited for
quantum optics to produce single-photon sources [153]. And thirdly, they present
increased facility of integration within devices such as photonic structures.

The optical properties of perovskites can further be tuned by controlling the di-
mensionality of the semiconductor. Quasi-2D perovskites consisting of controlled
number of octahedra layers separated by big organic cations give a new degree
of freedom for adjusting the band gap of the medium. Those materials present
a strong excitonic character, with a binding energy of ∼ 100 meV because of the
quantum and dielectric 2D-confinement of the exciton within the inorganic layer.
One of the most famous 2D perovskite is PEA2PbI4 (PEPI), a ”pure” 2D phase
consisting in single layers of octahera separated by phenylethylamonium cations.
Although I-based perovskites typically have a bandgap in the red, or infra-red,
PEPI exhibits an emission in the green region because of the confinement of the
excitons. 2D perovskites tend to be much more stable than their 3D counterpart
thanks to the organic part protecting the inorganic compounds from ambient at-
mosphere. This organic part of the perovskite forms a third parameter for the
tuning of halide perovskites properties, as they allow importing many methods
and properties from organic electronics, e.g. for tuning energy transfers within the
medium [69].
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Figure 3.1: Triplet excitons quenching mechanism proposed by Qin et al. [70].
The triplet state in NMA lies at lower energy than the triplet exciton state in the
inorganic part of the perovskite, allowing Dexter transfer because of the proximity
with the spacer cation. On the other hand, that transfer is not possible when
PEA is used, because its first triplet state lies higher than the triplet exciton
state. Reproduced from Ref. [70].

In this chapter, I describe a study of Br-based quasi-2D perovskite thin films
for laser emission in the green region of the spectrum. Then, I describe how,
in collaboration with Cédric Mayer, we developed a synthesis method for highly
calibrated CsPbBr3 nanocrystals and present a study of the resulting nanocrystals.

3.1 Quasi-2D Perovskite thin films

The use of 2D halide perovskites for laser applications is enticing because of the
advantages promised by this class of material. First, the dimensionality adds a
new degree of freedom to fine tune the emission wavelength of the device. Then,
using 2D perovskites has been shown to increase the stability of perovskites solar
cells [56]. The strong exciton binding energy should also favor lasing. Finally, the
organic cation spacer allows the use of triplet management techniques imported
from organic electronics. However, the literature offers little reports of lasing from
a ”pure” 2D perovskite, and none from thin-films of ”pure” 2D perovskites. To
overcome the difficulty of displaying laser emission from 2D perovskites, studies
often resort to using quasi-2D perovskites, that is layered perovskites with layers
that are several octahedra-thick.
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In this context, Qin et al. [69] have shown how choosing the appropriate organic
spacer in formamidium (FA)-based lead-bromide quasi-2D perovskites allows har-
vesting both triplet and singlet excitons in electrically pumped LEDs based on
quasi-2D perovskites with an average number of layers equals to 8 (see Figure 1.15a
on page 21 for the definition of the number of layers in a 2D perovskite). They were
able to prevent non-radiative recombination of triplet excitons by the replacement
of the organic spacer 1-naphthylmethylamine bromide (NMA) with phenylethy-
lammonium (PEA), which has a triplet energy level higher than the energy level
of triplet excitons in the inorganic phase. Later, the same group used this knowl-
edge of triplet exciton management to explore the phenomenon known as ”lasing
death” in continuously-pumped lasers [70]. Using the reverse strategy as for their
LEDs, they showed that using NMA-based quasi-2D perovskites allowed them to
quench the long-lived triplet excitons, thus preventing singlet-triplet annihilation,
as shown in Figure 3.1.

In this section I present our attempt at reproducing their result, by synthesizing
PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 and NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1, ⟨n⟩ = 8, quasi-2D perovskites
thin-films. We also extended our test to replacing FA with methylammonium
(MA), a well-known organic cation widely used in the perovskite community.

3.1.1 Synthesis of the films

I followed the synthesis proposed by Qin et al. [69]. Briefly, the samples are
prepared using one-step spin-coating method. The precursor (typically 50 µL) is
spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s with an acceleration of 2000 rpm/s2. An antisol-
vent (Toluene) is sprayed (typically 30 µL) on the sample after a few seconds of
rotation. The samples are then baked for 15 min at 100 ◦C on a hotplate.

The precursors were prepared by adding a 25 % molar ratio of
1-naphthylmethylamine bromide (NMABr) or phenylethylammonium bromide
(PEABr) to a solution with 1:1 ratio of formamidium bromide (FABr) or methy-
lammonium bromide (MABr) in dimethylformamide (DFM) at 0.4m. The four
solutions are then stirred in an ultrasonic bath at 50 ◦C, until all powders are
dissolved (typically ∼ 3 hr ).

3.1.2 Optical characterization

I characterized the synthesized samples through their steady-state absorption and
photoluminescence spectra. The absorption spectra shown in Figure 3.2 on the
facing page feature sharp peaks ranging from ∼ 2.60 eV to ∼ 3.23 eV, which we
attribute to the presence of various quasi-2D phases in the film. This is strikingly
different from the samples reported by Qin et al. [69], which do not feature the
sharp absorption peaks characteristic of low n quasi-2D perovskite phases (repro-
duced in Figure 3.3 on page 80). Because of the absence of the characteristic
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Figure 3.2: Photoluminescence and absorption spectra of PEA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1

(dotted blue), PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (solid blue), NMA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (dotted
yellow), and NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (solid yellow). The photoluminescence peaks
are at 2.35 eV, 2.33 eV, 2.41 eV, and 2.34 eV. The photoluminescence spectra were
excited at 405 nm with a picosecond pulsed laser at 80 MHz repetition rate.
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Figure 3.3: Photoluminescence and absorption spectra reported by Qin et al.
[69] on their samples of PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (blue) and NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1

(yellow), ⟨n⟩ = 8. In black are the absorption and photoluminescence spectra of
bulk FAPbBr3 thin films reported in Ref. [154].

excitonic peak of FAPbBr3 at the band-edge of their absorption spectra, the au-
thors claim that no 3D phase is present in their film. It should be noted, however,
that for large ⟨n⟩, it can be difficult to differentiate the 2D phase from a 3D
phase solely from the absorption spectrum. The authors thus complement their
study with X-ray diffraction and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering,
and claim the main phase of their films is the ⟨n⟩ = 8 phase, forming pellets
of ∼ 20 or more cubic cells. We believe our films feature a larger proportion of
n < 8 phases. Moreover, no edge is visible in the absorption spectra, except for
PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1, which could thus present the n = 8 phase.

The emission spectra of PEA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1, PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1,
NMA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1, and NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 shown in Figure 3.2 are nar-
row, and centered at 2.25 eV, 2.33 eV, 2.41 eV, and 2.34 eV respectively. The
emission peaks reported by Qin et al. [69] lie at 2.34 eV and 2.35 eV for their
NMA- and PEA-based perovskites, which matches well our measurement. For
FA-based perovskites, this is a higher photoluminescence energy than the 2.27 eV
reported for FAPbBr3 monocrystals [155]. This is less the case for MA-based per-
ovskite, as the photoluminescence peak we measured on MAPbBr3 monocrystals
lies at 2.31 eV (see Chapter 5). These energies of emission are compatible with
emission from high-order quasi-2D perovskites.

Despite the presence of low-n phases in our samples, we decided to increase the
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Figure 3.4: Intensity of photoluminescence of PEA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (dotted
blue), PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (solid blue), NMA2MAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (dotted yellow),
and NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (solid yellow) against fluence of excitation at 400 nm,
125 kHz, picosecond pulses.

excitation fluence. Figure 3.4 shows the integrated fluorescence spectrum against
the excitation fluence. First, the FA-based samples (solid line) appear more bright
than their MA-base counterparts (dotted lines). Then, the NMA-based perovskites
are almost systematically less bright than their PEA counterparts. This is com-
patible with the mechanism proposed by Qin et al. [69] where NMA quenches
the triplet excitons and thus prevents harvesting the carriers involved for light
emission. Despite our best efforts, and reaching pump fluences higher than the
16 µJ/cm2 fluence reported by Qin et al. [69], we were not able to observe any hint
of amplified spontaneous emission: no sudden increase in the photoluminescence
intensity nor sharpening of the photoluminescence spectrum. This is probably due
to the quality of our samples and the limited power range available on our laser
at the time.

3.2 Synthesis and characterization of highly
calibrated CsPbBr3 nanocrystals

Because we faced experimental challenges that limited our ability to explore the
laser effect in perovskites, we focused on the characterization and synthesis of
the material. CsPbBr3 is a 3D perovskite that is fully inorganic, and thus holds
promises to overcome some of the stability issues that limit the applications of
hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites such as MAPbBr3. This perovskite can be
synthesized as single-crystals [156, 157], which is useful for photodetection and the
detection of ionizing radiations. It is perhaps more famously known for its ability
to form nanocrystals. The synthesis of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals by the hot injection
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method has been pioneered by Protesescu et al. [7] and quickly enabled them to
demonstrate multiple applications of these nanocrystals, among which the forma-
tion of superlattices for superfluorescence [158], emission of single-photons [153],
or low-threshold spontaneous emission and lasing [159]. The hot injection method
produces highly calibrated nanocrystals, but requires high temperatures and an
inert atmosphere, which would limit the mass production of nanocrystals. An
alternative synthesis route has been proposed for CsPbBr3 nanocrystals, ligand
assisted re-precipitation [57, 58]. In brief, it consists in dissolving the ionic species
in a solvent until an equilibrium is reached, and then pushing the solution to a
non-equilibrium state of supersaturation. This prompts the spontaneous forma-
tion of crystals until a new equilibrium is reached. The re-precipitation method
was first adapted to CsPbBr3 nanocrystals by Li et al. [160]. These methods scale
much better than the hot injection method, but is harder to control to form highly
calibrated nanocrystals. Here I describe a new synthesis method based on a re-
precipitation method proposed by Wei et al. [161] that produces highly calibrated
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals and present a characterization of their optical properties.
This work was led in collaboration with Cédric Mayer, who designed and opti-
mized the synthesis [162], while I synthesized samples and conducted their optical
characterization.

3.2.1 Synthesis

The synthesis, shown in Figures 3.5a and 3.5b on the next page is a re-precipitation
method. It draws inspiration from the work of Wei et al. [161]. Following their
synthesis, we first solubilize Cs2CO3 powder in oleic acid (2.5× 10−5 mol in 1 mL)
and TOABr (0.1 mmol) and PbBr2 (0.1 mmol) in toluene (10 mL). Both solutions
are stirred while heating slightly (45 ◦C) until all powder has dissolved. Both
solutions are then mixed and stirred for 5 min . Finally, the solution is centrifugated
at 10 000 rpm for 10 min and the nanocrystals are recovered and redispersed in
toluene, forming the species in solution hereafter denoted PVK-TOA. The solution
of PVK-TOA is yellow and turbid and consists in polydisperse ∼ 100 nm-large
crystals.

The nanocrystals are then obtained by pouring a precursor in the PVK-TOA
solution. The precursor solution is prepared by mixing two solutions. The first
one consist in 0.1 mmol of PbBr2 and 0.122 mL in 1 mL of dimethylformamide
(DMF), the second one is 2.5 × 10−5 mol of Cs2CO3 and 0.122 mL of oleic acid
in 1 mL of DMF. The two solutions are then mixed together. Finally, 12.5 µL
of phenethylamine (PEA) is added to the precursor right before the solution is
poured to the solution of PVK-TOA. The solution turns to transparent yellow in
a matter of seconds, as shown in Figure 3.5c.

It should be noted here that in this chapter I refer to the first species as PVK-
TOA and to the second as nanocrystals. This is because the latter consist in well
calibrated 10 nm-wide nanocrystals, while the former is typically much larger, and
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the synthesis of (a) PVK-TOA, and
then (b) CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. (c) Excerpt of a video showing the PVK-TOA
in solution being cut into CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. The full video is available at
https://media.hal.science/hal-04310797.
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3 Halide perovskites: hybrid semiconductors for light emission

I thus choose not to refer to it as a ”nano” object.

3.2.2 Structure of the nanocrystals

The synthesized species were analyzed using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). As stated earlier, Figure 3.6a shows PVK-TOA is polydisperse, and
presents ∼ 100 nm-sized crystals. The polydispersity and size of the species may
explain the turbid aspect of the solution through scattering of light.

The CsPbBr3 nanocrystals on the other hand, are remarkably mono-disperse on
large scales, as shown in Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.6c. The cubes tend to self-
organize on the TEM grid into large arrays of nanocrystals. Using high-resolution
TEM, it is possible to get highly detailed image of a single CsPbBr3 nanocrystal,
as shown in Figure 3.6d, displaying the arrangement of atoms at the surface of the
crystals.

The high calibration of the nanocrystals can be quantified by analyzing the
TEM images. To that end, we use a watershed algorithm to segment the TEM
images and identify the crystals [163]. This yields a list of pixels belonging to each
nanocrystals, from which we can estimate the size of a nanocrystal by taking the
square root of the area1. Figures 3.7a and 3.7b on page 86 show the labelling of
the PVK-TOA crystals, while Figures 3.7d and 3.7e show the labelling process for
nanocrystals. Figure 3.7c shows the resulting dispersion in size of 52 PVK-TOA
crystals. The average length is ∼ 20 nm with a standard deviation of ∼ 30 nm.
This is strikingly different from the dispersion in sizes of the nanocrystals. Indeed,
Figure 3.7g shows the distribution of sizes of 921 nanocrystals. The distribution
is almost Gaussian and exhibits a mean of ∼ 10 nm with a standard deviation of
∼ 1.2 nm. This confirms the intuitions built from the synthesis on one part, as we
expect less dispersion from small, well calibrated, objects, and from the electronic
microscopy images. It is interesting here to use the TEM images to evaluate the
size of the gap between nanocrystals. To that end, I measured systematically the
distances between the centers of neighboring nanocrystals. Since we know the
average size of a nanocrystal, the average gap between two neighboring nanocrys-
tals is simply given by the difference between the distance of the centers and the
size of the objects. The measurement of the distances between the nanocrystals’
centers can be calculated using the Delaunay triangulation [164] of the network
constituted by the nanocrystals, shown in Figure 3.7f. The histogram of the cor-
responding distances is given in Figure 3.7h. The histogram features two peaks.
This can be understood by looking at the triangulation that a perfect square grid
would yield as shown in the inset. In that model case, one third of all edges of
the graph would be diagonals, in yellow in Figure 3.7h, while two third of them
would be vertical or horizontal edges, in blue in Figure 3.7h. The corresponding

1For cubic nanocrystals this yields the size of the nanocrystal. For rectangular crystals, such
as PVK-TOA, this yields the geometric average of the two sides’ widths.
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(a)

100 nm

(c)

100 nm

(b)

1 µm

(d)

10 nm

Figure 3.6: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle annular
dark field scanning TEM image of (a) PVK-TOA, (b), (c) CsPbBr3 nanocrystals
at various scale lengths, showing the self-organization of the material. (d) High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy image of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals, show-
ing the disposition of the lattice.
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Figure 3.7: (a) TEM image of PVK-TOA. (b) TEM image of PVK-TOA labelled by the

watershed algorithm. (c) Histogram of sizes calculated from the TEM image of PVK-TOA.

(d) TEM image of nanocrystals. (e) TEM image of nanocrystals labelled by the watershed algo-

rithm. (f) Delaunay triangulation graph of the labelled nanocrystals crystals. (g) Histogram of

sizes calculated from the TEM image of nanocrystals. The mislabelled crystals that actually cor-

respond to several nanocrystals visible in (e) have been removed from the dataset. (h) Histogram

of distance between nodes in the triangulation graph of nanocrystals, i.e. distance between the

centers of the nanocrystals. The inset shows the triangulation on an idealized infinite square

grid, and the color code of the edges corresponds to the color code on the histogram. FWHM,

Full Width at Half Maximum, ML, Maximum of Likelihood.
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Figure 3.8: (a) TEM images of CsPbBr3 nanocrystal featuring PbO2 nanos-
tructures. (b) White Pb0 nanodots at the surface of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals.
(c) Schematic of nanocrystals with PbO2 nanostructure. (d) Schematic of
nanocrystals with Pb0 nanodots.

parts of the histogram are highlighted using the same color code. For our pur-
pose, it is thus sensible to take the maximum of the distribution, at ∼ 12.7 nm,
for the average distance between nanocrystals’ centers and the full width at half
maximum, ∼ 2.18 nm as the deviation. This yields a gap between two neighboring
nanocrystals of approximately 2 nm, which is comparable to the interlayer distance
in 2D halide perovskites [165].

Some higher resolution images, for example Figure 3.6d or Figure 3.8b, present
white spots on the surface of the nanocrystals. These correspond to metallic Pb0

nanodots. We attribute their presence to the release of Pb2+ cations during the
slicing process. In addition to the nanodots shown in Figure 3.8b, we can also
observe PbO ribbons [166] on the grid, as shown in Figure 3.8a. Lee et al. [167]
propose a mechanism explaining the formation of these structures, where distor-
tions induced by defects carrying positive (respectively, negative) charges at the
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10 nm

Figure 3.9: TEM images of PVK-TOA partially cut by the addition of PEA to
the solution.

surface (respectively, core) of the nanocrystals cause the reduction (respectively,
oxidation) of atoms with opposite charges, leading to the formation of Pb0 (re-
spectively, PbO2). The presence of metallic lead is often interpreted as a marker
for the presence of surface defects [168, 169], and might be used as markers to
develop new syntheses producing less of them.

TEM and HR-TEM investigations also allowed us to investigate in detail the
process leading to the transformation of bulky poly-disperse PVK-TOA crystals
to organized mono-disperse CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. To identify the species in the
precursor solution responsible for the slicing of the bulky PVK-TOA crystals, we
added each component of the precursor individually to solutions of PVK-TOA.
The only resulting sample presenting small nanocrystals was prepared with PEA,
although the resulting nanocrystals were more polydisperse than the nanocrys-
tals obtained with the full precursor. This indicates the amine is responsible for
slicing PVK-TOA into small nanocrystals, while the other components of the pre-
cursor help with the calibration. We were able to further confirm the role of
PEA by stopping the reaction early2 (∼ 1 min ) when using a PEA-only precursor.
The resulting TEM picture shown in Figure 3.9 presents partially cut crystals.
We thus propose a reaction mechanism where PEA attacks the surface of bulky
PVK-TOA crystals and replaces Cs+ cations along crystallographic planes, while
the other constituents of the precursor constraint the size and monodispersity of
the nanocrystals. A similar action of PEA has been reported by Huang, Wang,

2Depositing a droplet of solution on the TEM grid stops the reaction, as the solvent evaporates
quickly.
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Figure 3.10: XRD pattern of PVK-TOA crystals (yellow) and CsPbBr3 nanocrys-
tals (blue), and reference (ICSD 18-364) data for monoclinic structure (5.827 ×
5.891× 5.827, β = 89.65).

and Balakrishnan [170], who were able to reversibly switch between 2D and 3D
phases of MAPbBr3 nanocrystals by adding either PEA or methylammonium (MA)
cations. This kind of cation swap has also been reported by Garcia-Arellano et al.
[171].

We carried X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) studies on the synthesized nanocrystals.
Figure 3.10 shows X-Ray diffraction pattern of both PVK-TOA and the nanocrys-
tals. First, the peaks of PVK-TOA appear much better resolved than the peaks of
the nanocrystals, which may be explained by the comparatively small size of the
latter species. Then, the diffraction pattern can be identified to a monoclinic struc-
ture with a∼ 5.82 Å lattice parameter. This result can be further confirmed thanks
to high-resolution imaging of the nanocrystal showing directly the lattice formed
by the atoms at the surface of the nanocrystals, as shown in Figure 3.8a. Reports
from the literature on CsPbBr3 nanocrystals mainly consist in orthorhombic [172]
and cubic [7] structures, although some groups observe monoclinic structures [160].
Caution must be advised, as diffraction patterns of monoclinic and orthorhombic
structures are similar, especially when the peaks are not well resolved.

3.2.3 Optical characterization in solution

I first characterized the optical properties of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals in solution. As
shown in Figure 3.11a, the absorption and emission spectra of PVK-TOA and of
the nanocrystals are very similar. The absorption spectra feature an excitonic peak
at 2.44 eV for PVK-TOA and 2.45 eV for the nanocrystals. The photoluminescence
peak is at 2.42 eV for the former which gives a Stokes shift of ∼ 20 meV, while
it is at 2.41 eV for the latter, with a Stokes shift of ∼ 40 meV. This value is
typically close to the bandgap of bulk CsPbBr3 crystals (∼ 2.25 eV) [156, 157,
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Species f1 τ1 [ns] f2 τ2 [ns]

PVK-TOA 0.2024± 0.0016 1.894± 0.013 0.4321± 0.0026 9.802± 0.048
Nanocrystals 0.2124± 0.0002 2.566± 0.021 0.5561± 0.0029 11.345± 0.057

Species f3 τ3 [ns] χ2 τ̄ [ns]
PVK-TOA 0.3655± 0.0025 99.03± 0.05 2.01 40.80± 0.35
Nanocrystals 0.2315± 0.0027 64.55± 0.41 1.57 21.80± 0.21

Figure 3.11: (a) Absorption (dotted lines) and emission (solid lines) of PVK-TOA
(yellow) and CsPbBr3 nanocrystals (blue). (b) Time-resolved photoluminescence
traces of PVK-TOA (yellow) and CsPbBr3 nanocrystals (blue). The decay curves
were successfully fitted with a tri-exponentials model (green and magenta respec-
tively). (c) Estimates of the parameters of the tri-exponentials fit, reduced χ2 test
and average lifetime.
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173], and matches the bandgap of nanocrystals with the same size synthesized by
the hot-injection method [7] or the ligand-assisted re-precipitation method [160].
This is consistent with the expected low confinement in CsPbBr3 nanocrystals
of ∼ 10 nm, where the exciton Bohr radius is about 7 nm [7]. The proximity to
the absorption spectrum of bulk CsPbBr3 allows the estimation of the effective
cross-section of a single nanocrystal. Using the linear absorption coefficient of
bulk CsPbBr3 [174] at high energy (3 eV) to avoid variations in the excitonic peak
intensity, one can scale the absorption spectrum of the nanocrystal solution to
obtain their linear absorption coefficient. Then, using the estimate of the size of
the nanocrystals (∼ 10 nm), the absorption cross-section is retrieved by multiplying
the linear absorption coefficient by the volume:

σ(E) =
αbulk(3 eV)

A(3 eV)
× V ×A(E) (3.1)

Where αbulk(E) is the linear absorption coefficient of the bulk material, A(E)
the absorption spectrum of the solution of nanocrystals, and V the volume of a

nanocrystal. This yields an absorption cross-section of ∼ 700 Å
2

at 2.5 eV. Divid-

ing the volume of a nanocrystal by the cell volume (∼ 210 Å
3
), this corresponds

to an absorption cross-section of ∼ 0.15 Å
2

per cell. The corresponding molar ex-
tinction coefficient is ∼ 1.84 × 107m−1cm−1. This absorption cross-section is one
order of magnitude higher than e.g. the absorption cross-section of the graphene
quantum dots studied in the following chapters. The high absorption cross-section
of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals makes them bright, and thus a suitable platform for
single-object investigation in the weak confinement regime [46, 175, 176].

Figure 3.11b shows the transient photoluminescence curve of PVK-TOA and
the nanocrystals. Both curves can be fitted using three exponential decays. The
resulting parameters are shown in Figure 3.11c. Both species feature a fast decay
of about 2 ns that accounts for ∼ 20 % of the intensity, followed by a second decay
of ∼ 30 ns accounting for approximately 40 % of the intensity of PVK-TOA’s pho-
toluminescence and 55 % of the nanocrystals. Finally, a long decay rate of 100 ns
in PVK-TOA and 65 ns in the nanocrystals accounting for 36 % and 20 % of the in-
tensity respectively. The corresponding average lifetimes are ∼ 40 ns and ∼ 20 ns,
which is consistent with the literature reports for CsPbBr3 nanocrystals [7] but is
higher than the reports (∼ 10 ns) for PVK-TOA [161]. The tri-exponential model
is associated with surface trap states in the literature [177], with the intermediary
time corresponding to recombination of excitons, while the short and long times
are associated with trap states. Overall, the behavior of emitters in both materials
is quite similar at short times, which is in line with the low confinement picture
brought by transmission electron microscopy and steady-state optical characteri-
zation. At longer time however, the charge carriers recombine more quickly in the
small nanocrystals, which may hint at the presence of more defects in PVK-TOA.

I assessed the photoluminescence quantum yield of the nanocrystals using an in-
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Figure 3.12: Photoluminescence quantum yield measurement on a solution of
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. The emission and scattering regions were measured with
two different slit widths. The emission region has been re-scaled to match the
scattering region. The spectrum of the nanocrystals is in blue, and the reference
in gray. The delimitation between regions is marked by the vertical yellow line.
The difference in background level is due to diffusion, and only alter the quantum
yield calculation marginally.

tegrating sphere. Briefly, the quantum yield is determined by the ratio of the num-
ber of photons emitted by the number of photons absorbed (see Sub-Subsection
2.1.1 for details on the method). The former is determined by integrating the
emission spectrum while the latter can be measured by integrating the difference
between the excitation of the solution and the excitation of the solvent alone.
Figure 3.12 shows the spectra corresponding to those two measurements. The
calculated photoluminescence quantum yield is ∼ 40 %, which is on-par with the
quantum yield reported by Protesescu et al. [7] for their first report of CsPbBr3
nanocrystals synthesis, although the literature is rich in reports of near-unity quan-
tum yield CsPbBr3 nanocrystals obtained through ligand engineering[178–182].
During the writing of this manuscript, Cédric Mayer continued his work on devel-
oping this synthesis. In particular, he worked on replacing the PEA cation with
other amines, allowing the nanocrystals to approach a quantum yield of unity. As
a point of comparison, the quantum yield of PVK-TOA is typically ∼ 11 %.

The solution resulting from the synthesis of the nanocrystals presents a high op-
tical density, which is impractical for optical characterization, and thus prompted
us to work with diluted solutions. Figure 3.13a on the facing page show the
photoluminescence and absorption spectra of solutions of nanocrystals for vari-
ous concentrations. These solutions range from the synthesis product (dilution
1:1) to a dilution ratio of 1000, and can be mapped to the concentration in sin-
gle nanocrystals using the estimated absorption cross-section. The corresponding
concentrations range from ∼ 4 × 10−7m (synthesized solution) to ∼ 2 × 10−10m
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Figure 3.13: (a) Photoluminesence (solid) and absorption (dotted) spectra of
solutions of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals for relative dilution ratios of 1:1 (black), 1:10
(red), 1:100 (orange), and 1:1000 (yellow). The inset shows the corresponding
Stokes shift against concentration on nanocrystals. The yellow line shows the
result of a power law fit with exponent 0.102± 0.041. (b) Time-resolved photolu-
minescence traces normalized at time 0 showing the uniform decay rate over the
whole spectral range.

(1:1000 dilution ratio). The figure shows the position of the bandgap varies little
across the concentrations, while the photoluminescence consistently shifts towards
higher energies as the concentration decreases. As a result, the Stokes shift is seen
increasing with the concentration in nanocrystals, from ∼ 32 meV to ∼ 75 meV,
as shown by the inset. This is consistent with literature reports of the variation of
observed Stokes shifts with increasing concentration in solutions of nanocrystals
due to reabsorption [183].

Finally, by recording the time-resolved photoluminescence for limited spectral
ranges across the emission spectrum, one can compare the decay curves as a func-
tion of the emission energy. This is shown in Figure 3.13b. The decays have been
normalized at time 0 and show the uniformity of the decay rate across emission
energies. This is consistent with the high calibration of the nanocrystals observed
in transmission electron microscopy.

3.2.4 Films of nanocrystals

Preparation of films

The study of CsPbBr3 can also be carried on in the solid state, which is par-
ticularly relevant to determine its properties for device applications. Typically,
those require a controlled thickness, low roughness, and the absence of pinholes.
To make the films, we drop-casted solutions containing either PVK-TOA or the
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Figure 3.14: (a) Film of drop-casted nanocrystals. (b) Film of drop-casted
nanocrystals under UV illumination. (c) Optical microscopy image of a drop-
casted nanocrystal film. The oblique straight line has been manually carved for
profilometry measurements. (d) Close-up picture of the film, showing the ”cracks”
surrounding more uniform areas.

nanocrystals on quartz substrates. The substrates were first cleaned by successive
ultrasonic bath at 50 ◦C in an RBS solution (15 min ), then water (15 min ) and
finally ethanol (25 min ). They were then plasma-cleaned for 10 min and finally
stored in a Toluene bath before use. I found that this later step improves greatly
the quality of the films. This is likely due to the surface of the substrate being
chemically prepared with -OH terminations by the cleaning process. The toluene
solvent in which the nanocrystals are dispersed being apolar, it may have trouble
forming a homogeneous film on that surface. The toluene bath thus unprepare
the substrate, making it possible to form more homogeneous films of nanocrystals
afterwards. The same preparation procedure allowed us to conduct preliminary
tests in depositing nanocrystal films on glass substrates via spin-coating.

The drop-casting procedure yields films with good coverage of the substrate, as
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Figure 3.15: (a) Close-up photograph of the area probed by the profilometer.
The horizontal line highlighted by the ellipse is the scratch caused by the tip of
the instrument to the nanocrystal film. (b) Resulting profile of the film.

shown in Figure 3.14a, that keep their bright green fluorescence (Figure 3.14b).
Closer inspection of the films, such as shown in Figures 3.14c and 3.14d, reveals
the presence of ”cracks” in the film of nanocrystals, which may result from the
drying process.

I tried to assess the thickness of the film using profilometry. This proved ineffec-
tive, as even with the lowest force setting (0.03 mg), the tip would leave a scratch
on the film, as shown in Figure 3.15a. The resulting profiles are hard to interpret
at best (Figure 3.15b), but hint at a film that is thinner than 100 nm.

Stability of films

I compared the ability of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals to sustain ambient atmosphere
conditions. To do so we prepared two films, one with CsPbBr3 nanocrystals, the
other with PVK-TOA. I then let both films age for a week3. Figure 3.16a on the
next page shows the absorption spectra of both films just after their synthesis, after
one day, and after a week of exposure to ambient atmosphere. The absorption of
the nanocrystals film remains stable over the period of time considered, whereas
the absorption of the PVK-TOA film considerably red-shifts over the course of one
day, and features a prominent peak at 2.38 eV. This strikingly different behavior
is retrieved in the photoluminescence spectra. Figure 3.16b shows the emission
spectra from both films right after synthesis, and after a week. The spectra for
each species are normalized on the spectrum of the first day. While it is hard
to be completely quantitative with these measurements, as they were taken on a
micro-photoluminescence setup, which is sensitive to the quality of the focus and

3The two films were stored in a plastic box in an office, exposed to sunlight, ambient atmosphere,
and hard-working PhD students.
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Figure 3.16: (a) Absorption spectra of PVK-TOA (purple) and CsPbBr3
nanocrystal (red) films at time of synthesis (dark colors), after a day in ambi-
ent atmosphere (medium dark colors) and after a week of exposure to ambient
atmosphere (lighter colors). (b) Photoluminescence spectra of PVK-TOA (pur-
ple) and CsPbBr3 nanocrystal (red) films at time of synthesis (dark) and after a
week of exposure to ambient atmosphere (light), excited at 405 nm.
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Sample f1 τ1 [ns] f2 τ2 [ns]
Solution 0.224± 0.011 4.76± 0.18 0.460± 0.017 14.33± 0.46
Film 0.2377± 0.0092 2.550± 0.077 0.399± 0.015 12.58± 0.45

Sample f3 τ3 [ns] χ2 τ̄ [ns]
Solution 0.316± 0.014 62.9± 1.2 1.92 27.53± 0.84

Nanocrystals 0.363± 0.014 56.9± 1.3 3.69 26.31± 0.93

Figure 3.17: (a) Absorption (dotted line) and photoluminescence (solid line)
spectra of solution (yellow) and resulting film (blue) of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals.
The photoluminescence spectra were excited at 405 nm. (b) Time-resolved pho-
toluminescence traces of solution (yellow) and resulting film (blue) of CsPbBr3
nanocrystals. The decay curves were successfully fitted with a tri-exponentials
model (green and magenta respectively). (c) Estimates of the parameters of the
tri-exponential fit, reduced χ2 test and average lifetime.

to small variation in the alignment, we can say for sure that the photoluminescence
of the PVK-TOA film is almost completely quenched after a week. In contrast,
the film of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals remains bright. This is an important property
of the nanocrystals, and highlights the role of an increased ligand coverage of the
object in protecting the perovskite from deterioration.

Optical characterization

We were first interested in the effect on the photophysics of the nanocrystals of
going from the solution to a thin film. Figure 3.17a shows the absorption and
photoluminescence spectra of a solution of nanocrystals and the resulting film. The
absorption spectrum of the film features an excitonic peak at 2.42 eV and is red-
shifted by 33 meV compared to the absorption spectrum of the solution. Similarly,
the maximum of the photoluminescence spectrum of the film lies at 2.41 eV and
is red-shifted by ∼ 5 meV compared to the photoluminescence spectrum of the
solution. Interestingly, the Stokes shift of the film, ∼ 10 meV, is much smaller
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Figure 3.18: Photoluminescence quantum yield measurement on a film of
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. The emission and scattering regions were measured with
two different slit widths, and the emission region was re-scaled to produce the plot.
The reference is in gray and the emission spectrum of the nanocrystals is in blue.
The two regions are delimited by the vertical yellow line.

than the Stokes shift of the solution, ∼ 38 meV. The spectroscopy of the solution
is performed on a diluted sample, which means the actual Stokes shift is likely
higher. We attribute the difference in energies of the solution and the solid state
to solvatochromism effects. The difference in Stokes shift may be explained by
reabsorption in the solution.

Figure 3.17b shows the transient photoluminescence traces of the same solution
and film. The decays are fitted using a tri-exponential model, and feature similar
decay rates and associated fractional contributions, as shown in Table 3.17c. The
average photoluminescence lifetimes of both samples are approximately 27 ns.

Figure 3.18 shows a photoluminescence quantum yield measurement on a film
of nanocrystals, amounting to ∼ 60 %. Since the absorption of a thin film is
low compared to e.g. a solution of nanocrystals, this measurement should only be
interpreted as an order of magnitude. Similarly to the transient photoluminescence
traces, the photoluminescence quantum yield of the nanocrystals thus remains
similar between both samples.

Investigating the solid state introduces new challenges compared to the inves-
tigation of solutions. For example the drying process can create the conditions
for the re-precipitation of unwanted species. Figure 3.19 on the facing page shows
the absorption spectra of solutions and their resulting films. The three solutions
were synthesized from the same initial PVK-TOA solution, but the slicing process
involved increasing ratios of PEA in the precursor solution. The three solution
absorption spectra superimpose nearly perfectly. However, the absorption spec-
tra of the films are distinct. First, we can see an increasing absorption peak at
high energy (∼ 3 eV), which we attribute to the formation of 2D (PEA)2PbBr4
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Figure 3.19: Absorption of solutions of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals (dotted lines) and
their resulting films (solid lines) with PEA in excess at three different ratios.

species [184, 185]. Second, the band-edge shifts towards higher energies as the
ratio of PEA increases, which could indicate a higher quantum confinement of
the emitters. We can then postulate that, as the solution dries on the substrate,
the concentration in PEA increases, prompting it to attack the nanocrystals to
form 2D nanoplatelets. This mechanism highlights the sensitivity of perovskite
nanocrystal films to preparation conditions, and may contribute as a guideline
when working towards nanocrystal-based devices.

Similarly to our study on quasi-2D films, we tried to increase the excitation flu-
ence on a film of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. The resulting photoluminescence spectra
are shown in Figure 3.20a. A small red-shift is observed as the excitation flu-
ence is increased, with a position of the maximum of photoluminescence varying
from 2.41 eV to 2.38 eV. We attribute this to reabsorption within the sample.
The corresponding photoluminescence intensity is plotted in Figure 3.20b. The
photoluminescence intensity is clearly seen stalling at higher excitation fluence.
This may be explained by some non-linear effects, such as exciton-exciton annihi-
lation, that would cause the photoluminescence quantum yield to decrease at high
excitation fluence.
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Figure 3.20: (a) Photoluminescence spectra of a film of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals
with increasing fluence. The excitation wavelength was 405 nm, repetition rate
2.5 MHz with tens of picosecond long pulses. (b) Evolution of the integrated
photoluminescence intensity of the spectra reported in (a).

Conclusion

We were first interested in low-dimensional halide perovskites because of their high
tunability and direct bandgap in the visible range, making them good candidate
for building laser device. Our study highlighted the role of the organic cations in
the optical properties of spin-coated films. Replacing formamidium with methy-
lammonium in the quasi-2D films reported by Qin et al. [69] appears to have
drastically reduced their fluorescence quantum yield. Similarly, we found results
compatible with the mechanisms they propose for the quenching of triplet excitons
by the big organic spacers.

We then turned our efforts towards the synthesis and characterization of
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals at room temperature. We developed a simple new synthe-
sis method based on previously reported ligand-assisted re-precipitation methods.
Our method yields highly calibrated 10 nm-wide CsPbBr3 nanocrystals with an op-
tical bandgap in the green region of the spectrum, and photoluminescence lifetime
and quantum yield similar to those reported in the literature for similarly sized
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. I showed that the deposition of nanocrystals on a substrate
does not alter their properties significantly, as they keep similar photoluminescence
and absorption spectra, photoluminescence lifetime and photoluminescence quan-
tum yield. I also showed that the nanocrystals displayed remarkable stability under
ambient atmosphere. The work on the synthesis and characterization of CsPbBr3
nanocrystals was published in collaboration with Cédric Mayer [162].

Our initial goal of studying the laser effect in perovskite has been severely im-
peded by the premature death of our main femtosecond pump laser, forcing us to
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Material Architecture Pump Threshold Ref.

QD

CsPbBr3 Film† 400 nm, 100 fs, 1 kHz 20 µJ/cm2 [186]
CsPbBr3 Film† 800 nm, 35 fs, 1 kHz 192 µJ/cm2 [187]

CsPbBr3 Film† 400 nm, 100 fs 5 µJ/cm2

[159]
335 nm, 10 ns 450 µJ/cm2

CsPbBr3 DBR
400 nm, 100 fs 11 µJ/cm2

[188]
400 nm, 5 ns 900 µJ/cm2

CsPbBr3 DBR
400 nm, 50 fs, 1 kHz 0.39 µJ/cm2

[189]
355 nm, 5 ns, 10Hz 98 µJ/cm2

CsPbBr3 Film† 355 nm, 7 ns, 40Hz 17 µJ/cm2 [190]
MAPbBr3 DFB 405 nm, CW 15W/cm2 [191]

2D

NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1,
⟨n⟩ = 8

S.c. film† 337 nm, 3 ns 16.7 µJ/cm2

[70]
DFB

337 nm, 3 ns 4.7 µJ/cm2

488 nm, CW 45W/cm2

PEA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1,
⟨n⟩ = 8

S.c. film† 337 nm, 3 ns 33.1 µJ/cm2

DFB
337 nm, 3 ns 32.8 µJ/cm2

488 nm, CW 59W/cm2

PEA2An–1PnnBr3n+1,
(A:MA, Cs)

* 400 nm, 35 fs, 1 kHz 143 µJ/cm2 [192]

PEA2FAn–1PnnXr3n+1,
(X:Br, I), n = 1...5

S.c. film† 400 nm/550 nm, 150 fs 8.5 µJ/cm2 [193]

PEA2PbI4 DBR (exfoli.) 488 nm, CW 5.7W/cm2 [194]

Table 3.1: Literature reports of lasers and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE,
marked with a †) in 2D halide perovskites and quantum dots at room temper-
ature. A film architecture only allows ASE. DBR: Distributed Bragg Reflector.
DFB: Distributed FeedBack. S.c.: spin-coated. CW: Continuous Wave. * Sub-
wavelength cavity formed by glass substrate and UV glue cap, the perovskite film
was spin-coated.
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3 Halide perovskites: hybrid semiconductors for light emission

carry the optical studies against excitation power using a laser diode and strongly
focused. This is less than ideal as the literature reports of laser effect in perovskites
mostly use femtosecond excitation. Table 3.1 on the previous page shows some
literature reports of amplified spontaneous emission and laser effect in films and
monocrystals of 2D and 0D perovskites similar to those studied in this chapter. It
is clear that the laser threshold varies widely. In particular some materials studied
in this chapter, such as NMA2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1, should have been observed lasing
under excitation fluences accessible to our setup, which we could not confirm. This
highlight the importance of the optimization of the material when working with
perovskites.

Our work on CsPbBr3 nanocrystals has led to a fruitful collaboration with the
group of Johann Bouclé in XLim. In the framework of the thesis of Quanq-Huy
Do, they were able to develop an LED by embedding the nanocrystals within a
polymer matrix [195]. The study of the synthesis of perovskite nanocrystals is still
an ongoing project. As shown in the study of 2D perovskite films, the role of the
organic part is instrumental in the properties of halide perovskites. With this in
mind, Cédric Mayer is currently working on the optimization of the synthesis, using
other organic cations to replace PEA in the synthesis and optimize the quantum
yield, calibration, and tunability of the nanocrystals.
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Introduction

Ever since its discovery, graphene has been studied extensively because of its
intriguing physical properties as a semimetal. Reducing the dimensionality of
graphene is an enticing goal, as it can make the material optically active. This has
lead to many developments in the field of graphene nanotubes, graphene nanorib-
bons and graphene quantum dots (GQDs). These low-dimensional graphene-based
objects pave the way to many applications in the domain of quantum technolo-
gies, for example Terahertz controlled single-electron gates [196]. Graphene quan-
tum dots are members of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons family, and are
promising for applications where single molecules shine, such as localized probe
in molecular crystals [103, 197, 198], fine-tuning of their zero-phonon line through
laser-induced change to their local environment [110], or room-temperature single-
photon sources for quantum technologies [105, 199, 200]. Nano-graphene can also
be used as contact materials to control other quantum emitters [201, 202].

This chapter and Chapter 5 mainly focus on the study of C96tBu8, a rod-shaped
GQD consisting in 96 sp2 carbon atoms surrounded by eight bulky tert-butyl
groups, in various environments. These GQDs are synthesized through a bottom-
up method, as opposed to other synthesis methods such as top-down methods [203],
and in solution, as opposed to i.e. on-surface synthesis [204]. Our collaborators
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4 C96tBu8 Graphene Quantum Dots, from Solution to Single-Molecule Experiments.

Daniel Medina-Lopez and Stéphane Campidelli [205] developed a method allowing
the synthesis of a whole family of GQDs with similar geometrical features and
physical properties. The study of the photophysics of the GQDs in solution has
been done in the framework of the thesis of Thomas Liu [14]. I joined the research
effort on these objects towards the end of his PhD, starting with the measurement
of the photoluminescence quantum yield in solution. I then studied the GQDs at
the single-molecule level.

I will first present the system, with a quick review of the synthesis method and
a first assessment of the purity of the samples through mass spectrometry. I will
then present the properties in solution of the four GQDs synthesized and discuss
the role of the bulky tert-butyl groups in preventing the aggregation of GQDs in
solution. In a second part, I will present our investigation of the properties of
C96tBu8 at the single-molecule level in a polystyrene matrix at room temperature,
ranging from steady-state optical properties to deepened characterization of the
system through transient analysis. A statistical study of the purity of the samples
will also be presented.

4.1 Presentation of the system

4.1.1 Synthesis of the GQDs and preparation of the solutions

The synthesis of the GQDs was developed by our collaborators in CEA-Nimbe,
Daniel Medina-Lopez and Stéphane Campidelli, and can yield rod-shaped GQDs
of controlled size, ranging from 78 to 132 sp2 carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 4.1
on the facing page. Briefly, they synthesize dendrimers of suitable size, forming the
”skeleton” of the GQD, before oxidizing them in a presence of FeCl3 in a mixture
of dichloromethane and nitromethane under argon flux, as shown in Figure 4.2 for
the synthesis of C96tBu8. Figure 4.3 on page 106 shows how, using Matrix-Assisted
Laser Desorption/Ionization-Time of Flight (MALDI-ToF) mass spectrometry, the
mass spectrum is consistent with the predicted mass of the molecule. It also shows
the purity of the sample. The presence of the GQDs is attested by the peak cor-
responding to the completely cyclodhydrogenated product, denoted M+. Before
any purification step (Figure 4.3a), the mass spectrum features peaks correspond-
ing to by-products such as partially-fused, chlorinated or hydroxylated GQDs. To
improve the purity of the samples, classical purification techniques, such as size
exclusion chromatography with tetrahydrofuran (THF) as eluent preceded by an
ultra-centrifugation step are employed. As a result the mass spectrum is much
more pure, as shown in Figure 4.3b.
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Figure 4.1: Chemical structure of (a) C78tBu6, (b) C96tBu8, (c) C114tBu10,
(d) C132tBu12, and of a (e) Tert-butyl (tBu) group.
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Figure 4.2: Synthesis of C96tBu8 by oxidation of a dendrimer.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization-Time of Flight
(MALDI-ToF) mass spectrometry of C96tBu8 (a) after oxidation of the dendrimer,
and before any purification step, and (b) after ultracentrifugation for 30 minutes
and size exclusion chromatography using THF as eluent.

GQD in TCB in THF
C78tBu6 ∼ 87 000m−1cm−1 at 443 nm N.A.
C96tBu8 ∼ 458 000m−1cm−1 at 469 nm ∼ 489 000m−1cm−1 at 462 nm

C114tBu10 ∼ 196 000m−1cm−1 at 443 nm N.A.
C132tBu12 N.A. N.A.

Table 4.1: Available molar extinction coefficient of the GQDs at their peak of ab-
sorption in trichlorobenzene (TCB) and tetrahydrofuran (THF). N.A.: Not Avail-
able.

4.1.2 Optical properties of solutions of GQDs

Steady-state optical properties

The samples were delivered to us as powders, that we dissolved in either tetrahy-
drofuran (THF) or trichlorobenzene (TCB). Figure 4.4a on the facing page shows
the absorption and excitation spectra of all four GQDs. The excitation and absorp-
tion spectra superimpose well, and feature distinctive sharp peaks corresponding
to optical transitions and their vibronic replica. Furthermore, the position of the
spectra appear red-shifted as one moves towards bigger GQDs, which reproduces
well the intuition that a larger GQD means a lower quantum confinement of elec-
trons and thus exhibit optical transitions at lower energies. Moreover, the ratio
between the heights of the main and the lowest-energy absorption peaks dimin-
ishes with longer GQD and nears unity in the case of C132tBu12. This is due to the
polarization of the first transition being oriented along the long axis of the GQD,
as will be shown in anisotropy measurements.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Absorption (solid lines) and excitation (dashed lines) spectra and
(b) emission spectra of C78tBu6 (blue), C96tBu8 (yellow), C114tBu10 (green), and
C132tBu12 (magenta) in TCB.
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GQD Transition Calc. Meas. Transition Calc. Meas.
C78tBu6 S1 (H→L) 2.24 eV 2.23 eV S4 (H→L+1) 2.76 eV 2.79 eV
C96tBu8 S1 (H→L) 2.02 eV 2.03 eV S4 (H→L+1) 2.57 eV 2.64 eV

C114tBu10 S1 (H→L) 1.86 eV 1.90 eV S5 (H→L+1) 2.44 eV 2.54 eV
C132tBu12 S1 (H→L) 1.74 eV 1.81 eV S6 (H→L+2) 2.34 eV 2.46 eV

Table 4.2: Calculated and measured (in TCB) lowest-energy and main absorption
peaks of all GQDs.

GQD ZPL Stokes shift ∆E
C78tBu6 2.18 eV 59.0 meV 159.7 meV
C96tBu8 1.99 eV 42.4 meV 164.1 meV

C114tBu10 1.85 eV 45.3 meV 161.4 meV
C132tBu12 1.75 eV 53.7 meV 160.0 meV

Table 4.3: Main features of the emission spectra of all four GQDs. ZPL: Zero-
Phonon Line, ∆E: splitting between ZPL and first vibronic replica.

The molar extinction coefficient of the GQDs, shown in Table 4.1, has been mea-
sured by Daniel Medina-Lopez in various solvents by dissolving a known mass of
GQD powder in solvent and measuring the optical density of the resulting solution.
The coefficient is then retrieved using Beer-Lembert’s law. Table 4.1 allows us to
estimate the concentration of our solutions by simply measuring the absorption
spectrum. This is particularly relevant as the masses of GQD needed to prepare
the solutions we use are usually too small (typically less than a milligram) to be
reliably measured on our balance, and because solvent evaporation, particularly
THF, causes concentration to increase in a matter of days.

Figure 4.4b shows the photoluminescence spectra for the four GQDs. They
all exhibit sharp vibronic features. The emission of C78tBu6 is noticeably differ-
ent from the three others, as it features additional sharp peaks around the zero
phonon line and its vibronic replica. We attribute that to the formation of dimers
in the solution and I will discuss the reasons why later. The emission spectra re-
produce the red-shifting of the zero-phonon line observed in the absorption spectra
as the GQDs get bigger. The GQDs in solution exhibit a zero-phonon line com-
prised between 2.18 eV and 1.75 eV with a Stokes shift comprised between 42 meV
and 59 meV. This falls in the expected range of Stokes shifts measured on other
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as dibenzopyrene (∼ 60 meV), hexabenzo-
coronene (∼ 83 meV), or supernaphthalene (∼ 30 meV) [206]. For all the GQDs
considered, the splitting between the 0-0 and the 0-1 line is about 160 meV, which
we attribute to the vibrational energy of C=C bonds. The details of the positions
of the zero-phonon lines, Stokes shifts, and splittings are reported in Table 4.3.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation performed by our collaborators
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical (dotted lines) and experimental (solid lines) absorption
(blue) and emission (yellow) spectra of C96tBu8.

Silvio Osella, Nicolas Rolland, and David Beljonne (University of Warsaw, Univer-
sity of Mons) allows us to attribute the absorption peaks to electronic transitions
within the GQD [205]. Table 4.2 reports the theoretical transition energies of the
lowest singlet transition and of the main absorption peak for all four GQDs, as
well as the corresponding energy measured in Figure 4.4a. The calculated tran-
sition energies are remarkably well in accordance with the energies measured in
TCB. Using Time-Driven DFT (TDFT), our collaborators were able to simulate
the absorption and emission spectra of the GQDs, as shown in Figure 4.5. The
main features of the experimental spectra are well accounted for by the theoretical
spectra. We retrieve the sharp features and the vibronic replica of the transitions.
The shoulders around 2.07 eV and 2.23 eV marked by the arrows in the experi-
mental absorption spectrum are not present in the theoretical absorption spectum
and were attributed to the presence of conformers in the solution [205].

The theoretical investigation of the properties of the GQDs, and of C96tBu8

specifically, gives a deepened understanding of the physics of GQD. In particular,
the polarization of the optical transitions is well predicted by TDDFT. Figure 4.6a,
Figure 4.6b, and Figure 4.6c on the next page show the transition densities for
S1, S4, and S9 of C96tBu8, also reported in Table 4.2. The two transitions are
predicted to present perpendicular polarized dipoles. This has been verified by
Thomas Liu [14] through anisotropy measurements in solution. The comparison
between the theoretical polarized absorption spectra and the anisotropy measure-
ment is presented in Figure 4.6d and Figure 4.6e. The theory matches well the
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Figure 4.6: Calculated transition densities for (a) S1, (b) S4, and (c) S9.
(d) TDDFT calculations of absorption along parallel (blue) and perpendicular
(yellow) axes of the GQD. (e) Polarization resolved excitation spectra extracted
from anisotropy experiments corresponding to absorption polarized parallel (blue)
and perpendicular (yellow) to the emission dipole. Adapted from Ref. [205].
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experimental data.
Overall, this family of GQDs distinguish themselves by the clearly resolved sharp

features in both the absorption and emission spectra, which sets them apart from
previously reported large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [79, 116, 207].

Transient optical characterization and photoluminescence quantum yield

The lifetime of the excited state of all four GQDs in solution was determined
through time-resolved photoluminescence measurements. Figure 4.7 on the fol-
lowing page shows the resulting traces. Those from the two smaller GQDs require
two exponentials in the model to be fitted correctly, although the fractional con-
tribution [128] of the second exponential in the case of C96tBu8 accounts for about
5 %, versus 50 % for C78tBu6. The traces from the two longer GQDs can be fitted
by a single exponential. Overall, the lifetime in solution decreases as the size of
the GQD is increased, ranging from ∼ 5 ns for the short component of C78tBu6

to ∼ 2.3 ns for C132tBu12. The quasi mono-exponential decay of the three largest
GQDs is a good indication of the purity of the corresponding solutions. Indeed,
as we expect the de-excitation from the first excited singlet to the ground state to
be akin to a two-levels system, the presence of multiple exponential components
in the decay could be interpreted as a marker of the presence of multiple species
within the solution. This is not the case for the three biggest molecules. For
C78tBu6 we know dimers are present within the solution, as will be discussed in
the following Sub-Subsection.

My main contribution to the ensemble characterization of this familly of GQDs
consisted in the determination of their photoluminescence quantum yield in solu-
tion. Briefly, the photoluminescence quantum yield is the ratio of the number of
photons emitted per photon absorbed, and is measured using an integrating sphere
on our spectrofluorometer (Edinburgh instruments SC-30 sphere, FS-5 spectrom-
eter, see Chapter 2). The procedure yields the spectra shown in Figure 4.8 on
page 113. We first measure a spectrum resulting from the scattering of the exci-
tation light in the solvent alone, with the slit opening on the measurement side
typically ten times smaller than the opening on the excitation side, yielding the
curves in gray. We then replace the cuvette with a similar one containing the
molecule, with an optical density comprised between 0.1 and 0.3 in 1 cm, and per-
form the same measurement as previously. The photoluminescence quantum yield
is then determined by integrating the difference between the two curves. If we de-
note R and S the integrated reference and sample spectra, and index scat. and em.
the restrictions of these integrals to the excitation and emission areas respectively,
the photoluminescence quantum yield is calculated as:

ϕ =
Sem. −Rem.

Rscat. − Sscat.

(4.1)

To first assess the reliability of our setup, we measured the photoluminescence
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Figure 4.7: Time-resolved photoluminescence traces of (a) C78tBu6, (b) C96tBu8,
(c) C114tBu10, and (d) C132tBu12. The instrument response functions are plotted
in light gray, and the result of simple- or bi-exponential fit procedures (convoluted
with the IRF) are plotted in black. C78tBu6, C96tBu8, and C114tBu10 were excited
using a pico-second laser diode at 483 nm, with collection at 570 nm, 623 nm, and
673 nm respectively. C132tBu12 was measured on a different spectrometer than the
three others, and was excited using a pico-second laser diode at 403.5 nm with
collection at 705 nm.
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Figure 4.8: Determination of photoluminescence Quantum Yield in solution of
(a) Fluorescein, (b) C78tBu6, (c) C96tBu8, (d) C114tBu10, and (e) C132tBu12. The
scattering spectrum is in gray, and the areas integrated for the measurement of
the scattering and the emission are marked in light gray and light red respectively.
The quantum yield was estimated to 91 %, 56 %, 94 %, 91 %, and 88 % respectively.
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quantum yield of a reference chromophore: fluorescein. Its quantum yield is known
to be 0.925±0.015 [208] for an excitation energy of 2.53 eV. We measured 0.9118 on
a sample in a 0.1m NaOH solution with an optical density of 0.24 and excitation
energy of 2.53 eV, which provides confidence in the good quality of the other
measurements. We chose to excite the GQDs at the maximum of absorption,
i.e. 2.79 eV, 2.64 eV, 2.54 eV, and 2.46 eV for C78tBu6, C96tBu8, C114tBu10, and
C132tBu12 respectively. The measured quantum yield of the three largest GQDs is
approximately 90 %, with a maximum of 94 % for C96tBu8, although the quantum
yield of C114tBu10 and C132tBu12 may have been underestimated due to the lack
of sensitivity of our detector at low energies. The quantum yield of C78tBu6 is
noticeably lower, 56 %, which we attribute to aggregation of the GQD in solution
(see next Sub-Subsection for an in-depth explanation). Overall, the high quantum
yield of these GQDs makes them promising for optoelectronics applications.

About the non-aggregation of C96tBu8 in solution

As shown in Figure 4.4, the shape of the absorption and emission spectra of
C78tBu6 differ from the spectra of the other members of the family. This is at-
tributed to the formation of C78tBu6 dimers in the solution, as evidenced by the
comparatively longer photoluminescence lifetime of C78tBu6, as well as its smaller
photoluminescence quantum yield compared to other GQDs of the family. This
has been highlighted by our theoretician collaborators through the calculation of
the Potential of Mean Force curves corresponding to the formation of dimers [205].

The simulation consists in putting two GQDs in their most stable conformation
in a cubic box filled with TCB molecules. First, the two GQDs are left evolving
freely for 80 ns to let the system reach equilibrium. Then, a harmonic potential is
progressively switched-on around each GQD’s center of mass to keep them 20 Å
apart before being pushed against each-other until the separation between the
centers of mass was 2 Å and then being pulled back to a 20 Å separation distance.

The simulation was run on two GQDs, C78tBu6 and C96tBu8, and the resulting
free-energy push and pull curves are shown in Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b on
the facing page, respectively. Both push curves feature three minima, labelled
min.1, min.2, and min.3 in the figure. The first one at around 7 Å corresponds to
a situation where a single layer of solvent molecules is present between the two
GQDs and needs to be evacuated before the molecules can be brought any closer
to each other, resulting in a potential barrier in the push curve. The removal
of the solvent between the GQDs leads to brutal changes in the conformation of
the molecules, which in turns creates artifacts in the push curves that need to be
corrected, as shown by the dashed black curves in Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b.
The two other minima correspond to the formation of dimers in the solution. For
C78tBu6, minimum 2 corresponds to a situation where one of the GQDs has its
tert-butyl groups pointing outwards while the tert-butyls of the second GQD point
inwards, as shown in Figure 4.9c. This conformer exists in solution, which means
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curves computed for C96tBu8. (c), (d) Configurations of C78tBu6 for minima 2
and 3. (e), (f) Configurations of C96tBu8 corresponding to minima 2 and 3.
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the dimer is expected to be present in the solution and explains the shape of the
emission spectrum of C78tBu6 and the multi-exponential decay of time-resolved
photoluminescence. The situation at minimum 2 is similar for C96tBu8, where
half the tert-butyl groups point outwards. However, minimum 2 is much harder to
reach for C96tBu8, due to the conformational change needed which translates in an
important potential barrier around 5 Å in the push curve in Figure 4.9b. Finally,
for both GQDs, minimum 3 corresponds to a situation where all tert-butyls groups
point outwards. For C96tBu8, the pulling curve from minimum 3 does not exhibit
any potential barrier that could impede the formation of such dimer in solution.
Schematically speaking, this corresponds to a situation where both GQDs can
slide on top of each other to form the dimer. The formation of such a dimer in
solution, however, is not possible because the conformer with all the tert-butyl
groups pointing outwards cannot exist in solution due to the large intermolecular
strain involved.

4.2 Single-molecule study of C96tBu8

The non-aggregation of C96tBu8 in solution, as well as its high photoluminescence
quantum yield and well-defined spectroscopic properties prompted us to study the
GQD at the single-molecule level. In this section, I will detail our findings on
C96tBu8 dispersed in polystyrene thin films at high dilution ratio.

4.2.1 Description of samples

We started with GQDs dispersed in spectroscopic-grade THF. The exact concen-
tration was first assessed through its optical density, then diluted until a suitable
dilution ratio was obtained. A solution with 10 % w.r.t. of polystyrene in THF
was then prepared. The solution was heated at 75 ◦C for 30 minutes to dissolve the
polystyrene beads completely. Both solutions were then mixed in equal volumetric
quantities. Reported concentrations in this section correspond to the calculated
concentration of GQDs in the resulting solution, typically 60 pm.

The films were then prepared by spin-coating the mixture on glass substrates.
The substrates were plasma-cleaned for 20 minutes beforehand. The rotation speed
was 1000 rpm, acceleration 500 rpm/s, and rotation time 180 s. The samples were
dried on a hot plate (90 ◦C) for 1 h. The resulting films were 1 to 2 µm thick,
measured with a profilometer.

4.2.2 Steady-state properties of single C96tBu8 in polystyrene
matrix

Figure 4.10a on the next page shows a typical raster confocal fluorescence scan
of a sample excited by a 594 nm (2.087 eV) continuous wave laser. It features
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Figure 4.10: (a) Confocal raster scans of sample with C96tBu8 in polystyrene
matrix displaying diffraction-limited emission spots. Concentration in the solution
was ∼ 50 pm. (b) Typical PL spectrum of a single C96tBu8, measured on the
diffraction-limited spot circled in white in the raster scan. The transmission of the
setup is plotted in light gray. (c) Typical second-order correlation measurement,
excited at 0.15 kW/cm2. The histogram (black circles) is fitted using a single
exponential with a constant added to account for bunching (solid red line). g(2)(τ)
at origin is fitted at 0.17, and the characteristic time of the exponential is 2.43 ns.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Emission polarization diagram (blue circles) fitted with Malus’
law (solid black line) and excitation polarization diagram (yellow circles) fitted
with Malus’ law (dashed red line). The two fit superimpose nearly perfectly.
Both signals are integrated photoluminescence over the whole emission spectrum.
(b) Principle of the measurement of the excitation polarization diagram. (c) Prin-
ciple of the measurement of the emission polarization diagram. DM: Dichroic
mirror, λ/2: Half-wave plate, PBS: Polarizing beam splitter. The half-wave plate
is mounted on a computer-controlled rotating mount.

diffraction-limited spots, that we selected for spectroscopic studies. A typical
emission spectrum is shown in Figure 4.10b. It features a zero-phonon line cen-
tered at 2.00 eV and two vibronic replica at 1.83 eV and 1.66 eV respectively. Some
variations in the positions of the peaks were observed, and a more thorough inves-
tigation will be presented in Subsection 4.2.3. To ensure that we studied a single
GQD at a time, we recorded second-order correlation measurements, g(2)(τ), on
diffraction-limited spots. A typical measurement is shown in Figure 4.10c. For
now, g(2)(τ) measurements can be seen as a comparison between the coincidence
rate of a given source with that of a Poissonian source. This means that the dip
below 0.5 at 0 time-delay indicates a clear deviation from a pure Poissonian source.
It shows that it is highly unlikely to detect two photons at the same time, which
in turns indicates the emitter under scrutiny is a single-photon emitter, i.e. a
single C96tBu8. The characteristic time needed for the curve to approach one is
2.43 ns, and is typically close to the photoluminescence lifetime for low excitation
intensities. This g(2)(τ) measurement will be discussed later in Subsection 4.2.4.

The theoretical investigation of C96tBu8 lead by our collaborators has high-
lighted the dipole-like nature of optically active transitions of the molecule. This
has been further confirmed by anisotropy measurements in solution. In particular,
the S1 transition is polarized along the longest dimension of the GQD. This means
that when C96tBu8 is excited in close resonance to S1, then the light emitted by
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Figure 4.12: Time trace of the measured emission of a single emitter excited at
0.15 kW/cm2. Binning rate is 100 Hz. The moving average over 2 s is plotted in
solid red. Manual adjustments of the setup are marked with a blue star, and the
final drop in intensity corresponds to the death of the molecule. Other variations
are attributed to experimental instabilities. The histogram on the right is obtained
from all the points that are not included in the manual adjustments and after the
death of the emitter. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) shows the signal is shot-noise
limited.

the system must be polarized in the same direction as the polarization of excita-
tion for which the emission is the brightest. Once a single GQD has been selected,
this is easily verified using the two simple setups shown in Figure 4.11b and Fig-
ure 4.11c, for excitation and emission scans respectively. Briefly, for excitation
scans, a computer-controlled half-wave plate placed in the excitation path allows
controlling the excitation polarization. For emission scans, the half-wave plate is
placed on the detection path before a polarizing beam splitter. For both experi-
ments, the background is recorded at each polarization angle and subtracted from
the measurement. Typical excitation and emission diagrams resulting from these
experiments are shown in Figure 4.11a. Both diagrams were fitted using Malus’
law (I(θ) = I0 cos2 θ), and the resulting polarization curves superimpose perfectly,
as expected from theoretical models and anisotropy measurements in solution.

A typical time trace at low excitation intensity (0.15 kW/cm2) is shown in Fig-
ure 4.12. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the ratio between the mean value of the
signal and the amplitude of the random variations around that mean, of 9.16 is
measured. The excellent agreement with the expected theoretical SNR (∼ 9.53)
demonstrates that our measurement is shot noise limited. Indeed, because the pho-
ton events distribution at the considered time scales follows a Poisson distribution
with a large number of events, we can assume the fluctuations to be Gaussian
noise. Because the standard deviation of such shot noise process is the square root
of the average number of events N , the theoretical SNR is N√

N
. We also stress
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that no blinking was recorded for binning rate used (100 Hz) and that the photon
count rate remains constant under continuous illumination for up to thirty min-
utes, demonstrating that C96tBu8 GQDs in the polystyrene matrix are remarkably
stable, despite that no particular precaution has been taken to reach this result.
Thus, we foresee that GQDs stability can even be increased by a careful choice of
matrix and preparation steps.

4.2.3 Assessment of the purity C96tBu8 samples

When working at single-molecule levels of dilution, the limited quantity of emitters
in the sample can make it challenging to ensure that a peculiar emitter is not an
impurity. Considering the emission spectrum is not always sufficient, as some
impurities have emission spectra similar to that of a GQD. This problem has been
raised in several studies, and different hypotheses have been proposed for the origin
of those impurities, ranging from solvent impurities [209] to organic impurities
from the caps of glass vials [210], impurities in polymer matrices [207], or defects
in silica [211]. A thorough investigation of fluorescent impurities in single-molecule
experiments can be found in references [14, 116, 212]. In this subsection I highlight
the high purity of the single-molecule samples studied in this chapter through the
statistical study of the emission spectra of diffraction-limited spots in polystyrene
films against the concentration in C96tBu8 of the solution used to prepare the
sample.

To study the purity of our samples, we decided to record the emission spectra
orginating from diffraction-limited spots for various concentrations of GQDs. Spec-
tra were classified using a simple three-emission-peaks model. The model comprises
three Lorentzian peaks and the transmission of the setup based on manufacturer
data for the dichroic mirror and clean-up filter and was fitted on each normalized
spectrum using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm with the input parameters
given in Table 4.13b on the facing page. Data points outside the transmission re-
gion of the filter were given a null weight. Spectra were post-selected to remove fit
results that would be difficult to interpret, for example spectrum whose shape does
not correspond to the three lines expected. An example of a fit result is shown in
Figure 4.13a. The samples were prepared with various concentrations of C96tBu8,
ranging from ∼ 6 pm to ∼ 153 pm, and a control sample without GQDs. As ex-
pected, the density of emitters available on a confocal scan decreases with lower
concentrations of C96tBu8 in the solution, as shown in Figure 4.14 on page 122.

Some diffraction-limited spots are observable in the control sample made only
of polystyrene, with no GQDs. Figure 4.15 on page 122 compares the emission
spectrum of a single impurity with the emission spectrum of a solution of GQDs.
It features a zero-phonon line around 2 eV, with vibronic replica that could be
expected on a GQD. This highlights the need for the identification of a concentra-
tion of GQDs in the solution used to make the film that is sufficiently high that
a diffraction-limited spot in the film almost certainly corresponds to a GQD. Fig-
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Figure 4.13: (a) Spectrum of a single C96tBu8 (black line) fitted with three
Lorentzian peaks (red line). Individual peaks are shown in dashed green. We take
the transmission of the optics of the setup (shown in light gray from manufacturer
data) into account in the fitting procedure. (b) Input parameters for Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. HWHM, Half Width Half Maximum.
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Figure 4.14: Confocal raster scans of four films with decreasing GQD concentra-
tion in the solution and reference sample with polystyrene matrix only.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Proportion of successfully (dark blue) and unsuccessfully (gray)
fitted spectra observed in films against the concentration of C96tBu8 in the solution.
(b) Distribution of position of the zero-phonon line (dark blue) and first vibronic
replica (light blue) emission peaks of successfully fitted spectra. (c) Evolution of
the standard deviation of the peaks’ distribution for the concentrations of solution
studied. (d) Comparison of the PL spectrum from a solution of C96tBu8 (solid
yellow line) and the sum of all PL spectra from our most concentrated polystyrene
sample, 164 pm (102 spectra, solid blue line). Energies are centered around the
zero-phonon line of the averaged spectrum (2.016 eV). The dotted yellow line is
the spectrum in solution shifted by 9.4 meV, so zero-phonon line is at 0 eV to
compare its line width with that of the averaged spectrum.
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ure 4.16a compares the proportion of spectra successfully and unsuccessfully fitted
by the model. As expected from the observation of the spectrum of an impurity,
a significant proportion of spectra (38 %) can be fitted by the model. We can also
see that the proportion of spectra successfully fitted by the procedure tends to in-
crease when the concentration of C96tBu8 in the solution increases. When looking
at the distribution of zero-phonon lines and first vibronic replica of the spectra suc-
cessfully fitted by the model, shown in Figure 4.16b, one can see that the control
sample is distinctively set apart from the other samples. Indeed, its distribution
is much more widely spread out, almost uniformly between 1.98 eV and 2.1 eV.
On the other hand, the distributions of the samples with GQDs are more tightly
packed, and resemble more and more to a normal distribution centered on 2 eV
as the concentration is increased. We then calculated the standard deviation for
each set of zero-phonon line associated with a concentration. Figure 4.16c shows
the evolution of the standard deviation of histograms for both emission peaks.
The standard deviation decreases as C96tBu8 concentration increases, hinting that
all emitters added in the polystyrene matrix, when increasing concentration, have
approximately the same emission energy.

From the evolution of the ratio of successfully fitted spectra and the decreasing
standard deviations shown in Figure 4.16c, we see that increasing the concentration
in the solution before spin-coating mainly increases the concentration of C96tBu8

in the film. Another phrasing of this last affirmation is that fluorescent impurities
in our samples do not arise from residual compounds from the synthesis of GQDs.
The remaining possible impurities sources are thus substrate degradation, polymer
matrix, and impurities from the solvent.

As most of the emitters in the most concentrated sample appear to be C96tBu8,
it makes sense to link the emission spectrum of those emitters to the emission
spectrum in solution. Figure 4.16d shows the emission spectrum in solution as
well as the mean of all 102 emission spectra recorded on our most concentrated
sample (164 pm). Both spectra have the same general features and, despite a
∼ 10 meV red-shift of the averaged spectrum, the same line widths. We attribute
this red shift to solvatochromism. As emission in the solution originates from
individualized emitters, and because the distribution of zero-phonon line is very
narrow, the similar line widths of the averaged spectrum and the spectrum in
solution show that the broadening in the emission spectrum of the solution is
mostly homogeneous.

4.2.4 Time-domain characterization of single C96tBu8 in
polystyrene matrix

Three-levels model of a GQD

As shown in Subsection 4.2.2, the emission and the lowest absorption energy of
single C96tBu8 are strongly polarized. As such, an exhaustive description of the
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Figure 4.17: (a) Model electronic states used in this section. (b) Corresponding
three-level system for the fluorescence of C96tBu8.

GQD in the framework of the first quantization would be based on the electric
dipole Hamiltonian and make use of the density operator [19, 24, 31] which, in the
basis of states from Figure 4.17b can be written:

ρ = |ψ(t)⟩ ⟨ψ(t)| =

ρ00 ρ01 0
ρ10 ρ11 0
0 0 ρTT

 (4.2)

Where S0, S1, and T1 have been labeled 0, 1, and T respectively. This results in
the Bloch system described by Equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.

d

dt
ρ00 = k10ρ11 + kTρTT − iΩ/2 ρ01 + iΩ/2 ρ10 (4.3)

d

dt
ρ11 = −(k10 + kisc)ρ11 + iΩ/2 ρ01 − iΩ/2 ρ10 (4.4)

d

dt
ρTT = kiscρ11 − kTρTT (4.5)

d

dt
ρ01 = −iΩ/2 ρ00 + iΩ/2 ρ11 + (iδL − Γ2)ρ01 (4.6)

Where Ω is the Rabi frequency, with ℏΩ = |µ⃗01 · E⃗|, µ⃗01 is the transition dipole
moment, Γ2 is the rate of de-phasing of the S0-S1 coherence, δL is the de-tuning
between the excitation and the molecule’s transition and k10, kisc, and kT are
the rates of incoherent transitions between S1 and S0, S1 and T1, and T1 and S0

respectively. This system can be solved through a Laplace transformation [198].
Under certain conditions, such system can display Rabi oscillations between state
S0 and S1 at short times. However, in the case of our study, the coherence time
between S0 and S1 is very small because we work at room temperature in a solid
matrix, and because of the vibronic states of the molecule. This makes the S0 → S1

transition irreversible, and allows further simplifications of the modelization to only
account for the probabilities of occupancy of each state.
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The three-levels system can thus be studied analytically by investigating the
probabilities p0, p1, and pT of occupancy of states S0, S1, and T1, as shown in
Figure 4.17b. The transition rates give a straightforward differential equation for
this system.

d

dt

p0p1
pT

 =

−k01 k10 kT
k01 −k10 − kT 0
0 kisc −kT

p0p1
pT

 (4.7)

Where k10 = kr + knr is the effective transition rate from S1 to S0, accounting for
both radiative and non-radiative pathways. As we know that the sum of the three
probabilities equals one, we can simplify the system and reduce the dimension of
the matrix to be 2× 2. This yields Equation 4.8.

d

dt
p(t) =

[
−(k01 + kT ) (k10 − kT )

k01 −(k10 + kisc)

]
p(t) +

[
kT
0

]
(4.8)

where p(t) = (p0(t), p1(t))
⊺. This system is more easily solved through a Laplace

transformation, which gives

sp(s)− p(0) =

[
−(k01 + kT ) (k10 − kT )

k01 −(k10 + kisc)

]
p(s) +

1

s

[
kT
0

]
(4.9)

p(s) =

[
s+ (k01 + kT ) (kT − k10)
−k01 s+ (k10 + kisc)

]−1 [
kT/s+ 1

0

]
(4.10)

where s is the complex Laplace variable, and it is assumed that the system is
initially prepared in state S0, which is the case when a photon has just been
emitted. The vector on the right-hand side of Equation 4.10 can then be rewritten
as

p(s) =
kT + s

s(s− λ+)(s− λ−)

[
k10 + kisc + s

k01

]
(4.11)

where the following intermediary variables have been introduced:

λ± =
1

2
(−b±

√
∆) (4.12)

∆ = b2 − 4c (4.13)

= ((k01 + kT )− (k10 + kisc))
2 + 4k01(k10 − kT ) (4.14)

b = k01 + k10 + kisc + kT (4.15)

c = k01(kT + kisc) + kT (k10 + kisc) (4.16)

Then, partial fraction decomposition yields

p(s) =

[
kT (k10+kisc)

λ+λ−

(kT+λ+)(k10+kisc+λ+)
λ+(λ+−λ−)

(kT+λ−)(k10+kisc+λ−)
λ−(λ−−λ+)

k01kT
λ+λ−

k01(kT+λ+)
λ+(λ+−λ−)

k01(kT+λ−)
λ−(λ−−λ+)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=A

 1
s
1

s−λ+
1

s−λ−

 (4.17)
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Finally, well-known Laplace transforms allow converting the expression in Equa-
tion 4.17 back to temporal space, which reads

p(t) = A

 1
eλ+t

eλ−t

 (4.18)

The expression for pT (t) can be retrieved using pT (t) = 1− (p0(t) + p1(t)).

It is interesting here to highlight the behavior of the system as a function of
excitation power. Typical solutions for the probabilities of occupancy are shown
in Figure 4.18a on the next page for varying excitation power, i.e. varying k01
coefficients. In these plots we assume kisc = kT = k10/1000, which is consistent
for our system, where the inter-system crossing rate and the triplet de-excitation
rate are expected to be low compared to the de-excitation rate of S1 [13]. Three
situations arise from this picture, characterized by two transitions. First, for t ≤
1

|λ−| state S1 starts getting populated. Then, for 1
|λ−| ≤ t ≤ 1

|λ+| , state S1 reaches

a steady state, during which state T1 is not yet stabilized. Finally, after t = 1
|λ+| ,

the three levels have reached their steady states where p1 = pT , because we chose
kisc = kT . Similarly, when the pumping rate k01 is below k10, the characteristic
de-excitation time of level S1, the steady-state value of p1 for long times is below
that of p0. As k01 gets above k10, so does p1 compared to p0.

From the expression of p1, it is possible to get an analytical expression of the
second-order correlation function, g(2)(τ). This is of peculiar interest since g(2)(τ)
is directly measurable, as shown in Chapter 2 (Experimental Methods). This
correlation is defined classically as

g(2)(τ) =
⟨I(t)I(t+ τ)⟩
⟨I(t)⟩2

(4.19)

where ⟨·⟩ denotes the ensemble average. We can set t = 0 because the process
is ergodic. From a photon-counting experiment point-of view, this is similar to
correlating the photon-rates on the detector. In particular, the detected photon
rate is ηkrp1(τ), where η is the detection efficiency of our setup. To obtain the
expression for g(2)(τ), one needs to normalize this by the steady-state emission
rate. Combining this with Equation 4.18 yields

g(2)(τ) = 1 +
A22

A21

eλ+t +
A23

A21

eλ−t (4.20)

= 1−
(

1− A22

A21

)
eλ−t +

A22

A21

eλ+t (4.21)

where Aij denotes the element at position ij in matrix A in Equation 4.18. Con-
veniently, this means the g(2)(τ) measurement is independent from the detection
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Figure 4.18: (a) Probability of occupation of each state after time delay τ , for
various excitation intensities corresponding to increasing values of k01 from 10−5k10
to 103k10. The probability of occupancy of S1 is plotted from yellow to red. The
probabilities of occupancy of S0 and T1 are plotted in blue and purple respectively.
For those two states, only the lowest and highest pump rates in solid and dashed
lines. The squares mark the position of 1/|λ−| and the crosses of 1/|λ+|, the two
characteristic times of the system. The other rates were fixed at kisc = kT =
k10/1000. (b) Corresponding g(2)(τ) plots.
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4.2 Single-molecule study of C96tBu8

efficiency of the setup. The theoretical g(2)(τ) measurements calculated using
Equation 4.21 are shown in Figure 4.18b, for an increasing pumping rate. It can
be seen that the bunching behavior (g(2)(τ) > 1) before reaching the steady state is
more and more visible as the pump power is increased. In the following paragraphs,
I will show how the variations of the g(2)(τ) curve can be used quantitatively to
access some characteristic relaxation rates of the system.

The expressions in matrix A are rather impractical, and can be simplified in the
case of our system. In particular, due to the low spin-orbit coupling, the rate of
inter-system crossing is low, which can be translated in terms of transition rates:

k01, k10 ≫ kisc, kT (4.22)

Developing λ± to the smallest non-zero order then yields

λ− ≈ −(k01 + k10) (4.23)

λ+ ≈ −
(
kT +

k01kisc
k01 + k10

)
(4.24)

Then, A22/A21 can be simplified to the smallest non-zero order.

A22

A21

≈ k01kisc
kT (k01 + k10)

(4.25)

Equation 4.23 is of peculiar interest in the determination of k10. Indeed, as k01
linearly depends on the excitation intensity, Equation 4.23 reads

−λ− = k10 +
σ(Eex)

Eex

Iex (4.26)

where Eex is the energy of excitation, σ(Eex) is the absorption cross-section at Eex,
and Iex is the intensity of the pump. As shown in Figure 4.18a and Figure 4.18b,
the dynamics at short time-scales (up until 1/|λ−|) is dominated by the process
of populating level S1. This means it is possible to estimate k10 and σ(Eex) from
Equation 4.26 by recording g(2)(τ) measurements at short time-scales as a function
of the pump intensity. Conversely, measuring g(2)(τ) for longer timescales allows
estimating λ+. In particular, Equation 4.24 can be rewritten

−λ+ = kT

(
1 +

A22

A21

)
(4.27)

= kT + kisc
1

1 + k10/k01
(4.28)

Another important tool at our disposal for the study of the time-dependent
behavior of single-photon emitter is the waiting time distribution [213–216]. This
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is the time one has to wait before a photon is detected when a photon has just
been detected. This can be expressed from the expression of p1(t) [217]. Suppose
a photon has just been detected, let J(τ) be the probability of detecting a photon
after time τ , K(τ) the waiting time distribution, and Ln(τ) the probability of
detecting the nth photon at time τ . J(τ) is proportional to the second-order
correlation function g(2)(τ). We know that

J(τ) = L1(τ) + L2(τ) + ... (4.29)

i.e. the probability of detecting a photon after time τ is the probability of detecting
any photon after time τ . It is also possible to relate the probability of detecting
photon number n+ 1 to the probability of detecting photon number n.

Ln+1(τ) =

∫ τ

0

K(τ − t)Ln(t) dt (4.30)

Which states that the probability of detecting the next photon is the probability
of detecting the current photon and that a new photon is detected. This can be
inputted in Equation 4.29.

J(τ) = L1(τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
K(τ)

+

∫ τ

0

K(τ − t)L1(t) dt+

∫ τ

0

K(τ − t)L2(t) dt+ ... (4.31)

Which, after a Laplace transform, reads

J(s) = K(s) +K(s)J(s) (4.32)

K(s) =
J(s)

1 + J(s)
(4.33)

For example, a Poissonian source outputs a constant photon rate, which reads
J(τ) = ηα with η the detection efficiency of the setup and α a constant rate.
Equation 4.33 reads K(s) = ηα/(s + ηα), which yields K(τ) = ηαeηατ . We
thus retrieve the classical result that the waiting time distribution of a Poissonian
source is a decaying exponential. We now come back to the three-levels model of a
GQD. At long delay time, the short-time anti-bunching characterized by rate λ−
in Equation 4.18 has vanished, and p1(t) corresponds to an exponential approach,
i.e.

p1(τ) = A21 + A22e
λ+τ (4.34)

With J(τ) = ηkrp1(τ), we now have

K(τ) = Aekaτ +Bekbτ (4.35)
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4.2 Single-molecule study of C96tBu8

where

A/B = −(A21 + A22)ka −A21λ+
(A21 + A22)kb −A21λ+

(4.36)

ka,b =
−(ηkr(A21 + A22)− λ+)±

√
(ηkr(A21 + A22)− λ+)2 + 4λ+ηkrA21

2
(4.37)

The expressions for ka and kb depend on the efficiency of the setup, which is difficult
to determine reliably. However, the ratio of the amplitude of each exponential can
easily be rewritten by factoring-out A21 and using Equation 4.27,

A/B = −ka + kT
kb + kT

(4.38)

kT = −Akb +Bka
A+B

(4.39)

which yields a convenient procedure for the determination of the triplet lifetime1.
We know from Figure 4.18b that when the excitation intensity is increased, the
bunching behavior is more visible in the g(2)(τ) curve. Thus, the waiting-time
distribution should be bi-exponential at long time-scales. Fitting the model in
Equation 4.35 to the distribution then yields kT through Equation 4.39.

Short timescales characterization of C96tBu8

At short timescales, g(2)(τ) measurements are usually performed using two
avalanche photo-diodes on a Hanbury Brown Twiss (HBT) interferometer in a
start-stop configuration. This means the histogram that is actually measured is the
one originating from the waiting time distribution. However, at short timescales
Equation 4.33 shows that K(τ) and J(τ) are equivalent2. See Chapter 2 (Experi-
mental Methods) for further explanations on technical aspects of the method.

A typical g(2)(τ) curve is shown in Figure 4.19a on the following page. There is
a clear antibunching at short times that indicates emission from a single molecule.
The model in Equation 4.21 has been fitted on the data and was used to normal-
ize the curve. The value of |λ+| is not reliable here, because of the limitations
of the start-stop method at long timescales. |λ−| however is well interpretable
using Equation 4.23. Since the curve in Figure 4.19a was taken for low excitation
intensity, we can approximate |λ−| to k10, that is, the de-excitation rate from S1

to S0. The estimated value for k10 is 0.210 ± 0.034 ns−1, which corresponds to a

1The minus sign in front of Equation 4.39 is not an issue, as ka and kb are taken negative is
their definition.

2One can convince themselves by looking at the expression of K(τ) for well-known distributions
J(τ). For example, if J(τ) is a delayed Dirac, J(τ) = δ(t − t0), then K(τ) is a Dirac comb
delayed by t0. So for timescales shorter or equal to t0, J(τ) ∼ K(τ).
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Figure 4.19: (a) Example g(2)(τ) curve (blue) fitted using a three-levels model
(yellow). The excitation energy was 2.64 eV. (b) |λ−| fitted on 47 g(2)(τ) curves
obtained for various GQDs at various intensities of excitation (black crosses). The
dependence of |λ−| on intensity was fitted by a linear model (yellow line). The
interval of confidence of the fit is given by the light yellow area. (c) Histogram of
number of measurements against intensity in (b).
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lifetime of 4.75 ± 0.77 ns. For comparison, the lifetime measured in solution was
2.8231 ± 0.0096 ns, which corresponds to a radiative lifetime of ∼ 2.65 ns given
the photoluminescence quantum yield of 94 %3. The measured photoluminescence
lifetime in the polystyrene matrix is thus noticeably higher than the lifetime in
solution.

To confirm that first impression, we conducted a statistical study and recorded
47 g(2)(τ) traces on various GQDs for various excitation intensities and fitted the
model of Equation 4.21 on the data. The fitted values of |λ−| are reported as
a function of the excitation intensity in Figure 4.19b. Equation 4.23 shows that
we should expect a linear relation between the intensity and |λ−|. The intercept
gives k10 = 0.294± 0.017 ns−1, or τ10 = 3.4± 0.2 ns, which is again higher than the
lifetime measured in solution, and would hint towards a reduced photoluminescence
quantum yield in the polystyrene matrix. The slope of the linear fit gives access
to a rough estimate of the absorption cross-section through Equation 4.26, and

yields σ(2.087 eV) = 21.2 ± 7.4 Å
2
, which is slightly lower than the cross-section

reported for triangle-shaped GQDs with 96 sp2 carbon atoms, where the absorption

cross-section was estimated to ∼ 100 Å
2

[13]. The absorption cross-section can
be compared to the molar extinction coefficient measured in solution reported in
Table 4.1. Scaling the molar absorption coefficient using the absorption spectrum
to account for the difference in excitation energy yields an absorption cross-section

cross-section in solution of 11 Å
2
, which is the same order of magnitude as the

one estimated in the polystyrene matrix.
The short lifetime of the excited state of our GQD makes it promising for

telecommunication applications, where the fluorescence lifetime limits the trans-
mission rate. The literature often compares the absorption of carbonated emitters
in terms of absorption cross-section per carbon atoms. In the case of C96tBu8 this

is approximately 0.22 Å
2
/C. This value is similar to the reported value for triangu-

lar 96 sp2 GQDs [13] ( 1 Å
2
/C), single terrylene diimide [218] ( 0.6 Å

2
/C), or (6, 5)

single wall carbon nanotubes [219] ( 0.4 Å
2
/C). In that aspect, the absorption of

C96tBu8 seems well in line with the absorption of other carbonated emitters.

Long timescales characterization of C96tBu8

To overcome the limitations of the start-stop method and access the photon statis-
tics at long timescales, one can resort to time-tagging methods. In brief, the ex-
perimental setup remains the same, with two avalanche photodiodes in a HBT
configuration, but instead of histogramming the time delay between the detection
of a photon on each diode, the hardware records the time of arrival on each detec-
tor independently. We are thus provided with a list of photon arrival times. Those

3The photoluminescence quantum yield ϕ is related to the radiative and non-radiative decay
rates as ϕ = kr

kr+knr
when the decay is mono-exponential.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Waiting time distribution showing a clear bi-exponential behav-
ior, fitted in yellow. The inset shows a selected time trace with coarsening bin
width to illustrate the bunching of photons. (b) Distribution of kT estimated from
waiting time distributions through Equation 4.39. (c) g(2)(τ) calculated from the
same time-tagged measurement as (a). The theoretical model from Equation 4.21
is fitted in yellow. (d) Evolution of |λ+| as a function of excitation intensity, with
|λ+| estimated from g(2)(τ) measurements. The result of fitting the model of Equa-
tion 4.27 to the data with the saturation intensity and kisc as free parameters (kT
is taken from (b)) is shown in yellow.
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arrival times can be interpreted either directly, by calculating the inter-photon
arrival times and estimating the waiting-time distribution, or by calculating the
second order correlation using the algorithm described in Subsection 2.2.3. Here,
I use the waiting time distribution to estimate kT through Equation 4.39, as it is
much easier to get a waiting time histogram with a good signal-to-noise ratio (a
few seconds of exposures is often enough), allowing the use of most of the mea-
surements performed. g(2)(τ) calculations on the other hand are more demanding,
and it is thus more difficult to get a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. They will
be used to estimate kisc.

A typical photon waiting-time distribution is shown in Figure 4.20a4. The bi-
exponential distribution due to photon-bunching is clearly visible. The inset shows
a binning of the photon arrival time with coarsening bin widths, illustrating the
phenomenon of bunching: for coarser bin widths (1× 10−4 s), there are local max-
ima ∼ 1 ms broad corresponding to bunches of photons at finer bin widths. kT
can then be estimated from the bi-exponential fit using Equation 4.39. Some
waiting-time distributions, especially at low excitation intensity, are quasi-mono-
exponential. Using them would lead to errors in the estimate of kT , so we chose to
remove the distributions where one of the two fractional contributions was lower
than 5 %. This yields Figure 4.20b, which shows a histogram of the estimates of
the triplet de-excitation rate, kT . The estimates are rather narrowly distributed,
despite the small number of measurements, and give kT = 0.0315 ± 0.0021 µs−1,
which is well in accordance with the value of 0.053±0.001 µs−1 previously reported
for triangular GQDs with 96 sp2 carbons [13].

If the time-tagged measurement can be run long enough without the emitter
bleaching, one can calculate the second-order correlation histogram and fit Equa-
tion 4.21 to long timescale g(2)(τ), as shown in Figure 4.20c. A clear photon bunch-
ing is measured at delay times comprised between 1× 10−8 s and 1× 10−5 s, which
matches the bi-exponential waiting-time distribution obtained from the same time-
tagged measurement in Figure 4.20a. Repeating the experiment on several emitters
and plotting the parameter |λ+| as a function of excitation intensity yields Fig-
ure 4.20d. Despite the small amount of data points, one can fit Equation 4.27
to the data, with parameter kT fixed to the value estimated using the waiting
time distributions and get a rough estimate for the inter-system crossing rate,
kisc ≈ 0.049 µs−1, which is again compatible with the rate of 0.025 ± 0.005 µs−1

previously reported on triangular GQDs [13].

The inter-system crossing rate and the triplet lifetime are of prime importance
for single molecule experiments and applications. As will be discussed later in
Section 5.2, photo-bleaching most likely occur from the triplet state on glass sub-
strates. It is also from the triplet state that the molecule is more likely to react

4Note that the time scales considered here are way longer than the dead-time of a single APD
(typically ∼ 50 ns), which is the limiting factor for detection. Thus, we do not need to concern
ourselves with things like instrument response functions here.
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Figure 4.21: Saturation curve of a single C96tBu8 (black circles). The curve
is fitted to the model in equation 4.41, yielding a saturation intensity of 4.7 ±
1.2 kW/cm2 and an asymptotic rate of 234± 23 kc/s.

with ambient oxygen, as the ground state of O2 is a triplet state [220] that is more
likely to react with the excited triplet state of the GQD. Well-known polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons such as terrylene in molecular crystals [221] exhibit much
longer triplet lifetime, 0.4 ms, compared to the lifetime we measure on our GQD,
30 µs. The probability of entering the triplet state is also small, as shown by the
ratio of k10/kisc ≈ 6000, which means that on average C96tBu8 enters the triplet
state once every 6000 cycles, which explains the good stability measurements that
was discussed in the steady-state analysis. This value is particularly high com-
pared to others poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons at room temperature such as
pentacene (∼ 20) [198, 222], terrylene (∼ 200) [96], or dibenzo[hi,st]ovalene func-
tionalized aryl (∼ 700) [223], which highlights the suitability of our molecule for
single-molecule experiments.

Saturation measurements: quantum yield in the polystyrene matrix

The high stability of single C96tBu8 allows for intensity saturation measurements.
Figure 4.21 shows the emission rate of a single C96tBu8 for various excitation
intensities. We can see that the measured count rate reaches a saturation of
∼ 200 kc/s. The measured photon rate can be retrieved for a three-levels system
such as the one used to model the GQD [224]. The count rate on the detector reads
R = ηdetkrp1(∞), where ηdet is the detection efficiency of the setup, kr the radiative
de-excitation rate of S1, and p1(∞) is the asymptotic probability of occupancy of
S1. Expanding the definition of R with the expression of p1(∞), and using the
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simplified expressions of λ+ and λ− yields:

R = ηdet
kr

1 + k10
k01

+ kisc
kT

(4.40)

= R∞
1

1 + Isat/I
(4.41)

where I = k01
Eex

σ(Eex)
is the intensity of excitation, Isat = Eex

σ(Eex)
k10kT
kT+kisc

is the satu-

ration intensity, and R∞ = ηdetkr
kT

kT+kisc
is the saturated count rate. Inputing the

previously estimated parameters of the system yields Isat ≈ 18.2 kW/cm2, but the
big uncertainty on kisc gives a relative uncertainty of almost 100 % on that estima-
tion. Fitting this model to the data in Figure 4.21 yields a saturated emission rate
R∞ of 234 ± 23 kc/s and a saturation intensity Isat of 4.7 ± 1.2 kW/cm2, which
is consistant with the rough estimate of Isat given previously. We can interpret
the saturated emission rate by linking it to the quantum yield of the system. By
definition, the quantum yield ϕ reads

ϕ =
Number of photons emitted

Number of photon absorbed
(4.42)

which can be re-written, considering that relaxation mainly occurs from S1 to S0

since the inter-system crossing rate is much smaller than the rate of de-excitation,

ϕ =
kr

kr + knr
(4.43)

or kr = ϕk10. We can then re-write the saturated emission rate

R∞ = ηdetϕk10
kT

kT + kisc
(4.44)

As all the other parameters have been determined in the previous subsections, we
can thus estimate ηdetϕ ≈ 0.002 ± 0.0018. ηdet can reasonnably be estimated to
5 %. This means the estimated quantum yield in the polystyrene matrix is 4 %,
which is surprisingly low compared to the quantum yield in solution (94 %), the
quantum yield of the triangular GQDs (35 %) [13], or the quantum yield reported
for other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [200, 225]. This may be due to an
overestimated collection efficiency of the setup, which could be controlled using
well-known single emitters such as nano-diamonds with a single nitrogen-vacancy,
where the radiative rate should be ∼ 5 MHz with a saturation intensity of about
70 kW/cm2. If the reason for the low measured quantum yield is not the setup, then
we should investigate the causes of non-radiative decays. For example, studying
the GQD at cryogenic temperatures may reduce decay resulting from the coupling
to phonons in the polymer matrix and the GQD may display a higher quantum
yield as a result.
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Conclusion

The synthesis method developed by our collaborators yields highly pure samples,
as shown by the mass-spectrometry and single-molecule studies. It gives access to
a whole family of GQDs with a tunable zero-phonon line.

Optical studies in solution revealed the brightness of the GQDs thanks to their
near-unity quantum yield. This is most likely due to their good individualization in
the solution thanks to the bulky tert-butyl groups. DFT and TDDFT theoretical
models of the GQDs match remarkably well the experimental measurements. It is
also possible to explain the individualization of the largest GQDs in solution thanks
to theoretical simulation showing that the conformers involved in the formation
of dimers are not stable in solution. The work on the family of rod-shaped GQDs
and their synthesis was published in August 2023 [205].

Single-molecule studies of C96tBu8 have shown that single-molecule in a
polystyrene matrix are straightforwardly obtained. We showed that the steady-
state optical properties of single GQDs in the polystyrene matrix remain similar to
the ones in the solution, and highlighted the high purity of the samples. This work
has been published in October 2023 [226]. Transient analysis of the emission al-
lowed the characterization of the emitter, which we identify to a three-level system.
The estimates of the transition rates match well the rates reported in the litera-
ture for similar systems. The photoluminescence quantum yield in the polystyrene
matrix estimated from the saturated emission rate, however, is surprisingly low5.
This may be due to a poor calibration of our setup.

Despite this uncertainty on the quantum yield in the polystyrene matrix,
C96tBu8 appears to be a good candidate for deepened single-molecule studies.
In particular, it may be particularly interesting to study this molecule in various
environments. In the following chapter, I will present a study of C96tBu8 on a
perovskite crystal. At the time of writing this chapter, our group is also trying to
embed another GQD, C114tBu10, in molecular crystals based on the dendrimer used
to synthesize C78tBu6. Other groups have also started trying to embed C96tBu8 in
antracene crystals. Overall, these studies in molecular crystals may open new ar-
eas of studies of the GQDs, such as the study of Stark effects due to the induction
of local fields in the crystal.

Other studies of the GQDs in solution using femto-second transient analysis
are also being carried on in our group. Eventually, this should lead to a deeper

5After the writing of this manuscript, and before the defense, we could run some time-resolved
photoluminescence measurements on 15 single GQDs. We found a perfectly mono-exponential
decay, with a lifetime of τ = 2.40± 0.33 ns. Assuming the polystyrene matrix only adds non-
radiative decay paths, and because polystyrene has approximately the same refractive index
as the TCB used to measure the quantum yield in solution, we can estimate the radiative
decay rate as kR = ϕsolution × τsolution ≈ 0.33 ns−1. This then allows to estimate a quantum
yield in polystyrene of ϕPS = kR×τ = 80±10%. The hypothesis of a low transmission of our
setup is thus priviledged to explain the low count rates measured in saturation experiments.
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understanding of the electronic dynamics of the GQDs. In particular, early results
suggest the characteristic time of the S2 → S1 transition is of the order of 100 fs.
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Introduction

The photophysics of single C96tBu8 has been well characterized in Chapter 4.
In particular, we have shown that their high photoluminescence quantum yield
in solution and the high purity of our samples makes them particularly suitable
for single-molecule experiments. At the single-molecule level, C96tBu8 exhibits a
stable, strongly polarized emission with spectra similar to the ones measured in
the solution. As shown in Chapter 3, halide perovskites present interesting optical
properties along with ease of synthesis at room temperature using soft chemistry
procedures. Building upon the attractive photo-physical properties of these GQDs,
we decided to investigate the possibilities of coupling C96tBu8 to active surfaces,
such as MAPbBr3 crystals. In particular, 3D perovskites are interesting because
their surface is expected to be free from ligands, allowing to bring the GQDs
as close as possible to the crystal. Investigating properties arising from coupled
systems is enticing, as it could hint at new clues beneficial to the study of both
lead-halide perovskites and nano-graphenes, especially effects originating from the
interface.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Band alignments of two materials A and B for the three types of
heterostructures. (b) Band offset of MAPbI3 films on various substrates. Valence
band maxima are derived from linear fits on band onset, and vacuum levels are
determined from XPS. Conduction band minima are derived from the calculated
band gap of 1.7 eV. p-doped substrates are pictured in blue, n-doped substrates
in yellow. Adapted from Ref. [227].

First, band alignment is a key factor in the determination of the physics at the
interface of a heterostructure. Figure 5.1a shows three band alignments corre-
sponding to three types of heterostructures. Among them, types I and II are of
peculiar interest. A type I band alignment in a heterostructure typically results in
charge or energy transfers from the highest bandgap medium towards the lowest
bandgap one [228]. Type II heterostructures, on the other hand, can result in orig-
inal spectroscopic properties such as the existence of interlayer excitons, which are
bound electron-hole pairs where each charge lives in a separate layer. Typical evi-
dence of the existence of an interlayer exciton includes the appearance of a broad
low-energy photoluminescence peak, modification of the photoluminescence decay
time, and a photoluminescence excitation spectrum which features the absorption
of the exciton of both bare materials. The interlayer exciton physics is thus highly
dependent on band alignment and on materials forming the heterostructure [229].
This gives rise to a whole range of studies demonstrating interlayer excitons from
heterostructures formed by various materials, such as transition metal dichalco-
genide (TMD) on TMD [230, 231], or 2D-perovskite on TMD [232, 233].

Predicting the exact band alignment for our system is not trivial. First, crystals
are usually described in the Fourier domain and present bands of allowed energy
states for the electrons. In contrast, molecules are best described using configu-
ration diagram coordinates, i.e. in real space, and present discrete energy levels.
Textbook predictions of the behavior of an interface between two semiconductors
would require a comparison of band alignments against vacuum level. Some works
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use a hybrid approach to compare molecular energy levels to band alignment in the
semiconductor [71] but even then singlet-singlet energy transfer should be handled
with care, as excitons in halide perovskite experiment strong spin-orbit coupling
due to Pb orbitals [43] and thus do not present a pure-spin character. Even as-
suming that discrete, real-space, molecular levels and wave vector spaces energy
configurations can theoretically be compared, the comparison of the experimental
position of the conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum
(VBM) to the lowest unoccupied and highest occupied molecular orbitals (LUMO
and HOMO) is challenging. The position of the VBM in perovskites is usually
determined by examining photoemission processes, and the position of the CBM
inferred either through theoretical calculations or spectroscopic measurement of
the bandgap energy [234]. In contrast, positions of the highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals are determined for molecules using cyclic
voltammetry. Thus, comparing the experimental values of band positions for both
materials is perilous. Moreover, perovskite films’ gaps are known to be sensitive
to the nature of their substrates. Figure 5.1b shows the positions of valence band
maxima, conduction band minima, and ionization potentials of MAPbI3 films for
various substrates. The position of the CBM and VBM is seen to vary by up
to 50 % of the gap’s value depending on the substrate, and the variability of the
position of the bands is greater for p-doped substrates. Thus, knowing the bulk
energy-level alignment may not be enough to determine the band alignment of the
heterostructure reliably.

In this context, a trial-and-error-based approach with an actual realization of the
heterostructure and characterization of its properties appears to be suitable. Due
to its stable and bright photoluminescence, and because its geometrical features
make it possible to bring it close to a surface, C96tBu8 is a good candidate to
such realizations. For the same reasons, choosing a monocrystaline 3D perovskite
means we have an easy way to synthesize crystalline semiconductor compound
that is free from surface ligands and thus should allow atomic proximity between
the GQD and the crystal.

Second, halide perovskites are also an attractive substrate to play with graphene
quantum dots properties. Indeed, thanks to their excellent electronic proper-
ties [235], they could be a good candidate to electrically pump single
nano-graphenes in the context of single-photon emitters devices. Moreover,
graphene is an excellent conductor for spin [236], notably thanks to a very low
spin-orbit coupling [237, 238]. Halide perovskites, on the other hand, possess
strong spin-orbit coupling due to Pb orbitals [43]. Perovskites could thus be used
locally in graphene spin circuits to alter spin-orbit interactions, effectively build-
ing graphene spin valves [239]. Graphene quantum dots inherit many properties
of graphene, low spin-orbit coupling being one of them. They are also members
of the family of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Molecules in this family are
known to possess a triplet state T1 lying between the ground state S0 and the first
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singlet state S1 [240, 241]. Transfers from S1 to T1 and from T1 to S0 require a spin
flip, and are thus highly unlikely, making T1 a meta-stable state. As a result, when
the molecule enters this meta-stable state, it remains in that state for an extended
period, typically up to tens of micro-seconds or more. Because the triplet state
is not coupled to light, the molecule appears dark during the time it remains in
that state. This behavior is named blinking. For our GQDs, we anticipated that
a transfer of spin-orbit coupling from the substrate would result in T1 being more
easily accessed by the molecule, resulting in a higher blinking rate. This blinking
rate can be directly assessed in single-molecule experiments through photon count-
ing or via g(2)(τ) measurements. See Chapter 2 (Experimental Methods) for more
technical details and Chapter 4 for an example of characterization of the triplet
state of the GQDs.

Building heterostructures with graphene quantum dots and perovskites is thus
appealing because of the rich photophysics we can expect to investigate, from
charge or energy transfer to spin-orbit interactions.

At the time we started our study, MAPbBr3 monocrystals were an appealing
candidate to use as a substrate because they are easily synthesized, and the band-
gap lies at higher energies (2.31 eV) than the zero-phonon line of C96tBu8 (2.00 eV
in polystyrene matrix), allowing spectroscopic studies of single GQDs without
having their fluorescence masked by the emission from the perovskite.

The deposition of quantum dots at the surface of a substrate requires a specific
study. First, the formation of films is not guaranteed, as molecules could diffuse
on the substrate and get ejected. Second, diluting the solutions down to single-
molecule experiments concentrations may not be enough to perform single-object
experiments, as molecules may be attracted to specific sites of the substrate. For
example, porphyrin molecules have been shown to form self-assembled islands on
nitrogen-doped graphene substrates [242]. As such, I will start this chapter by
describing my investigation of the formation of films of GQDs on the perovskite
substrate. Then, the spectroscopic properties of the films will be investigated,
from routine photoluminescence spectra to excitation spectra, time-resolved pho-
toluminescence decays, and investigation of the effects of concentration.

Second, I will assess the stability of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 and compare the
result to the stability on a glass substrate. A statistical study of the stability will
show the relevance of the perovskite substrate compared to the glass substrate.

Finally, I will present the results obtained using an extremely low concentration
of C96tBu8, aiming at single-molecule experiments. A specific focus will be given
to the dynamics of the photoluminescence.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Photograph of MAPbBr3 crystals between glass coverslips.
(b) Close-in view of a millimeter-sized crystal. The green bands are due to pho-
toluminescence of the perovskite excited by the blue LEDs of the microscope.
The surroundings of the crystal have been grayed-out to make it more visible.
(c) AFM scan of the surface of a crystal. The surface roughness of the whole area
is 17.81 nm. When the highlighted crevice is removed the roughness is ∼ 10 nm.
(d) Spectroscopy of MAPbBr3 crystals. The emission spectrum (blue) was ob-
tained by exciting the medium at 405 nm, and the absorption spectrum (yellow)
was measured on a thin film.

5.1 Films of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 substrate

We first investigated the formation of films of C96tBu8 at the surface of MAPbBr3.
This section aims to present these samples and give a descriptive picture of their
spectroscopy.

5.1.1 Description of samples

MAPbBr3 crystals on glass substrates were prepared following the method de-
scribed in Subsection 2.3.3. The synthesis yields millimeter-sized crystals that are
enclosed between glass coverslips, as shown in Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b shows
a zoomed-in view of a single crystal after removal of one of the glass coverslips,
the green bands visible on the top and right edges of the crystal are due to pho-
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toluminescence caused by the excitation of the crystal by the grazing blue light
of the microscope LEDs. The synthesized crystals are relatively smooth, Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) scans showed that the roughness of the surface is about
17.81 nm while the crystal is several microns thick1. The AFM scans show the
presence of crevices at the surface of the perovskite. In Figure 5.2c, the roughness
of the right side of the scan, that is where there is no crevice, is only ∼ 10 nm.
The size of the crystals, as well as their smoothness, means we can easily target
them on the confocal fluorescence microscope and avoid unexpected reflections of
the excitation laser from surface asperities on the crystals.

Emission and absorption spectra of the synthesized material are shown in Fig-
ure 5.2d. The direct measurement of absorption spectra is not possible because of
the thickness of the sample, the presented spectrum was measured on a thin-film
sample obtained by spin-coating of the MAPbBr3 solution. While spin-coating
yields thin-films with absorption low-enough to be measured on a spectrometer,
the small size of the crystals creates Rayleigh scattering, which must be corrected
from the absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum features a clear excitonic
peak at 2.35 eV. The Stokes shift is approximately 40 meV, with a photolumines-
cence peak at 2.31 eV. The photoluminescence vanishes for energies lower than
2 eV, this means the material is suitable for using GQDs with a zero-phonon line
in the 2.0 eV region.

X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS) investigation of the crystals was con-
ducted by our collaborator Muriel Bouttemy at ”Institut Lavoisier de Versailles”.
The method has been briefly described in Sub-Subsection 2.1.3. A typical survey
spectrum acquired on the perovskite is shown in Figure 5.3a on the next page,
evidencing the presence of the expected elements, C, N, O, Pb, and Br. Note that
two survey spectra were acquired, one at the beginning of the analysis sequence
and the other at the end, showing a slight atomic reorganization under X-rays.
The reproducibility of the measurement and homogeneity of the composition was
verified on three different crystals. In addition, to assess the stability of the surface
chemistry of the perovskite, we compared four samples corresponding to perovskite
crystals that had been either kept sealed between two glass coverslips or separated
to expose them to ambient air and had been kept in the dark or exposed to day
dark/light cycles in the laboratory. The samples are labeled ”Air Dark”, ”Air
Light”, ”Sealed Dark”, and ”Sealed Light”, and the corresponding high resolution
scans of specific orbitals are shown in Figures 5.3b, 5.3c, 5.3d, 5.3e, and 5.3f.

First, the atomic percentages obtained for these four samples are shown in Ta-
ble 5.1 on page 148. The peaks positions of C at 285.8±0.2 eV, N at 401.5±0.2 eV,
Pb at 137.9 ± 0.2 eV, and Br at 67.8 ± 0.2 eV are consistent with the one ex-
pected [243] but 1 eV lower for all the spectra, which we attribute to surface

1Our AFM cannot measure thicknesses bigger than 4 µm, but manual adjustment of the height
of the sample after the maximum reach of the AFM has been attained let us think that the
crystal is 10 µm thick.
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Figure 5.3: (a) XPS survey spectrum measured on the perovskite’s surface with
identification of the main transitions of the constitutive elements. The specific
orbitals tracked are shown in high resolution in (b) for Br 3d, (c) for C 1s, (d) for
N 1s, (e) for O 1s, and (f) for Pb 4f. In the high resolution scans, the green lines
corresponds to the sample exposed to air and light (”Air Light”), light blue to
the sample protected from air and exposed to light (”Sealed Light”), yellow to the
sample exposed to air and protected from light (”Air Dark”), and purple to the
sample protected from air and light (”Sealed Dark”).
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Air Dark Air Light Sealed Dark Sealed Light
C 1s 14.8 14.9 14.4 15.6
Br 3d 62.4 59.0 62.3 59.3
N 1s 12.2 11.0 13.1 15.6
O 1s 1.3 5.5 0.0 2.5

Pb 4f 9.2 9.6 10.2 10.2

Table 5.1: XPS atomic percentages measured on the samples.
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Figure 5.4: Result of the fitting procedure on the signal from the C 1s orbital.
The various peaks account for the environment of the carbon atom.
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Ratio Air Dark Air Light Sealed Dark Sealed Light Expect.
C*/Pb 1.31 1.20 1.19 1.17 1.1
N/Pb 1.32 1.14 1.29 1.23 1.1
O/Pb 0.14 0.57 0.00 0.24 0
C*/N 0.99 1.05 0.93 0.95 1
C*/Br 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.35
N/Br 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.35
Pb/Br 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.32
C/Pb 1.60 1.54 1.41 1.53 1.1
C/N 1.21 1.35 1.10 1.25 1
C/Br 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.35

Pb2+/Pb0 3.16 2.71 2.04 1.70

Table 5.2: Atomic ratios deduced from atomic proportions given in Table 5.1.
C* denotes the atomic percentage originating only from MA+ cations (i.e. after
substraction of the C contamination). The second part of the table accounts for
all carbon species (including contamination). The third part compares the peaks
of ionic and metallic lead. The expected ratios account for a 10 % excess of MABr
in the synthesis.

potential effects. Interestingly, one should note that whatever the sample, a very
low amount of oxygen is detected, at the detection limit for the sealed dark sam-
ple and reaching only 5.5 at % for the air light sample. The C content is also low
and practically entirely attributed to MA+ after fitting of the peaks. To model
C 1s, three contributions are required: one for MA+, two for the adventitious
carbon contamination (C-C and C-O bonds), as shown for Figure 5.4. Details on
the fitting procedure to obtain the atomic percentages are available in Ref. [244].
The difference between the amount of O 1s and O 1s (C-O) gives the amount of O
oxyde: 0 %, 4.4 %, 0 %, and 1.1 % for Air Dark, Air Light, Sealed Dark, and Sealed
Light respectively. The only possible attribution of this oxide is lead oxidation,
hardly visible as the amount is very low as well as the chemical shift of Pbox
with respect to Pb in the perovskite structure. On the other hand, the presence
of elemental lead is clearly depicted in Figure 5.3f for all the samples, but with
different proportions. Noticeably, we can see the sample that was protected both
from light and ambient air do not exhibit any trace of oxygen. The presence of
oxygen seems to be caused by the exposition to light, which advocates for storing
the perovskite samples in the dark. Concerning surface contamination, a very low
carbon sticking is shown, with at maximun 4 at %, which is remarkable.

To assess the composition of the surface probed, one can look at the relative
atomic ratios and compare them with the ratios expected from the synthesis condi-
tion (MABr is put with 10 % excess). This comparison is made in Table 5.2. This
table shows the amount of methylammonium is close to the expected ratio, and
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validate the fitting procedure. On the other hand, the ratio of each species against
bromide is systematically low, which advocates for a higher amount of that species
on the surface of the perovskite. Finally, the atomic percentages used to produce
Table 5.1 allow comparing the amounts of metallic (positionned ∼ 2 eV lower than
Pb2+) and ionic lead (lead in the perovskite matrix and Pbox). It is known that
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals tend to form metallic lead on their surface [167], which
would be consistent with our observations here. The higher amount of elemental
lead is measured for the sealed dark sample, the most preserved from ageing, and
can be explained by its oxidation in the presence of air and during light exposition,
as already observed for triple cation halide perovskite [122].

Overall, the XPS study shows that our method of synthesis and storage of
MAPbBr3 crystals produces samples with a relatively pure surface which presents
some metallic lead and a low carbon contamination, making it suitable for single-
molecule experiments. Profiling measurements were not tested, as Ar+ bombard-
ment is renowned for causing lead reduction [245].

C96tBu8 films were prepared by drop-casting concentrated solutions of GQDs in
TCB on the surface of MAPbBr3 crystals. The solvent was then evaporated in a
stove under vacuum at 60 ◦C.

5.1.2 Characterization of C96tBu8 films

We investigated the morphology of the films through confocal fluorescence raster
scans. Figure 5.5a on the next page shows the result of such a scan, excited at
2.06 eV. The map features sharp bright lines at 17.5 kc/s surrounded by mostly
dark areas. As the perovskite, even soaked in TCB, does not display any fluores-
cence when excited at energies this low, and given the purity of our GQD samples
(as seen in Chapter 4), these lines can be attributed to the fluorescence of C96tBu8.

As a point of comparison, Figure 5.5b shows a film formed in the same conditions
on a glass substrate. The film is much more homogeneous than the one presented
in Figure 5.5a, the various dark spots observed being due to ”holes” burned in the
film using the excitation laser.

To understand this striking difference between the films of GQDs formed on glass
and on perovskite substrates, one can look at the morphology of the perovskite
surface. To do so, we compared the photoluminescence maps of the same region
when exciting either only the GQDs, or both the GQDs and the perovskite. In
the former case we excite below the perovskite’s gap, while in the latter we excite
above the gap, and the photoluminescence is largely dominated by the perovskite’s
one, making it possible to see the details of the surface. Figure 5.5c features a flu-
orescence raster scan of the perovskite substrate excited at high energy (3.06 eV)
of the same area as in Figure 5.5a. The spatial distribution of the emission in
Figure 5.5c gives an overview of the shape of the substrate’s surface. As such, the
positions of the bright lines of C96tBu8 in Figure 5.5a appear to match very well
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Figure 5.5: (a) PL raster scan of C96tBu8 film drop-casted on MAPbBr3 substrate
excited at 2.17 eV. (b) PL raster scan of a film of C96tBu8 in TCB drop-casted
on glass substrate. The excitation energy was 2.17 eV. (c) PL raster scan of the
same area as in (a), excited at 3.06 eV, integrated for energies lower than 2.07 eV.
(d) Photoluminescence raster scan of a MAPbBr3 crystal soaked in TCB, then
dried for 2h30 at 60 ◦C. Excitation energy was 2.06 eV. Scans (c) and (a) were
excited using the supercontinuum laser (60 MHz repetition rate) whereas scan (b)
was excited using our continuous wave Cobolt laser.
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times observed on MAPbBr3 substrate (pink line). (b) Excitation spectrum of
C96tBu8 in THF solution (yellow line), C96tBu8 film in polystyrene matrix (green
line), C96tBu8 film on MAPbBr3 substrate (blue line), and deformed photolumi-
nescence spectrum on MAPbBr3 (pink line), normalized at S0 → S2 absorption
peak.

the sharp features in the raster scan of the perovskite (highlighted by the ellipses).
These sharp features were attributed to the presence of crevices at the surface of
the crystal, as shown in the AFM scan in Figure 5.2c. We thus conclude that the
formation of films on the surface of MAPbBr3 mainly occurs on sharp geomet-
ric features, such as crevices or holes. This may be explained by the deposition
process; the solution could dry more slowly in those areas since it is less exposed
to the atmosphere. This yields a picture of the samples towards the end of the
drying process where flat surfaces have already dried, but small pockets of highly
concentrated solutions still exist in holes and crevices. In the following subsection,
I will describe further the spectroscopy of the GQD films, and in particular report
on our investigation of the spatial distribution of GQDs on the surface of the per-
ovskite to check on their presence away from the sharp geometric features of the
crystal.

5.1.3 Spectroscopy of C96tBu8 films

Measurements on C96tBu8 films

To further confirm the correct deposition of C96tBu8 at the surface of MAPbBr3,
emission and excitation spectra were recorded. Those are shown in Figure 5.6b.
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5.1 Films of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 substrate

The spectrum on perovskite substrate features the expected zero-phonon line and
phonon replica. A large variety of spectra shapes were observed, with varying
aspect-ratio between the main emission peak and first replica. Some are very close
to the spectrum of a single GQD in a polystyrene matrix, as shown by the blue
curve in Figure 5.6a, while others differ much more from the single-molecule case,
as shown by the pink curve. Those emission spectra originate from C96tBu8 and
the reason for the modifications will be detailed in the following Sub-Subsection.

We also performed control experiments where we deposited TCB on top of
MAPbBr3 crystals. Figure 5.5d shows a typical photoluminescence raster scan of
such a perovskite crystal soaked in TCB. The crystal remained dark for excitations
at 2.07 eV. This means we can be confident in the attribution of photoluminescent
spots on actual samples to the presence of C96tBu8, and not to some degradation
of the perovskite by the solvent.

For the brightest films, it is possible to record excitation spectra such as dis-
played in Figure 5.6b. This figure also features the excitation spectra of C96tBu8 in
THF solution and in a polystyrene matrix. Both excitation spectra on MAPbBr3
and in polystyrene appear red-shifted compared to the spectrum in solution by
17 meV and 52 meV, respectively. Save for this redshift, the excitation spectrum
of C96tBu8 film on MAPbBr3 substrate matches very well its solution counter-
part. Because of their similarities with spectra in the polystyrene matrix and in
solution, both the emission and excitation spectra are clear indications that the
photophysics of the GQD film on a perovskite substrate is not dominated by in-
teractions with the semiconductor and that the chemistry of the molecule is not
modified by the deposition process.

The characterization of the crystals reported previously allows us to assume that
they are homogeneous and flat at the scale of a few microns. Thus, we attribute
the local variations of photoluminescence intensity on these scales on the raster
scans to local variations in emitters’ density. This allows the recording of emission
spectra for various local densities of GQDs. Figure 5.7a on the following page shows
a photoluminescence raster scan where emission spectra were taken at positions of
various intensities. Figure 5.7b shows the corresponding emission spectra, as well
as a typical emission spectrum from a single C96tBu8 in a polystyrene matrix for
comparison. These spectra clearly show the evolution of the aspect ratio between
the zero-phonon line and the first phonon replica. At high intensities, emission
from the lower energy part of the spectrum dominates. As intensity decreases, the
aspect ratio also decreases, and emission from higher energies, close to the zero-
phonon line, dominates. Figure 5.7 also shows red-shifting of both the high energy
peak, from 1.99 eV for the lowest concentrations to 1.95 eV for the highest, and the
low energy peak, from 1.73 eV to 1.82 eV. Spectra similar to the ones presented
in Figure 5.7 were also observed on glass substrates, further confirming that these
do not originate from a chemical modification of the emitter by the perovskite.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of PL spectra of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 crystal. Exci-
tation at 2.13 eV with our pulsed supercontinuum laser. (a) PL raster scan of
C96tBu8, the brighter points indicate higher integrated PL and thus higher con-
centration of emitters. (b) PL spectra taken on points indicated in (a). A typical
spectrum in a polystyrene matrix is plotted in light cyan for reference. The inset
shows the ratio r between the peak at high energy and the peak at lower energy.
The yellow line is a guide to the eye and corresponds to a power law fit of the ratio
against intensity, with characteristic power −0.62.

The deposition of GQD films on perovskite substrates highlighted two effects.
First, variations in local density of emitters correlates with a red-shift and broad-
ening of the emission spectrum. This effect increases with the local density of emit-
ters. Second, the excitation spectra unveiled that these emitters are still GQDs,
because these spectra match the excitation spectrum in solution. This means ab-
sorption in these films occurs from the same system as in solution, namely the
monomer C96tBu8, while emission undergoes a more complex process. The fact
that this process seems accentuated at higher local surface concentrations hints
at multi-chromophoric effects. In the following, I will review the basic properties
reported in the literature on such systems.

A brief introduction to the physics of molecular aggregates

A first tentative explanation of the physics at play in our GQD film may be the
formation of aggregates. The next paragraphs will focus on building an intuition
of the physics of aggregates.

Following the introduction to Kasha theory [246] proposed by Hestand and
Spano [247], I present Kasha theory, in its simplest form. It allows the classifica-
tion of aggregates of molecules in two categories, H- and J-aggregates, using only
dipole-dipole interaction and ignoring vibronic coupling or wave function overlaps.
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5.1 Films of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 substrate

Employing the point-dipole approximation, the interaction term between two
molecules 1 and 2 can be written as in Equation 5.1.

Jpd
C =

µ⃗1 · µ⃗2 − 3(µ⃗1 · R̂)(µ⃗2 · R̂)

4πεR3
(5.1)

Where µ⃗1,2 is the dipole moment of the indexed molecule, R⃗ = RR̂ the vector
connecting both molecules, and ε is the dielectric constant of the surrounding
medium. It can be seen from Equation 5.1 that in the case when both dipoles are
co-planar, Jpd

C can be rewritten as:

Jpd
C =

µ2(1− 3 cos2 θ)

4πεR3
(5.2)

From there emerges a limit angle, named ”magic angle” in the literature, θM ≈
54.7◦. For angles below θM , Jpd

c is negative and we classify the structure as a
J-aggregate, whereas for angles above θM they are classified as H-aggregates. The
sign of Jpd

c has a direct influence on the photophysics of the aggregate. For ex-
ample, in a molecular dimer, Coulombic interaction leads to the formation of two
delocalized states : in- and out-of-phase, shown in Figure 5.8a on the next page.
In each case, only the in-phase component is optically active, thus, the two types
of aggregates are optically distinguished. In J-aggregates, absorption is red-shifted
while in H-aggregates absorption is blue-shifted.

When the model is extended to N molecules, then the Frenkel exciton Hamilto-
nian reads (in units where ℏ = 1) [247]:

Hex = EM +D +
∑
m,n

Jm,n |m⟩ ⟨n| (5.3)

where EM is the energy of transition S0 → S1 for the gas-phase monomer, D
the gas-to-crystal frequency-shift, Jm,n the coulombic coupling constant between
molecules m and n, and |n⟩ = |g1, g2, ..., en, ..., gn⟩ is the locally excited state for
the nth monomer. Applying periodic boundaries conditions (this is equivalent to
considering large aggregates), the eigenvectors of this Hamiltonian read:

|k⟩ =
1√
N

∑
n

eikn |n⟩ , k = ±2jπ/N, j ∈ 1...N (5.4)

For our purpose, we can suppose that the coupling constant only depends on the
distance between chromophores, i.e. Jm,n = J|m−n|. Applying the Hamiltonian in
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Figure 5.8: (a) Energy diagrams in J- and H-aggregates. The black dots with
green arrows picture the orientation of the dipoles. Adapted from Ref. [247].
(b) Dispersion in J- and H-aggregates. Adapted from Ref. [247]. (c) Photo-
luminescence of bis-N,N-(2-(2-(2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl) perylene
tetracarboxylic diimide in CHCl3 at various initial concentrations excited at either
369 or 429 nm. Adapted from Ref. [248]. (d) Schematic of the aggregates studied
in Ref. [248].
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5.1 Films of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 substrate

Equation 5.3 to the eigenvector |k⟩ then yields:

Hex |k⟩ =(EM +D) |k⟩+
∑
m,n

J|m−n| |m⟩ ⟨n|k⟩ (5.5)

=(EM +D) |k⟩+
∑
m,n

J|m−n| |m⟩
∑
j

eikj ⟨n|j⟩ (5.6)

=(EM +D) |k⟩+
∑
m

|m⟩ eikm
∑
n

J|m−n|e
ik(n−m) (5.7)

=

(
EM +D +

∑
n

J|m−n|e
ik(n−m)

)
|k⟩ (5.8)

When only the nearest neighbors are taken into account, that is taking only the
two terms of the sum in Equation 5.8 for which |m− n| = 1, the energy reads:

Ek = EM +D + 2JC cos k (5.9)

The resulting dispersion curve is shown in Figure 5.8b. State k = 0 is a local
minimum in the dispersion diagram for J-aggregates, because of the sign of JC in
that case, so emission is expected to occur there, with an expected red-shift. For
H-aggregates, fast intraband relaxations transform the k = 0 exciton to a k = π
exciton before any photoluminescence can occur. However, the transition dipole
moment operator reads M̂ = µ⃗

∑
n (|g⟩ ⟨n|+ |n⟩ ⟨g|), where |g⟩ is the ground state

of the system, where all molecules are in their ground state. It follows that M̂ is
non-vanishing for k = 0 exciton only. This means that, in this simplistic model,
H-aggregates should be optically dark. For H-aggregates to become bright, some
symmetry-breaking effects are required, such as vibronic effects or charge transfers.

More advanced models are available in the literature. First, the point-dipole
approximation breaks down when molecules become closer than approximately
the effective size of the dipole and new expressions for JC are required to take
into account the extension of the dipole [249]. Then, additional effects can be
added to the Hamiltonian, such as vibronic coupling [250–252] or charge transfer
effects [253].

Wang et al. [248] have investigated experimentally the formation of aggregates
of perylene-based molecules in solution of CHCl3. The geometry of the aggre-
gates is shown in Figure 5.8d. Figure 5.8c shows the evolution of emission spectra
as the concentration in chromophores increases. From a standard emission spec-
trum for a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon at low concentration, with resolved
vibronic replica, to a broad unstructured, red-shifted emission spectrum as the
concentration increases. This reproduces well the intuition built above : for big H-
aggregates, the zero-phonon line becomes unfavored for emission, and emission is
made possible through various relaxation channels, creating a broad, unstructured
emission spectrum at lower energies.
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Nature of the coupling in excimers

The formation of excimers is another way in which molecule interaction can hap-
pen, and is sometimes difficult to distinguish from aggregation. In particular, in
aggregates where the distance between two molecules is sufficiently small so that a
significant wave function overlap between neighboring molecules is observed, emis-
sion tends to happen from excimer states [247]. This is particularly true for cofacial
aggregates, i.e. H-like aggregates [254]. The formation of excimers involves the
interaction between an excited molecule and its neighbor in the ground state. In
fact, Bialas and Spano [255] showed that describing excimer states requires tak-
ing into account the role of Frenkel exciton, charge transfer states, intramolecular
vibrations, and intermolecular vibrations. It has been shown in the literature
that excimer states rapidly localize to a dimer on a femtosecond timescale [256,
257], making it possible for Bialas and Spano to reproduce with great accuracy
the experimental spectra of perylene diimides excimers using the Holstein-Peierls
Hamiltonian

HHP = HF +HCT +H f
vib +Hs

vib (5.10)

where HF is the electronic Frenkel Hamiltonian, similar to the one developped
in Section 5.1.3, HCT is the charge transfer part of the Hamiltonian, H f

vib ac-
counts for fast intramolecular vibronic coupling, and Hs

vib incorporates the slow
intermolecular vibronic coupling. In particular, they showed that excimer signa-
ture can be induced either through local coupling of the dimer charge transfer
states to intermolecular vibrational mode, or non-local coupling, which involves
the modulation of the coupling between Frenkel and charge-transfer states by an
intermolecular vibrational mode.

Experimentally, signatures of an excimer state is usually shown by a broad,
unstructured red-shifted emission spectrum [258], while the absorption remains
very similar to the monomer [259], albeit structured emission is sometimes still
observed in excimers [260, 261] . Bialas and Spano [255] showed that, at room
temperature, structured emission can be observed in excimer systems because of
thermally activated states forming from the coupling between low-energy Frenkel-
like states and low-energy charge transfer states. Another consequence of the
formation of excimers is the appearance of longer photoluminescence lifetimes [258,
262–264], due to the charge transfer character of excimers.

Excimers in C96tBu8 films on MAPbBr3 substrate

The theoretical elements from the literature on excimers were reported in the pre-
vious paragraphs. In our samples, we observe a red-shift of the emission spectra
and an evolution in shape (Figure 5.7b), which corresponds well to the spectra
reported by Wang et al. [248] and reproduced in Figure 5.8c: the photolumines-
cence spectra are red-shifted and evolve towards broader, red-shifted spectra as the
concentration increases. This is compatible both with the formation of excimers
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Figure 5.9: Absorption spectra of perylene diimides for two concentrations.
Adapted from Ref. [248].

or the presence of aggregates. However, the excitation spectrum of our GQDs is
almost unchanged compared to the excitation (and absorption) spectrum of the
monomer in solution or polystyrene matrix. This is in contrast to the aggrega-
tion of the perylene-based molecules reported by Wang et al. [248], reproduced in
Figure 5.9. In that latter figure, the absorption spectrum is seen to broaden at
higher concentration, even though it remains at the same energy. This broadening
is incompatible with excimers, as it means absorption does not happen from the
monomer anymore. These two experimental facts lead us to conclude that emis-
sion occurs from excimer states in C96tBu8 films on MAPbBr3 substrates. This
also means the excited levels in those films have a lower energy than the monomer
state, which may impede or change the efficiency of energy transfers between the
perovskite and the GQDs. In this context, a single-molecule level study may be
necessary to unveil the physics at the interface of MAPbBr3.

5.2 Stability of C96tBu8 on perovskite substrates

The study of films of C96tBu8 allowed us to perform a study of the stability of
the GQDs’ photoluminescence on MAPbBr3 and compare it with the stability on
a glass substrate.

The comparison of typical fluorescence rate time traces on both substrates are
shown in Figure 5.10a on the following page. The film on glass is seen quickly
deteriorating and reaches the background level in approximately one second. On
the other hand, the film on perovskite substrate demonstrates superior stability
and requires hundreds of seconds to halve the initial signal level.

To confirm this first intuition, we performed a statistical study of half-life time
on both substrates. Figure 5.10b features a histogram of the recorded half-life
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time. C96tBu8 on glass substrate appear short-lived, with emission dropping in a
matter of 0.9 s on average with a standard deviation of 0.98 s, while the half-life
time on perovskite is, on average, 472 s with a standard deviation of 405 s. The
shorter lifespan of C96tBu8 films on glass is best explained by the presence of charge
states on the substrate that can induce photobleaching [266]. This mechanism is
often described using a five-levels, such as shown in Figure 5.11 system where pho-
toexcitation of the triplet state leads to photobleaching [265, 267]. In Figure 5.11,
the molecule is described by the three-levels system that was extensively discussed
in Chapter 4, to which an excited triplet state (Tn) and a photobleached state (P)
have been added. The two triplet states are able to interact with charge states on
the substrate, leading to photobleaching of the molecule. Other mechanisms have
also been proposed, involving singlet-triplet anihilation under continuous-wave ex-
citation [268]. In most cases, the photobleaching involves a triplet state and a
transfer from that state towards the substrate. Thus, the difference in survival
time of the GQDs on glass and perovskite may be explained by either a lesser rate
of transition towards triplet states on the perovskite, or a lesser coupling of the
GQD to that substrate. The former seems unlikely, given the reason why we chose
to study GQDs on perovskite substrates in the first place was because we thought
we could increase the inter-system crossing in the GQD. On the other hand, a
lesser coupling to the substrate may be explained by a lack of charge states on the
perovskite substrate, or a difference in band alignment.

The increased stability on the perovskite is an important factor opening the way
to the study of C96tBu8 at the single-molecule level.

5.3 Lowering density of emitters – towards
single-molecule experiments

As shown in Section 5.1, the photophysics of C96tBu8 films does not appear to
be altered by the perovskite substrate and is instead dominated by group effects.
The good stability on MAPbBr3 reported in Section 5.2 made it reasonable to
try to lower the density of emitters and aim for single-molecule experiments. The
goal was to isolate single molecules and reduce the effects of inter-molecule interac-
tions, and perhaps unveil interactions between a single molecule and the MAPbBr3
substrate.

5.3.1 Description of the samples

MAPbBr3 crystals were prepared as described previously, and then spin-coated
with a solution containing C96tBu8. The typical concentration of the solution was
0.15 µm, which is about ten times smaller than the typical concentration used in
the drop-casting experiments described previously. The solution was spin-coated
at 1000 rpm, with acceleration at 100 rpm/s and rotation duration of 180 s.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Typical photoluminescence raster scan of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3,
spin-coated from TCB solution. Excitation intensity was 0.54 kW/cm2.(b) Photo-
luminescence raster scan of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3, spin-coated from TCB solution,
featuring diffraction-limited emission spots. Excitation intensity was 0.26 kW/cm2.
(c) Typical photoluminescence raster scan of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3, spin-coated
from THF solution. Excitation intensity was 0.26 kW/cm2.

A typical photoluminescence raster scan is shown in Figure 5.12a. This scan
features large photoluminescence spots, which is not the result we aimed for, as
our goal was to perform single-molecule experiments. We tried to control the den-
sity of emitters on the substrate through careful adjustments to the concentration
of the deposited solution. Although we were sometimes able to obtain raster scans
featuring diffraction-limited spots, such as in Figure 5.12b, the procedure was un-
reliable and reproducibility was low. This prompted us to switch solvent and use
THF instead. THF evaporates at a higher rate than TCB and is generally con-
sidered a better solvent to use for spin-coating operations. This greatly improved
our samples and the reproducibility of our experiments. A typical raster scan is
shown in Figure 5.12c, where diffraction-limited spots are clearly identifiable.

As with films from TCB solution, we performed control experiments with pure
THF spin-coated on MAPbBr3 and confirmed that no emission spots were observ-
able after the addition of the solvent. This means we can safely attribute emission
spots to the presence of C96tBu8.

5.3.2 Expected signal levels

Figure 5.12c shows a typical photoluminescence raster scan of C96tBu8 on
MAPbBr3 substrate. Several diffraction-limited emission spots are observable,
with various signal levels. As shown previously, C96tBu8 can aggregate at the sur-
face of the perovskite. As such, it is worth knowing a range of possible emission
rates for single C96tBu8 on this surface. In this sub-section, I propose a simple
geometric-optics model to compare the emission rate of a GQD in a polystyrene
matrix and in air. The model of a GQD in air is a good upper limit to the amount
of light extracted from a single GQD at the surface of a perovskite. Indeed, in
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Figure 5.13: (a) Schematic of angles used to calculate the collection efficiency
in polystyrene films. (b) Second order correlation measurement on a diffraction-
limited bright (100 kc/s) spot.

the case of a dipole radiating in the vicinity of a dielectric2, the amount of power
extracted would actually be lower than in the case of a dipole in free space [269].

First, it is essential to realize that GQDs in air and in polystyrene are excited at
the same rate, as Snell-Descartes’ law of refraction implies that numerical aperture
is conserved throughout the interface. Under the approximation that our micro-
scope uses Gaussian beams, that means a GQD in polystyrene or in air receives
the same amount of light, and we are thus only concerned with the amount of
emitted light collected by the microscope objective.

Since the polystyrene films discussed in Chapter 4 are typically 2 µm-thick, we
can assume a simplistic model for the emission where a single GQD emits in all
directions, without taking into account the glass substrate beneath. In this model,
the light collected from the emitter is limited by the solid angle that is collected
by the objective. Figure 5.13a shows a schematic of the situation. Snell-Descartes
law of refraction links the numerical aperture of the microscope, NA, the refractive
index of polystyrene, nps, and θps, the highest angle that gets transmitted at the
interface.

θps = arcsin
NA

nps

(5.11)

The collection efficiency ηps is then given by the ratio between the solid angle of
collection and 4π sr, and reads

ηps =
1

4π

∫ θps

0

2π sinαdα =
1− cos θps

2
(5.12)

As our setup uses a 0.95 NA objective, and assuming the refractive index of
polystyrene is 1.58 [270], Equation 5.12 yields ηps ≈ 0.1. This is likely over-
estimated, as the refractive index is not constant whe considering wide angles as
is the case here.

2Which is a valid approximation for the perovskite here, since it does not absorb at the energy
levels where the GQD emits.
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The same procedure can be applied to a hypothetic C96tBu8 in air. The col-
lection angle is then only limited by the numerical aperture of the objective, and
Equation 5.12 then yields ηair ≈ 0.3. This upper limit for the GQDs on per-
ovskite is thus three times higher than the extraction efficiency for single GQDs
in a polystyrene matrix.

In these conditions when looking for single GQDs, and given the emission rate
measured on single C96tBu8 in polystyrene is about 8 kc/s, we chose to set aside
the brightest spots at 100 kc/s and concentrate on spots with a fluorescence rate
lower than 30 kc/s. This is further confirmed when looking at the second-order
correlation function for a bright spot at 100 kc/s, such as shown in Figure 5.13b
where no anti-bunching is observed, ruling out the possibility of single-molecule
emission. These brighter spots could nonetheless be the subject of an independent
study, for example to determine the exact reasons leading to their appearance.

5.3.3 Spectroscopy of diffraction-limited C96tBu8 spots on
MAPbBr3

Figure 5.14a on the next page shows a typical photoluminescence raster scan of
a diluted solution of C96tBu8 in THF spin-coated on a MAPbBr3 crystal. As
discussed above, the brightest point at 100 kc/s should be ignored. The raster
scan features several diffraction-limited spots at ∼ 30 kc/s that are good single-
emitters candidates.

We can see from Figure 5.14b that, the photoluminescence spectra of diffraction-
limited spots on MAPbBr3 come in a whole variety of shapes, and some differ quite
strikingly from the typical spectrum of single-molecules in a polystyrene matrix.
In particular, the zero-phonon line appears dimmed while the first and second
phonon replicas appear enhanced. It is also unclear whether these diffraction-
limited emission spots originate from single molecules. Indeed, Figure 5.14c shows
that there is no clear g(2)(τ = 0) < 0.5 that would prove we are in the presence of
single-molecule emitters. Moreover, time-resolved photoluminescence spectra on
diffraction-limited spots such as in Figure 5.14d revealed an increase in fluorescence
lifetime (∼ 3.65 ns) compared to the lifetime in solution (∼ 2.85 ns for the main
component) or of single GQDs in polystyrene matrix (∼ 3.4 ns from fitting the
power dependence of the g(2) short-time component).

The excellent stability of C96tBu8 on perovskite substrates under continuous il-
lumination prompted us to perform photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measure-
ments using a supercontinuum laser. See Sub-Subsection 2.1.2 for more details
on PLE experiments and how normalization should be performed with our con-
focal microscope. Even with normalization out of the way, PLE spectra can be a
challenge on these emissive perovskite substrates when the emitter that is being
probed is not bright enough to overcome emission from the volume of the perovskite
substrate. For example, Figure 5.15a on page 166 shows the emission spectra mea-
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Figure 5.14: (a) Confocal fluorescence raster scan of spin-coated low density
solution of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3. Excitation energy 2.09 eV, excitation intensity
0.370 kW/cm2. (b) Emission spectrum of diffraction-limited spot on MAPbBr3
(yellow line). The corresponding signal rate on the raster scan was ∼ 30 kc/s. A
typical emission spectrum from C96tBu8 in polystyrene is plotted in solid blue.
The spectrum in polystyrene is scaled to account for different exposure times
and excitation intensities. (c) Second-order correlation (g(2)) measurement on
diffraction-limited spot (solid blue). The confidence interval is plotted with solid
black lines. (d) Time-resolved photoluminescence trace of a diffraction-limited
spot (light yellow cross), with the corresponding mono-exponential fit (solid blue)
of characteristic time 3.65 ns.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Spectra over the region of interest for probing C96tBu8 emission
spectrum at various excitation energies, uncorrected from excitation power. The
vertical lines are due to cosmic rays hitting the detector during the exposure time
(typically one minute). The emission is dominated by the photoluminescence of
MAPbBr3. (b) Resulting excitation spectrum for this system, obtained by inte-
grating the spectra in (a). The vertical light gray dashed line represents the band
gap of MAPbBr3.

sured on a low density film of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 for various excitation energies,
including above the perovskite band-gap. The tail from the perovskite emission
overlaps the emission originating from the GQD, making it impossible to record
proper excitation spectra of the GQD. This is well illustrated by Figure 5.15b,
which shows an excitation spectrum taken from photoluminescence integrated for
energies under 2.07 eV. This corresponds to the excitation spectrum of the per-
ovskite. The overlap of the photoluminescence of the perovskite over the region
were photoluminescence of the GQD is expected makes it impossible to interpret
the resulting excitation spectrum. This effect may be mitigated by using more lo-
cal excitation routes, such as two photons absorption, or shifting the zero-phonon
line of the GQD to lower energies by using bigger molecules. Another solution
is to use thinner crystals, for example using pressed spin-coated perovskite thin
films, or exfoliated crystals.

In conclusion, the decreasing zero-phonon line, accompanied by a g(2)(τ = 0)
greater than 0.5 despite diffraction-limited spots being visible, and an increased
lifetime let us think of a possible formation of excimers, as we know from our study
of C96tBu8 films that the GQDs can aggregate on the surface of the perovskite. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to have excimers displaying structured emission, as shown
in the case of covalently-bound molecular dimers in perylene-based systems [256]
in Figure 5.16a on the next page. We know from the spectroscopy of C96tBu8 in
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Figure 5.16: (a) Emission spectra of PDI monomer 1 (in black), of covalently
bound molecular dimers 2a (in blue) and 2b (in green), and of covalently bound
molecular trimer 3 (in yellow). (b) Structures of the molecules. Adapted from
Ref. [256]

solution presented in Chapter 4 that those GQDs do not form stable dimers in
solution. However, theoretical simulations made by our collaborators [205] showed
that GQDs from the family of C96tBu8 can form dimers, as long as there is a con-
formation where most tert-butyl groups point outwards, allowing the two GQDs to
slide on each other. For C96tBu8, the two most stable conformers in solution, UD-
DU and UD-UD shown in Figure 5.17a and Figure 5.17b respectively, do not allow
the formation of aggregates. Figure 5.17c shows a conformer of C96tBu8 where
all tBu groups point outwards, and that would allow the formation of dimers if
the resulting structure was not unstable in solution due to molecular strain and
thermal agitation.

Since the conformers that would allow for the formation of aggregates are not
stable in solution, they must form during the drying of the film or through the
excitation process. Interestingly, no trace of true single C96tBu8 on the surface of
MAPbBr3 was found during our investigations. While that does not mean they do
not exist, we can propose three paths explaining this observation.

The first explanation would be that the aggregated form is more stable in the
solid state. As the film dries during spin-coating, the number of solvent molecules
each GQD ”sees” decreases. This means conformer states that used to be forbid-
den because they involved larger intramolecular strains would become accessible.
In this scenario, single molecules encountering other single molecules during the
drying process would be able to aggregate in stable dimer states.

A second explanation would be that single C96tBu8 cannot fix easily at the sur-
face of MAPbBr3. As such, they would slide on the surface and get ejected from
the substrate. A possible explanation would be that only some conformations,
namely ones where the tert-butyl groups point outwards, can adhere to the per-
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Figure 5.17: (a), (b) Stable conformers of C96tBu8 in solution. (c) C96tBu8

conformer allowing the formation of dimers in solution, although thermal agitation
prevents it to be stable. U and D denote the relative positions of the tBu groups.
Reproduced from Ref. [205].
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ovskite surface. An alternate version of this scenario is that molecules adherence
to the substrate is favored on specific, punctual, points such as surface defects.
Thus, the molecules would end up at the same position on the substrate not be-
cause they form stable dimers towards the end of the drying process, but because
of the few spots available to them on the crystal. This process would be similar to
the self-assembly of porphyrin molecules on graphene substrate reported by Pham
et al. [242].

A third and final scenario is that single C96tBu8 exist at the surface of MAPbBr3
but are not visible on the confocal fluorescence microscope. That could be caused
by transfers from single C96tBu8 to the substrate. That would mean that transfer is
favored in the case of single molecules but is not in the case of aggregates, possibly
because they have a lower zero-phonon line energy. In particular, in 2D perovskites,
energy transfers between the organic cation and inorganic lattice are known to
play a major role in the photophysics of the medium. For example Qin et al. [69]
have shown that the choice of 2D spacer in (NMA/PEA)2FAn–1PbnBr3n+1 (n=1
to 8) has a major impact on the external quantum efficiency of perovskite LEDs,
because of the difference in triplet energy levels between NMA and PEA leading
to triplet quenching when NMA is used. Conversely, use of tetrazine molecules in
2D perovskites is known to quench the emission of the perovskite [71], through a
process that may involve energy transfers between both singlet and triplet states
of the inorganic layer and the tetrazine. These studies focusing on 2D perovskites
are of prime interest for the study of our system, even though our perovskite is 3D,
because they involve organic molecules in close proximity to the inorganic lattice,
much like the case of a GQD on a perovskite crystal. In this scenario, transfer
may happen when C96tBu8 enters the triplet state, similarly to how photobleaching
happens on glass substrates. Potential transfers between an organic molecule and
a perovskite must however be examined with great caution, as spin properties of
excitons in the inorganic part of the perovskite endure strong spin-orbit coupling
because of the lead atoms.

The first scenario involves the formation of stable dimers, which matches poorly
with the single-molecule-like emission spectrum that is often observed during emis-
sion spectrum dynamics recording, such as in Figure 5.19a. Conversely, in the third
scenario, the fact that we do not observe single molecules on our perovskite crystals
would mean that the transfer from the GQD to the perovskite is highly efficient.
This conflicts with our study of the dynamics of the emission spectra, which shows
stable monomer-like emission, sometimes for tens of seconds, as will be detailed
in the next Subsection. We note, however, that this third scenario would benefit
from a theoretical study of the GQD-perovskite system. At the time of writing
this chapter, the second scenario thus appears the more likely. Perovskites crystals
are known to possess many defects, that play a major role in their photophysical
properties [61]. The presence of these defect at the surface would not be too sur-
prising, and could form local traps for the molecule. This hypothesis may be tested
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Figure 5.18: Integrated photoluminescence trace from a diffraction-limited spot.
The trace was taken at the same time as the g(2)(τ) curve in Figure 5.14c.

using very clean perovskites crystal, grown using techniques similar to atomic layer
deposition.

5.3.4 Photoluminescence dynamics of diffraction-limited spots

Since the transient and nanosecond behaviors of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 substrate
showed a behavior unlike the ones observed in solution or at the single-molecule
level, we decided to investigate the dynamics of the photoluminescence at the scale
of the second.

Figure 5.18 shows the integrated photoluminescence trace recorded at the same
time as the second-order correlation in Figure 5.14c. This plot features clear dis-
crete dynamics during the first seconds of recording, similar to what is expected
in single-molecule experiments. To deepen our understanding of these discrete
behaviors, we investigated the spectra associated with these variations in photo-
luminescence intensity.

Photoluminescence spectra with short exposure time (typically 250 ms) were
recorded on diffraction-limited spots. Figure 5.19a on the facing page shows a
typical measurement result, where the photoluminescence spectra are plotted ver-
tically and concatenated to show their evolution as time passes. Note that these
spectra were taken with a higher excitation intensity (∼ 2 kW/cm2) than those
in e.g. Figure 5.14 (∼ 0.37 kW/cm2). At this higher intensity of excitation, the
count rate of the detector was ∼ 100 kc/s.

First, even though binning time is much higher than in Figure 5.18, some blink-
ing is still observable, as well as some spectral jitter. This is best seen in Fig-
ure 5.19b, which shows the evolution of the area under the spectrum curve over
time. It also features the contributions of the spectra high- and low-energy parts.
Noticeably, most of the higher frequency variations in the overall integrated pho-
toluminescence seem to be explained by variations in the high-energy part of the
spectrum. This is consistent with the observations made in Figure 5.19a: when
the spectrum jitters, the main emission peaks suddenly appear at low energies,
which makes the high-energy part of the spectrum appear dark. This is an indi-
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Figure 5.19: (a) Photoluminescence dynamics of a diffraction-limited spot under
continuous excitation at 2.09 eV, 2.01 kW/cm2. Each column of the heatmap cor-
responds to a spectrum taken with a 250 ms exposure time. The dashed white line
materializes the limit between low and high energies at 1.88 eV. (b) Integrated
photoluminescence traces for the entirety (reddish purple), high-energies part(sky
blue), and low-energies part (vermilion) of the spectra in (a). (c) Chosen spectra
taken at various timestamps in (a). The arbitrary limit between high and low
energies is marked by the dashed gray line.
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cation that the process at the origin of the spectral jittering may be affecting the
zero-phonon line more than the other emission channels.

Then, to highlight the discrete jumps between states, the shape variations of
the spectra can be investigated. Figure 5.19c features three spectra taken at
timestamps (in progressing order) A, B and C, also highlighted in Figure 5.19a.
The spectra at timestamps A and C show that the standard emission spectrum of a
GQD is retrieved after the jump. The spectrum at timestamp B, corresponding to
the jump, exhibits a different behavior than the other two spectra. Its main peak
is located at ∼ 1.85 eV instead of ∼ 1.95 eV at the other timestamps. This is not
attributable to some photobleaching of the molecule, since spectrum C highlights
the recovery of the original emission spectrum. This hints at a temporary local
environment or conformational change in the system.

5.3.5 Tools for the characterization of the dynamics

To have a more systematic view of the evolution of the photoluminescence sig-
nal, the dynamics are analyzed using two statistical signal analysis tools: the
power spectral density and the Allan deviation, which I will briefly introduce. The
methodology developed here is adapted from the methodology widely used in the
domain of frequency stability analysis, and a more complete introduction can be
found in Ref. [271]. In this framework, we try to classify the signal being analyzed
using analogies with known noise classes.

Power Spectral density

Power spectral density is a well-known tool for statistical analysis of signals [272].
For a wide-sense-stationary random process x(t), the Wiener-Khintchine theo-
rem [273, 274] introduces its power spectral density S(f) as

S(f) =

∫ ∞

−∞
e2iπfτΓ(τ)dτ (5.13)

Or equivalently

Γ(τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
e−2iπfτS(f)df (5.14)

Where Γ(τ) is the signal’s autocorrelation, defined as

Γ(τ) = ⟨x(t)x(t− τ)∗⟩ (5.15)

Where ⟨·⟩ denotes the statistical average3 and ·∗ is the complex conjugation oper-
ation.

3Note that for ergodic signals, this can be estimated by integrating x(t)x(t−τ)∗ over sufficiently
long times.
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When the signal is also ergodic, the power spectral density can be written

S(f) = lim
T→∞

1

T
|x̂T (f)|2 (5.16)

Where x̂T is the Fourier transform of x calculated over an integrating time T .
Plotting S(f) in log-log format allows us to quickly identify well-known distri-

butions and infer statistical properties of signals.
The power spectral density can be estimated using the Welch method [275].

Briefly, this allows using overlapping samples of the input signal to reduce the
variance of the periodogram estimator and, thus, of the power spectral density
estimator.

Note that strictly speaking, the power-spectral density only applies to wide-
sense stationary signals, that is, signals whose mean and autocovariance4 do not
vary with respect to time and whose second moment is finite for all time. However,
we use it to analyze non-stationary processes, for example in the case of 1/f noise
(which I will introduce later). This is possible because we window the signal before
analysis. In its simplest form, the window used is a simple rectangular window,
which means that we only record the signal for a finite amount of time. This means
we can expect windowing effects in the power spectrum observed. Other analysis
methods, such as Allan deviation, do not have this limitation.

Allan deviation

The Allan deviation, denoted σy(τ), is a less common analysis method. It was
first introduced to assess the frequency stability of clocks[276, 277]. The idea is

to calculate a two-samples variance. Given y(t) = ν(t)−νn
νn

the fractional frequency

of a clock, where ν(t) is the frequency function of the clock and νn the nominal
frequency, the Allan variance is defined as

σ2
y(τ) =

1

2

〈
(ȳn+1 − ȳn)2

〉
(5.17)

Where ȳn = 1
τ

∫ tn+τ

tn
y(t)dt is the average over time τ of the fractional frequency,

⟨·⟩ denotes the ensemble average, and tn is the time step considered. From there,
the Allan deviation is simply the square root of the variance.

Much like the Welch method improves the power spectral density measurement,
there is a better estimator for the Allan deviation [278]. Indeed, as Equation 5.17
stands, for a time-series of averaged fractional frequencies acquired with time-step
τ , the explicit calculation of σ2

y reads

σ2(nτ0,M) =
1

2M−1
n

M−1
n

−1∑
i=0

(ȳn(i+1) − ȳni)2 (5.18)

4The covariance of the process with itself, i.e. E[Xt1Xt2 ] − E[Xt1 ]E[Xt3 ] where Xt is the
random process and t1,2 are two times.
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where M is the number of frequency samples in one fractional-frequency average,
and n ≤ M − 1. M is the discretized counterpart of integration time T . This
estimator is inefficient in that, for large values of n, it only uses 1/n of the available
data points. An alternative, unbiased estimator is

σ2
y(nτ,M) =

1

2n2(M − 2n+ 1)

M−2n∑
j=0

(
j+n−1∑
i=j

yi+n − yi

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=[n×(ȳj+n−ȳj)]

2

(5.19)

This estimator behaves much better for large values of n, as it uses all available
samples.

As mentioned before, the Allan deviation was first introduced to characterize
the stability of clocks. For our purposes, however, we need to bend the use-case of
this metric[279, 280]. Instead of calculating the fractional-frequency average, we
will replace yn in the above expressions with the measurement of our signal, e.g.
the position of the zero-phonon line or the count rate on the photodetector.

A short typology of noises

The analysis of the following photoluminescence dynamics will proceed by treating
signal variations as noises. In particular, we will be interested in three kinds of
noises, shown in Figure 5.20.

White noise This kind of noise is shown in blue in Figure 5.20a. It is charac-
terized by a constant power spectral density, as shown in Figure 5.20b, and an
Allan deviation proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of τ , as shown in
Figure 5.20c. The origins of this noise are multiple, one of them being shot noise
resulting from the fluctuation of the number of photons detected on a photodetec-
tor.

Random telegraph noise Also called ”burst” noise. It consists of instantaneous
transitions between two or more levels. It can be modeled by a telegraph process,
where the probability of transitioning from one state to the other after some time
is governed by an exponential law. Note that the characteristic time of transition
from state a to state b needs not to be the same as the one for the transition from
state b to state a. An example of such noise is shown in Figure 5.20a. The power
spectral density of random telegraph noise is Lorentzian and is characterized in
log-log plots such as in Figure 5.20b by a -2 slope at higher frequencies. It can be
shown [281] that the power spectral density of a random telegraph process reads:

SRTN(f) =
4wawb(xa − xb)2τ

1 + (2πf)2τ 2
(5.20)
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Figure 5.20: Examples of computer-generated noises. (a) Examples of
white noise (blue line), 1/f (or ”flicker”) noise (yellow line), and telegraphic noise
(green line). The latter has a characteristic transition time from level zero to level
one of 4 s and from level one to level zero of 0.4 s. (b) Power spectral densities of
the signals in subfigures (a), using the same color code. Characteristic power laws
are given in dashed black for white noise, dashed pink for 1/f noise, and orange
for telegraph noise. (c) Allan deviations of the signals in (a) using the same color
code. Characteristic power laws for white, 1/f , and telegraph noises are given
using the same color code as in (b).
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where τ−1 = λab + λba is the total rate of transition, wa,b = λb,a × τ−1 are the
probabilies of occupancy of states a and b, λa,b are the transition rates from a
to b and from b to a, and xa,b are the values of the signal in states a and b.
Conversely, random telegraph noise is best detected in Allan deviation plots thanks
to its proportionality to the square root of τ on shorter time scales, as shown in
Figure 5.20c. This kind of noise can be observed in many physical systems, e.g.
two-level resistance fluctuations in clean metallic constrictions [282], or in metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors [283].

Flicker noise This is also referred to as ”pink noise” or ”1/f” noise. A sample
realization is in yellow in Figure 5.20a. Note that this signal is not stationary. The
power spectral density of this noise is shown in Figure 5.20b and is proportional
to 1

f
. Its Allan deviation is shown in Figure 5.20c and is constant. This kind

of noise arises in many physical systems, and determining the exact behavior at
very low frequencies is an active research area [284, 285]. It may be displayed in
systems involving many random telegraph process sources with various relaxation
times [286]. 1/f noise may also arise from the interaction between a two-state
fluctuator with local defects [287], causing the two-state system’s properties to
change with time.

5.3.6 Interpretation of the PL dynamics of diffraction-limited
emitters

Dynamics of the integrated photoluminescence

Figure 5.21 shows a typical integrated photoluminescence trace of a single C96tBu8

in polystyrene matrix and from a diffraction-limited spot at the surface of
MAPbBr3 crystals where the GQDs have been deposited. The integrated photolu-
minescence of a single C96tBu8 in polystyrene shown in Figure 5.21a is very stable
and is shot-noise-limited, which is expected for single molecule emitters [279]. On
the other hand, the integrated photoluminescence trace of a diffraction-limited
spot on MAPbBr3 shown in Figure 5.21b presents a richer behavior, with discrete
jumps and variations in intensity. The difference between the two traces is better
understood in the frequency domain, shown in Figure 5.21c. The emission from a
single molecule of C96tBu8 displays a nearly constant power spectral density, which
is well in accordance with a white noise-dominated signal due to shot noise. On
the contrary, the shortest frequencies of the signal in Figure 5.21b are dominated
by 1/f noise, up until ∼ 5 Hz, where white noise takes over the primary dynamics,
at the same level as for single molecule emission. The behavior at low frequen-
cies illustrates the wandering behavior of the integrated photoluminescence signal,
while the fact that highest frequencies are dominated by white noise at the same
level as for a single molecule in a polystyrene matrix means the photoluminescence
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Figure 5.21: (a) Typical photoluminescence trace of a single C96tBu8 in
polystyrene matrix. (b) Photoluminescence trace from a diffraction-limited spot
on MAPbBr3. (c) Power spectral density of signal (a) (blue line) and signal (b)
(yellow line). Characteristic power laws are given as a guide to the eye using the
same color codes as in Figure 5.20b.

signal levels are comparable, i.e. the number of emitters producing the time trace
in Figure 5.21b is close to unity.

Figure 5.22 on the next page features several integrated photoluminescence
traces collected on diffraction-limited emitters on various samples. The figure
also shows the power spectral densities and Allan deviations of the traces. The
relevance of frequency and time domain analysis is striking here. Indeed, the 1/f
feature in the frequency domain is clearly apparent in the plots, with some traces
also displaying hints of shot-noise-induced white noise at the highest frequencies.
Conversely, the Allan deviation is almost flat, which is expected for signals domi-
nated by 1/f noise. For longer time scales, the Allan deviation sometimes features
an increase proportional to

√
τ , which corresponds to the discrete jumps shown in

the time traces. Finally, the presence of white noise at higher frequencies can also
be found at the shortest time scales of the Allan deviations.

It is known that 1/f noise can originate from the combination of multiple sources
of random telegraph noises. For example trapping and de-trapping of charge carri-
ers in a doped semiconductor can lead to the observation of 1/f noise [285]. In that
context, it is tempting to attribute the presence of 1/f noise in the time traces of
our samples to the combination of random telegraph noises originating from the
coupling and de-coupling of excimers on the perovskite surface. The variability in
the random telegraph noise sources may originate from the presence of multiple
excimers, or from variability in the strength of the excimer coupling, or a combi-
nation of both. We are currently preparing a study of the dynamics against the
PL intensity of the emitter under scrutiny to try to verify this hypothesis.
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Figure 5.22: Time traces taken on multiple diffraction-limited emitters from var-
ious samples. The excitation intensity was approximately 0.5 kW/cm2. On each
row is the time trace, its power spectral density and Allan deviation. Power law
tendencies are plotted using the same color code as in Figure 5.20: black is white
noise, pink is 1/f noise and orange is random telegraphic noise.
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5.3 Lowering density of emitters – towards single-molecule experiments

Dynamics of the zero-phonon line

Similarly to analyzing the integrated photoluminescence time traces, we tried to
interpret the evolutions of the photoluminescence spectra over time under contin-
uous excitation using the abovementioned tools.

Figure 5.23 on the following page presents the evolution of photoluminescence
spectra of diffraction-limited emitters over time under continuous excitation. The
spectra in Figures 5.23a, 5.23d, and 5.23g are taken on different spots but with
increasing illumination intensity. Each individual spectrum was fitted using a
two-Lorentzian model similar to the one used in Chapter 4, yielding a curve of the
position of the zero-phonon line over time. Those signals can then be analyzed
through their power spectral densities, shown in Figures 5.23b, 5.23e, and 5.23h,
and Allan deviation, shown in Figures 5.23c, 5.23f, and 5.23i.

The spectral trace taken at lower excitation intensity (∼ 0.26 kW/cm2) suffers
from a high exposure time, resulting in low sampling frequency. It seems, however,
that the power spectral density and Allan deviation are dominated respectively by
f 0 and τ−1/2 components, meaning that the positions of the zero-phonon lines
are mostly dominated by white noise. The situation becomes more interesting in
Figures 5.23d and 5.23g. The power spectral density of the zero-phonon line in
Figure 5.23d, shown in Figure 5.23e, presents a slight dip at ∼ 0.2 Hz that could be
interpreted as a 1/f behavior. This is further highlighted by the Allan deviation
in Figure 5.23f, where a clear τ 0 component takes over the τ−1/2 component that
dominates at shorter times. This τ 0 component is typical for 1/f noise. An even
richer dynamics is displayed by the zero-phonon line in Figure 5.23g, excited at
∼ 2.09 kW/cm2. Its power spectral density in Figure 5.23h features slopes between
−1 and −2 that could be consistent with some components of the Allan deviation
in Figure 5.23i, and could highlight the flickering position of the zero-phonon line
in this measurement.

As for the dynamics of the integrated photoluminescence, we want to character-
ize better the correlation of the dynamics to the intensity of the photoluminescence.
The experimental limiting factor here is the integration time of the spectrometer.
We plan to overcome this limitation by using single photon counters preceded by
a spectral filter, which will allow us to measure the dynamics of specific parts of
the spectrum with high resolution in time.

Single excimer-like states of C96tBu8 on MAPbBr3 crystals

Integrated photoluminescence traces where the signal features additional behaviors
besides the pure white shot-noise is observed throughout the literature. Hofkens et
al. [288] report the coupling of chromophores that functionalize a single dendrimer,
shown in Figure 5.24a on page 181. They observe photoluminescence traces that
feature various discrete levels of count rate and attribute them to couplings and
de-couplings of chromophores. Furthermore, they report changes in emission spec-
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Figure 5.23: (a), (d), and (g) Photoluminescence dynamics of diffraction limited
spots. Excitation intensities were respectively 0.26 kW/cm2, 1.32 kW/cm2 and
2.09 kW/cm2, all at 2.09 eV. Each spectrum was fitted using a two-Lorentzian
lines model that accounts for the transmission of the setup. Parameters of the
model are given in Table (j). The resulting zero-phonon line positions are plotted
in blue. (b), (e), and (h) Power spectral densities of the zero-phonon lines. Some
characteristic power laws are given as a guide to the eye, with the same color
code as in Figure 5.20. (c), (f), and (i) Allan deviations of the zero-phonon lines.
Characteristic power laws are given as a guide to the eye, using the same color code
as in Figure 5.20. Error bars are plotted in light gray. (j) Input parameters for
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm used to fit the data. Γ1,2 are the peaks’ respective
half width at half maxima. The cutoff energy of the filter can be adjusted within
the model to account for small misalignments.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (d)

Figure 5.24: (a) Molecules studied by Hofkens et al. [288]. g0 is a small den-
drimer functionalized with a unique chromophore, while g2 corresponds to a bigger
dendrimer functionalized with eight chromophores. (b) Evolution of the emission
spectra of g0 over time. (c) Histogram of the positions of the maximum of pho-
toluminescence for g0. (d) Evolution of the emission spectrum of g2 over time,
featuring discrete jumps towards lower energy regions. (e) Histogram of the po-
sitions of the maximum of photoluminescence for g2. The histogram shows a
broader distribution towards lower energies, corresponding to spectra jumps to
these regions. Reproduced from Ref. [288].
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Figure 5.25: Single molecule fluorescence behaviors of two covalently bound co-
facial perylenes. The molecule is the same as molecule 2b in Figure 5.16b. The
molecule is excited by a picosecond pulsed 470 nm laser diode, with repetition rate
10 MHz. The measurement is akin to a time-tagged measurement, as described
in Chapter 2 (Experimental Methods). This allows recording the evolution of the
intensity of the emitter, as well as of the characteristic photoluminescence lifetime.
The solid black line is the intensity, while the scatter plot corresponds to the evo-
lution of the fitted fluorescence decay times. Reproduced from Ref. [264].

tra over time similar to the one we observed when the chromophores couple and
de-couple. Figure 5.24d shows the wandering dynamics of the emission spectra
from such system. As a point of comparison, the emission spectra from a single
chromophore is shown in Figure 5.24b. As illustrated by the histograms of the
positions of the main emission peak, shown in Figure 5.24c and Figure 5.24e for
a single chromophore and for coupling chromophores respectively, the spectrum
tends to wander towards the low-energy region when coupling.

Flickering integrated photoluminescence curves are also reported by Odoi et al.
[289]. In studying,7-bis(3,4,5-tri-methoxyphenyl ethenyl)fluorenone (OFOPV) at
the single-site level, they could display red emission due to dimer or larger aggre-
gate formation. Photoluminescence traces originating from red emission are well
in accordance with the photoluminescence traces reported in Figure 5.21b. The
flickering behavior can be correlated with variations in the photoluminescence life-
time, which is an indicator for excimer emission. Stangl et al. [290] report on
the study of bichromophoric systems of cofacial oligomers and show how closer-
spaced oligomers have a more spread-out, 1/f -like evolution of the lifetime. More
importantly, Yoo et al. [264] studied cofacial perylene diimide (PDI) oligomers
consisting of two PDIs, corresponding to molecule 2b in Figure 5.16b on page 167.
They report the parallel evolution of integrated photoluminescence and fluores-
cence lifetime. An example trace is shown in Figure 5.25. The situation when the
two PDIs are not coupled, characterized by a short decay time, displays a fairly
steady fluorescence rate. In contrast, the coupled state, characterized by longer
decay times, shows similar behaviors to the trace we observed.
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5.3 Lowering density of emitters – towards single-molecule experiments

Honmou et al. [291] report on photoluminescence and electroluminescence of in-
dividualized polyfluorene chains confined in vertical cylinders of a phase-separated
block copolymer. For both excitation methods, zero-phonon line flickering was
observed and attributed to excimers, albeit they note the emission of keto de-
fects5 could also explain it. The former, however, appears to be their favorite
explanation. In this scenario, the spectral jumps likely result from local confor-
mational changes of the chains between states allowing aggregates formation from
neighboring chains and states that do not.

The reports from the litterature are consistent with our measurements of the
dynamics of the excimer-like diffraction-limited spots at the surface of MAPbBr3
perovskites. We observe clear 1/f behaviors of both the photoluminescence inten-
sity and the zero-phonon line of these emitters. We think this can be attributed
to coupling and de-coupling of excimers, but this needs to be confirmed by further
experiments. In particular, we would like to observe the transition between a state
where the dynamics is dominated by discrete jumps (random telegraph noise) and
one where 1/f noise dominates (flickering). Using time-tagged measurements, we
also hope to track the evolution of the fluorescence lifetime over time and correlate
that to the dynamics of the photoluminescence intensity. In particular, we expect
the photoluminescence lifetime to appear longer when the intensity is flickering,
which would reproduce the result obtained on covalently-bound excimers.

5A keto defect is a local modification of the chemistry of polyfluorene polymers that efficiently
traps excitons [292].
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Conclusion

The advanced characterization of C96tBu8 and the high purity of our samples al-
lowed us to experiment with the GQD environment to observe its effect on the
molecule, as well as developing a new technique to produce flat, millimeter-sized,
MAPbBr3 crystals. We investigated the possibility of coupling C96tBu8 to per-
ovskite crystals.

We first observed the formation of films and confirmed that we were able to
deposit GQDs at the surface of MAPbBr3 without altering the chemistry of the
sample, and with good stability in emission compared to other substrates such
as glass. The emission spectra of films are consistent with emission from excimer
states in a H-aggregate-like configuration. This study could be extended by going
to cryogenic temperature, as emission in excimers with this geometry is known to
be mediated by vibronic transitions.

Then, when lowering the density of emitters at the surface of the crystal, we
showed that the photophysics of diffraction-limited emitters is consistent with
excimer physics. However, we could not investigate the excitation spectra of those
emitters because of experimental limitations caused by the photoluminescence of
MAPbBr3 overlapping with the signal of the emitters. These limitations may be
overcome using more local proping techniques, such as two-photons excitation or
near-field collecion. Another route would be to increase the size of the GQDs, e.g.
using C132tBu12, pushing even more to the red region of the photoluminescence,
and diminishing the overlap with the tail of the perovskite’s photoluminescence
spectrum.

In photovoltaics and light-emitting diodes applications, understanding the
physics at the interface of perovskites and transport layers is critical to optimiz-
ing devices’ performances and stability [112]. Our results are a first step towards
using graphene quantum dots as a probe in direct, atomically-close, proximity of
the crystal. Halide perovskites are known to exhibit processes such as ions mi-
grations [293], which involve moving charges. Since excimer photophysics involves
charge transfer, it is possible that the flickering behavior of the photoluminescence
that we report would be sensitive to ions migration. Thorough characterization
of the flickering in presence of local electric field may thus lead to the realization
of an exquisite probe to the local movements of ions at the surface of perovskite
crystals.

The reason for the formation of excimers at the surface of perovskites is not
completely understood at the time of concluding this chapter. Notably, we do
not know if the formation of excimers, even at single-molecule-level dilution ratio
of the solution deposited on the substrate, is due to the nature of the substrate.
Our group is currently experimenting with substrates with a thin layer of Al2O3,
deposited by atomic layer deposition techniques. Spin-coating solutions of C96tBu8

on those substrates has so far resulted in photoluminescence raster scans consistent
with the presence of films of C96tBu8 on the substrate, with emission spectra similar
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to the one we report for films of GQDs on perovskite substrates. The Al2O3

substrates can also be capped with a second layer of Al2O3 after the GQDs have
been deposited, which should allow us to prevent photobleaching of the molecules
through interaction with the ambient atmosphere. Comparison of the physics of
GQDs on those substrates with the physics on perovskite substrates could provide
us with precious hints to the understanding of the latter.
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The study of nano-objects is a research topic at the crossroads of multiple fields
and allows the collaboration of researchers with a wide variety of expertise. In
this thesis, I focused on the study of halide perovskites, in particular CsPbBr3
nanocrystals, and on graphene quantum dots. Both materials hold great promises
because of the possibility of chemical engineering they offer.

In collaboration with Cédric Mayer, we developed a synthesis method for
CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. This method allows the synthesis of remarkably well-
calibrated nanocrystals at room temperature with soft chemistry. I showed that
the optical properties of the nanocrystals, both in solution and in thin films are
similar to the properties of CsPbBr3 nanocrystals synthesized using methods al-
ready reported in the literature. Moreover, the improved stability of nanocrystal
films makes it promising for applications. Since then, Cedric Mayer kept improving
the synthesis. In particular, he investigated the role of the amine cation used to
slice big polydisperse tens-of-nanometer wide crystals into highly calibrated 10 nm
nanocrystals. Early results suggest that a careful choice of amine group allows the
synthesis of nanocrystals with a near unity quantum yield in solution. In terms of
applications, early results in our collaboration with the group of Johann Bouclé at
XLIM suggest that those nanocrystals can be used to build green-emitting LEDs
by embedding the nanocrystals in a polymer film.

My contribution to the study of the family of rod-shaped graphene quantum
dots intervened after most of the characterizations in solution were already per-
formed. I could however highlight the impressive photoluminescence quantum
yield of those objects in solution. I then focused on the study of C96tBu8 at the
single-molecule level in a polystyrene matrix. This first demonstrated the high
purity of our samples. It also highlighted the good stability of those emitters at
room temperature and strengthened some of the theoretical results obtained on
that molecule. The low blinking rate could be explained by the low intersystem
coupling rate unveiled by a careful study of the second-order correlation function
measured on single emitters. This same study also showed that the de-excitation
rate of C96tBu8 in the polystyrene matrix is lower than in solution, which could
hint at the effects of the matrix on the photophysics of those objects. The envi-
ronment is expected to influence heavily these atomically-thin objects. Ongoing
studies on this family of graphene quantum dots focus on embedding them in other
environments, such as molecular crystals or aluminum oxide thin layers.

In the framework of this study, the influence of the environment on the graphene
quantum dots has particularly been explored for MAPbBr3 halide perovskite sub-
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strates. I showed that C96tBu8 films deposited on that surface present satisfactory
stability, as opposed to e.g. glass substrate. However, I showed that the quantum
dots on the perovskite substrate behave like excimers, with an emission red-shifted
and broadened. Reducing the concentration of emitters up to the point where
diffraction-limited fluorescence spots were observed on our confocal microscope did
not allow us to observe single-photon emission. However, we could observe discrete
dynamics in the time domain, such as sudden red-shifts of the main emission peak
of the GQD. More advanced characterizations in the time domain showed that
the dynamics are dominated by 1/f noise. For this thesis, we were limited by the
temporal resolution of our spectrometer to study the time dynamics as a function
of the energy of emission. Ongoing work on this system focuses on using the two
avalanche photodiodes of the Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer shielded with
band-pass filters to record simultaneously the dynamics in two different regions of
the spectrum. We also want to perform experiments with pulsed sources to per-
form time-tagging experiments and record the fluorescence lifetime as a function
of time. This would provide a solid point of comparison with experiments reported
in the literature on single-molecule excimers.

A very promising field of application for nano-emitters is the possibility of cou-
pling them to active materials and photonic structures. In that respect, CsPbBr3
nanocrystals are good candidates for embedding in large Si-based photonic struc-
tures, as their small size could allow a high degree of flexibility in the shape of the
structure compared to bulk perovskites. At the single-object level, both CsPbBr3
nanocrystals and C96tBu8 could benefit from studies of single-objects embedded in
photonic cavities. A possible route consists of embedding the emitters in polymer-
based photonic structures. Another possible solution is to use matrices such as
hexagonal boron nitride. In all cases, this highlights the necessity for a good
understanding of the interaction between the emitters and the matrix.
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Résumé en Français

Ce travail se concentre sur la spectroscopie optique de deux classes de matériaux
en utilisant la microscopie de fluorescence à température ambiante.

Tout d’abord, les pérovskites halogénées, une classe de semi-conducteurs qui
ont connu un regain d’intérêt au cours des dix dernières années en raison de leurs
propriétés optoélectroniques exceptionnelles, ce qui en fait une plate-forme promet-
teuse pour les applications photovoltäıques, mais aussi pour l’émission de lumière
dans les diodes, les lasers et les dispositifs quantiques. Ces matériaux cristallins
sont constitués d’octaèdres dont les sommets sont partagés. Un ion métallique est
positionné au centre, souvent du plomb, et des ions halogénures aux sommets :
Cl, Br ou I. Un cation complète la structure. Il est soit organique, par exemple
le méthylammonium (MA) ou le formamidinium, soit inorganique, par exemple le
césium. Dans le contexte de l’émission de lumière, les pérovskites halogénées con-
stituent un excellent choix pour résoudre le problème du green gap, c’est-à-dire le
manque d’émetteurs efficaces dans la région verte du spectre optique, en raison de
la possibilité d’ajuster leur bande interdite grâce à un choix éclairé de l’halogénure
lors de la synthèse. De plus, comme la synthèse se fait à température ambiante
et implique des étapes de chimie simples, ils sont prometteurs pour les applica-
tions industrielles. La synthèse et la caractérisation de nanocristaux de CsPbBr3
émettant dans la région verte du spectre optique à l’aide d’une nouvelle méthode
basée sur la précipitation est rapportée. En particulier, la calibration élevé et la
bonne stabilité des nanocristaux sont mis en évidence.

La deuxième partie de cette étude porte sur les bôıtes quantiques de graphène.
Ces objets de faible dimension permettent d’ouvrir la bande interdite du graphène,
ce qui les rend fluorescents. Ces émetteurs sont prometteurs parce que leur
structure atomiquement fine et leur accordabilité les rendent aptes à réaliser des
nanocapteurs. En s’appuyant sur la relation structure-propriétés récemment étudiée
des bôıtes quantiques de graphène rectangulaires, une étude approfondie au niveau
de l’objet unique de ces bôıtes quantiques hautement fluorescentes avec 96 atomes
de carbone sp2 est rapportée. L’excellente pureté des échantillons a été mise en
évidence. L’étude de la dynamique temporelle de ces émetteurs de photons uniques
dans une matrice de polystyrène a permis d’estimer les temps caractéristiques de
la dynamique transitoire des bôıtes quantiques.

Enfin, la troisième partie rapporte l’étude des bôıtes quantiques de graphène sur
une surface de pérovskite. La surface des pérovskites présente un intérêt particulier
pour la réalisation de dispositifs avec ces semi-conducteurs, ce qui en fait un terrain
de jeu intéressant pour l’utilisation des bôıtes quantiques de graphène. À cette fin,
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les bôıtes quantiques ont été déposés sur la surface de monocristaux millimétriques
de MAPbBr3.

• En tant que films minces déposés sur la pérovskite, les bôıtes quantiques
de graphène présentent une photophysique compatible avec la formation
d’excimères.

• Lorsque la concentration de bôıtes quantiques sur la surface est réduite, des
taches limitées par la diffraction sont observées. L’étude de la photolumi-
nescence dans le domaine temporel révèle des sauts entre des états discrets
du système.

• L’étude dans le domaine des fréquences de l’intensité de la photoluminescence
de ces émetteurs limités par la diffraction est dominée par le bruit en 1/f, ce
qui contraste fortement avec la dynamique stable, dominée par le bruit de
grenaille, des émetteurs uniques lorsqu’ils sont étudiés dans une matrice de
polystyrène.

Nous avons donc observé la formation d’excimères à la surface de perovskite
hybrides halogénées. La compréhension de la dynamique temporelle de la photo-
physique de ces aggrégats pourraient mener à une compréhension plus fine de la
surface des perovskites.
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